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Abstract

Over the last decade, the economics literature has seen an explosion of laboratory ex-

periments focused on topics important to the discipline of labor economics. Using laboratory

experiments to research labor economics subjects provides advantages over naturally occurring

data. Individual decisions and human interactions are complicated. However, we can untangle

underpinning mechanisms by either controlling or assessing other confounding factors with con-

trolled laboratory trials, allowing us to explore a specific mechanism in a more direct manner.

This dissertation is composed of three chapters. I incorporate behavioral and psychological

insights into understanding labor economics issues such as gender inequality, couples divisions

of labor and the worker-employer relationship.

In the first chapter of my dissertation, “Don’t tell anyone I lost to a girl! Gender stereo-

types and hiding low performance”, I seek to gain insights into why men seem to resent being

outperformed or subordinate to a female. In an experiment I measure an individual’s willing-

ness to pay to avoid having others know about their poor performance at arithmetic vis-a-vis

a competitor. To develop hypotheses, I propose a statistical discrimination model in which in-

dividuals are averse to revealing lower performance against a stereotypically worse performer.

The experiment tests (a) whether males are willing to pay more to hide poor performance

relative to a female; and (b) whether both females and males are willing to pay more to hide

the fact that they have been outperformed by a female than by a male. The experiment is

conducted in both the US and China. These countries have di↵erent cultural norms and beliefs,

in particular regarding the degree of gender stereotyping. An incentivized survey of subjects’

beliefs in China reveals a stereotype that males would be better performers than females at

arithmetic tasks. In contrast, the survey reveals no stereotype in the US as to who is the better

performer. The experimental results show that males in China and the U.S. are averse to being

outed as a worse performer when competing against both males and females. Chinese males

are more averse to exposure than Chinese females. In contrast to males, females in China are

more averse to losing to other females. However, US females are more averse to losing to males.

The findings suggest a more complex picture of gender di↵erences than the common view that

men hate to lose to women and have the loss revealed.

In my second chapter, “Social norms and couples’ labor division decisions”, I investigate

10



how social norms predict couples’ decisions to exit the labor force. When there is an exogenous

shock, such as an economic crisis, who will be the main breadwinner and who will stay at

home? This question is extremely important for gender equity under the current global Covid-

19 pandemic. Many schools have moved to online instruction and couples must decide who

to stay at home to take care of their children. If more females quit the labor force, we

can anticipate an increased gender disparity after the crisis. In this paper, I investigate the

relationship between social norms regarding gender roles and couples’ behaviors in deciding

who stays in the labor force and who quits. I also study whether peer pressure intensifies the

e↵ect. We conduct two separate experiments. One experiment is used to elicit the social norm

about gender roles using a Krupka and Weber (2013) procedure. In another experiment, I

recruit real-life college couples as subjects to perform a stylized task based on the labor force

quitting decision. The task involves both parties initially performing a real e↵ort task for

payment. At a point in the session, one member of the couple is required to quit the task.

Data gathered in China reveal that college couples are more likely to choose the boyfriend

to continue the real-e↵ort task for money and the girlfriend to quit the task, a result that is

similar to gender norms in China. Whether their choices are revealed to their peers or not does

not play a role in couples’ decisions. This finding implies that peer pressure does not intensify

the e↵ect of the social norm.

The last chapter of my dissertation examines the e↵ect of unrealized wages in a gift-

exchange game. In an experiment, I consider whether employees work harder in response

to compensation which might have been but is not actually realized. For example, do workers

work harder, even in bad times, to repay a firm that pays generous bonuses in good times?

To study this question, I extend the classical experimental gift-exchange game framework to

study the e↵ect of unrealized but intended kindness on employees’ e↵ort. The question of

interest is whether the workers’ performance and the employers’ profits are a↵ected if workers

are aware of wages they would have received under unrealized business conditions. I investigate

a gift-exchange game where employers make wage o↵ers contingent on two randomly realized

states, good or bad, and workers choose an e↵ort level after knowing which state is realized. I

manipulate the visibility of wages under the unrealized state. By applying the model in Sebald

(2010), unrealized wages are predicted to make a di↵erence because they a↵ect the worker’s

perception of the employer’s kindness, and thus workers have a tendency to respond to the

promise of high unrealized wages in addition to high realized wages. My main finding is that

the awareness of the unrealized wage a↵ects workers’ e↵ort choice and employers’ profits if

current states are good. The positive marginal e↵ect of current wages is greater if wages in

the unrealized bad state are higher. However, unrealized wages do not have an e↵ect if current

states are bad. These findings suggest that workers tend to reciprocate the unrealized kindness

11



only if their realized payo↵ is su�ciently high and satisfactory. When firms hire employees in

good years, it is profitable to include the information that they will treat the employees well

even if the business conditions might be bad some day. However, in bad years, it’s unnecessary

to inform the employees about their wage o↵ers in good years.

12



Chapter 1

Don’t tell anyone I lost to a girl! Gender stereotypes

and hiding low performance

Social scientists from several disciplines have asserted that males incur a psychological cost

when they are outperformed by a female competitor. We conduct a laboratory experiment that

allows us to measure this cost, for performance in a mathematical task. The experiment is

conducted in both the US and China. We find that in our Chinese sample, males are willing to

pay more to hide the fact that they have performed worse than another individual than women

are, while there is no gender di↵erence in the US. In China, females are willing to pay more to

hide poor performance when losing to another female than to a male. In the US, the opposite

pattern is observed; women have a greater cost of revealing that they have lost to a man than to

another woman. The gender of the counterpart is not a determinant of males’ willingness to

hide poor performance. An incentivized questionnaire reveals that a stereotype that males would

outperform females exists in the Chinese sample, but not among our American participants.
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1.1 Introduction

It is widely claimed in the popular press1 that some men view it with disfavor when a female

partner, co-worker, or peer is more successful or more able than they are. This disutility can

express itself in a number of ways, for example in a preference for female partners who are less

successful and intelligent than the man is, or in a reluctance to be employed in a subordinate

position to a female. The dominant explanation for this behavior on the part of men is that

it stems from cultural beliefs about gender, with their specific expectations of gender roles.

There exists a belief in many cultures that men ought to be more successful and earn more than

women, and the strength of this belief varies among cultures (Van de Vijver (2007); Hofstede

(1998); Hofstede (2001)).2 Such beliefs shape people’s sense of what others expect of them and,

in turn, their behavior and judgments (Ridgeway (1997); Foschi (2000); Correll (2001)). As a

consequence, it may be socially costly for a man to have others know that he has performed

poorly at a task when society’s expectations are that he would perform well, or to be in an

inferior position when society expects otherwise. Such stigmas are problematic for gender

equality (Ridgeway and Correll (2000)), as well as for economic e�ciency. For example, if men

find it socially costly to be outperformed by women professionally, they might seek to prevent

more capable women from gaining equal or superior positions to theirs within an organization,

or to hide or downplay strong performance by women.

In this chapter, we elicit a willingness-to-accept to have one’s inferior performance against

a competitor on a cognitive task made public. This provides a measure of the magnitude of

the stigma associated with poor performance. The setup is designed to be extendable to other

settings and populations. We compare the behavior of women and men, and further contrast

their behavior based on the gender of the competitor. This allows us to consider whether the

cost of being seen to have been outperformed is greater for men than for women, and then to

ask whether the cost depends on the gender of the person who is outperforming the other.

Specifically, in the main portion of our experiment, participants are asked to perform a

series of additions of five randomly-chosen, two-digit numbers during a four-minute period.

Their performance is measured as the number of correct sums calculated, and this score is

compared with that of a randomly matched partner. In some trials, the partner is of the

other gender, and in others, the partner is of the same gender. The member of the pair with

more correct totals is designated as the Better Performer, and the other person is dubbed

the Worse Performer. The Worse Performer is eligible to claim a monetary payment as a

1 See for example, Burriss (May 31, 2016), Barth (Jan 23, 2016), or Fottrell (Dec 7, 2018).
2 For example, in the latest wave (2017 - 2020) of data in the World Value Survey, the percentage of respondents
that either agree or strongly agree with the statement “There is a problem if women earn more than men” is
over 27% in China, while the number is 10% in the US.
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consolation prize. However, to claim it, he must make his Worse Performer status publicly

known. Therefore, participants in our experiment face a trade o↵ between obtaining extra

monetary compensation and being able to hide their relatively inferior performance. In this

manner, we elicit participants’ monetary values for hiding their poor performance. This value

can be interpreted as the cost of the stigma of performing worse than the competitor. We are

able to measure how this cost varies by own gender and the gender of the competitor.3

The experiment is conducted in both China and the U.S., with participant pools of similar

profiles. The experiment is not designed to directly compare e↵ect sizes in the two samples, but

we do compare the qualitative patterns between them. This cross-cultural approach allows us

to investigate how cultural background influences individuals’ stigma costs. The two countries

have very di↵erent cultures, histories, and societal norms.4. As we report later, we also obtain

evidence that di↵erent stereotypes about the relative performance of women and men in our

task are present in the two groups. We recognize, of course, that any di↵erences between our

two samples could be attributed to factors other than cultural background that might di↵er

between our samples, and that cultural di↵erences may interact with other demographic factors

so that the same patterns would not appear with other paired samples from the two countries.

Nevertheless, we provide evidence that stereotypes do correlate with individuals’ behavior.

The hypotheses for the experiment are based on our review of the literature. A formal

framework from which the hypotheses can be derived is provided in Appendix 1A. The hy-

potheses are conditioned on whether or not there is a stereotype that men are better at the task

than women in the population being studied. If such a stereotype is present, we hypothesize

that more women than men would claim a given consolation prize when they are competing

with a partner of a di↵erent gender. Secondly, we hypothesize that women are less likely to

claim the consolation prize if their performance is compared with another woman than with

a man. Thirdly, we propose that men are less likely to claim the prize when facing a female

than a male partner.

Data from an accompanying questionnaire shows that members of our two samples hold

di↵erent stereotypes. The belief that men would outperform women on average in the math-

ematics addition task is held by a majority in China, though not in the US. Correspondingly,

our behavioral data show very di↵erent patterns in the two countries. In China, women are

more willing to accept the consolation prize than men, and are more willing to do so when

3 An interesting issue to study would be the e↵ect of the composition of the audience. This is a third level
interaction which can be explored in follow-up work.

4 Prior experiments suggest that gender di↵erences in behavior exhibit di↵erent patterns in the US and in China.
For example, studies with American participants consistently find that men behave more competitively than
women (for a review, see Niederle and Vesterlund (2011)). In China, the evidence in this regard is mixed,
with a number of studies reporting no e↵ect (Cameron, Erkal, Gangadharan, and Meng (2013)) or greater
competitiveness among women (Chen, Ong, and Sheremeta (2015); Zhang (2019)).
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competing with a partner of a di↵erent, than of the same, gender. Men, however, behave

similarly regardless of the gender of their counterpart. The data are mostly consistent with

our hypotheses.

In our US sample, there is no stereotype about relative performance between the genders,

and our hypotheses predict no gender di↵erences in behavior. Indeed, the US data show that

there is a similar likelihood that men and women accept a given consolation prize. Men have an

equal willingness-to-accept for disclosing Worse Performance when matched with another man

or a woman. Women, on the other hand and perhaps surprisingly, are less likely to accept the

consolation prize when paired with a man than with a woman. American women in our sample

are more reluctant to have others know that they performed worse than another individual,

when the competitor is a man rather than a woman. Again, the results are mostly, though not

completely, confirmatory of our hypotheses.

Two remarks are in order at this point. The first is that by measuring the willingness-

to-pay to hide one’s Worse Performer status, we are measuring the cost of having peers find

out about one’s poor performance, beyond the cost of merely learning yourself that you did

not perform well. This di↵erence seems to us to be the most relevant e↵ect to measure. In

dating and employment relationships, the relative status of the two parties (profession, position

in company hierarchy, educational level), is typically known to others. One typically also is

aware of one’s own ability or status before entering the relationship. Therefore, beginning a

relationship implies making one’s ability or status public rather than private. For this reason,

we chose to study the cost of making one’s status public. The second remark is that we do

not try to simulate an employment or a romantic relationship in our experiment. Our pairings

are anonymous and fleeting. In our opinion, this means that any cost of inferior performance

in a field setting such as those described at the beginning of this section would likely be much

greater than those we observe, and our experiment should therefore be viewed as a minimal

paradigm to observe gender di↵erences. In our view, this makes the gender and cultural

di↵erences that we do observe all the more striking.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we briefly discuss

related literature. In Section 1.3, we describe the experimental design and procedures. Testable

hypotheses are presented in Section 1.4. The results are analyzed and discussed in Section 1.5.

We close, in Section 1.6, with a brief summary of our findings and some concluding thoughts.
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1.2 Related Work

1.2.1 Gender, Relative Status and Social Image

There are a number of lines of research that relate to and inform this study. A consistent

theme in the economics literature is that men and women respond to society’s expectations of

gender roles and men resent being outperformed by women. For example, men seem reluctant

to disclose that they earn less than their spouses. A study using U.S Census Bureau data

(Murray-Close and Heggeness (2018)) compares the earnings reported for husbands and wives

in the Current Population Survey with their actual earnings from administrative income-tax

records. They find that survey respondents inflate their reports of husbands’ earnings and

deflate the reports of wives’ earnings. Bertrand, Kamenica, and Pan (2015) show that the

distribution of the share of income earned by wives exhibits a sharp drop to the right of 1/2,

the point at which the wife’s income exceeds the husband’s. Patnaik (2019) investigates the

role of non-monetary “stigma costs” in explaining the di↵erence in parental leave participation

rates between the genders. She finds that when the parental leave option is labeled as ”daddy

only”, the uptake of men increases. Folke and Rickne (2020) find that career promotions raise

the likelihood of divorce for women but not for men. Divorce among women in top jobs is

more common in households where her promotion pushes the earnings division further away

from the norm of male dominance.

Similar patterns have been documented in the workplace. Husain, Matsa, and Miller

(2021) find that male teachers are more likely to quit their position if the school principal

is female than male, while there is no di↵erence for female teachers. De Paola and Scoppa

(2015) estimate the probability of success of candidates for promotion in relation to the gender

composition of the promotion committee in a natural experiment. They find that female

candidates are significantly less likely to be promoted when the randomly assigned committee

is composed exclusively of males. Bagues, Sylos-Labini, and Zinovyeva (2017) document that

in the case of promotions to full professorships, male evaluators become less favorable toward

female candidates when women are present in the committee, perhaps due to a licensing e↵ect

or to male identity priming.

There is a large literature in experimental economics documenting di↵erences in the eco-

nomic behavior of women and men. Gender di↵erences in preferences for risk (Eckel and

Grossman (2008), Croson and Gneezy (2009)), taste for competition (Niederle and Vesterlund

(2007), Gneezy and Rustichini (2004)), bargaining behavior (Babcock, Laschever, Gelfand,

and Small (2003)), and other-regarding preferences (Eckel and Grossman (2001); Andreoni

and Vesterlund (2001); Eckel and Grossman (1998)), such as altruism, fairness and envy are

all well-documented.
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A smaller line of research, both experimental and non-experimental, focuses on how de-

cisions are a↵ected by the gender of the counterpart in a strategic interaction. A number of

studies (Ru✏e and Shtudiner (2015); Chen, Ong, and Sheremeta (2015); Bagues, Sylos-Labini,

and Zinovyeva (2017)) suggest that women are more competitive against other women than

they are against men. Booth and Nolen (2012) find that women are more likely to enter a tour-

nament when potentially facing an all-female group than a mixed gender group. Stockley and

Campbell (2013) argue that this occurs for evolutionary reasons. Mago and Razzolini (2019)

find that women exert significantly greater e↵ort when competing against other women, while

for men the gender of the opponent is of no consequence.

Other work has been focused on gender stereotyping or discrimination. Bordalo, Co↵man,

Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2019) investigate how gender stereotypes shape beliefs about one’s

own and others’ ability in di↵erent categories of knowledge, using laboratory experiments.

They find that when evaluating others, people tend to overestimate the performance of men

in categories that are stereotypically viewed to play to male strengths, such as mathematics.

Reuben, Sapienza, and Zingales (2014) study the e↵ects of negative sex-based stereotypes on

women’s careers in science. They document that both male and female subjects are twice as

likely to hire a man than a woman to perform an arithmetic task in an experimental market.

Sarsons, Gërxhani, Reuben, and Schram (2021) investigate gender di↵erences in recognition

for group work, combining evidence from field and experiments. They find that women receive

less credit than men when they perform a stereotypically male task or when they are evaluated

by a man. Bagues, Sylos-Labini, and Zinovyeva (2017) find that there exist stereotypes, as

well as taste-based discrimination, in promotions to full professorships but not to positions

at lower levels of the career ladder in Spain. Ru✏e and Shtudiner (2015), in an experiment

focused on the beauty premium, find that females actually discriminate against other females

in a hiring decision.

Our research is also related to studies investigating the role of social image concerns on

behavior. This work shows that people care about how others perceive who and what kind

of person they are. The psychological costs of being observed and judged can have important

consequences for behavior (e.g. Masclet, Noussair, Tucker, and Villeval (2003)). Bursztyn,

Fujiwara, and Pallais (2017) conduct a field experiment that includes a real-stakes placement

questionnaire. They find that single female students report lower desired salaries, as well as

lower willingness to travel and to work long hours, when their preferences are observable by

classmates. When an audience observes a person, that person tends to become more likely

to exhibit qualities that are socially desirable, such as being fair (Andreoni and Bernheim

(2009), smart (McManus and Rao (2015); Bursztyn, Egorov, and Jensen (2019)), and charitable

(Grossman (2015)). Perhaps the work that is most similar to ours is that of Butera, Metcalfe,
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Morrison, and Taubinsky (2022). The authors elicit willingness to pay for public recognition.

They also estimate models of social signaling. They do so in three field settings, and use a

BDM (Becker, DeGroot, and Marschak (1964)) mechanism to elicit valuations. They find that

many individuals are willing to pay considerable sums to gain or to avoid public recognition.

Schram, Brandts, and Gërxhani (2019) conduct an experiment in which in one treatment

individuals’ must read aloud their score as well as their ranking in a mathematics task to one

peer participant. In another treatment, subjects only read the score and not the ranking. The

authors observe that, while there is no gender di↵erence in performance without the reporting

of the ranking, the announcement of ranking increases the e↵ort and performance of men and

reduces the e↵ort of women.

There is evidence that the social image concerns of men are well-founded, since they do

seem to be viewed more negatively when they perform poorly. Cappelen, Falch, and Tungodden

(2019) find that the general public views male and female losers di↵erently. People are more

likely to infer that unproductive male workers, to a greater extent than unproductive females,

have exerted low e↵ort and therefore consider them less deserving of transfer payments. If

males anticipate this relatively harsh judgment of their performance, they might have a higher

willingness-to-pay than women to hide a low level of competence.

There is a body of work in psychology documenting that men do not place high value on

ability or competence of a romantic partner, particularly when it exceeds their own. Ratli↵ and

Oishi (2013) find that men have lower self-esteem when outperformed by a female romantic

partner on either an academic or a social task, while women do not exhibit a similar e↵ect

when outperformed by male partners. Park, Young, and Eastwick (2015) find that men indicate

that they prefer women who are more intelligent than they are as partners when the potential

partner is psychologically distant, but that they reverse their preference when the decision

becomes proximate. Karbowski, Deja, and Zawisza (2016) report that the women that are

most attractive to men are those who rate a 7 out of 10 on intelligence. Park, Young, Troisi,

and Pinkus (2011) observe that women subject to romantic priming exhibit less of a preference

for STEM topics than they do otherwise. The authors conjecture that women may distance

themselves from STEM when the goal is to be romantically desirable because they are aware

of males’ preference. Syrda (2020), studying a large sample of over 6000 households, observes

that male psychological distress reaches a minimum at a point where wives earn 40% of total

household income and reaches a maximum when men are entirely economically dependent on

their wives. A similar finding is obtained in a economic study by Fisman, Iyengar, Kamenica,

and Simonson (2006), who find, in a speed dating experiment, that men do not value women’s

intelligence or ambition when it exceeds their own, while women do value intelligence on the

part of men.
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The methodology used in this line of psychological literature has not gone unquestioned.

Motyl, Demos, Carsel, Hanson, Melton, Mueller, Prims, Sun, Washburn, Wong, et al. (2017)

survey a large sample of social and personality psychologists. They find that, although research

practices are believed to have improved, there is considerable skepticism regarding results ob-

tained in earlier decades. In the area of the study of the consequences of gender deviance (a

reversal in the traditional male role in the household as primary breadwinner) on the house-

hold, England (2011) has noted that the interpretation of some results has been plagued by

the mischaracterization of findings, exaggeration of the importance of small but statistically

significant e↵ects, and a lack of ability to draw causal inferences. Sullivan (2011) has also

questioned the existence of neutralizing (compensatory) behavior on the part of women in

response to gender deviance, previously a prominent result in the field of gender studies. In

our view, this debate speaks to the need for the use of new methodologies to study the topic

of the stigma associated with failing to adhere to traditional gender roles.

1.2.2 Gender Stereotyping and Performance in Mathematics

There has been work on gender stereotypes in mathematics in both the US and China.

Some research suggests that in both the US and China, a stereotype exists that men are better

at math than women. This stereotype is held by both parents and teachers, and can influence

behavior and outcomes of children. It can also serve to create stereotypes on the part of

children early on and perpetuate these beliefs. Spencer, Steele, and Quinn (1999) and Zhao

and Yang (2021)) find that parents hold beliefs that boys are better at math than girls in the

US and China, respectively. Tiedemann (2000) finds that parents with stronger stereotypical

beliefs that boys are better and more interested at math than girls think that the di↵erences

apply to their own children as well. Parental beliefs were strongly correlated with the children’s

own beliefs about their math ability.

There is evidence that Chinese teachers also hold this stereotype. Several Chinese studies in

the field of education find that the stereotype that boys tend to outperform girls at mathematics

is widely held among Chinese teachers (Dong (2019), Tsui (2007)), even when they observe no

actual di↵erence in the mathematical performance of boys and girls in their classes. These two

studies argue that gender stereotypes are present in Chinese textbooks, school environments,

and teacher-student interactions.

In terms of actual performance on mathematical tasks, the literature does suggest that

there are gender di↵erences. Machin and Pekkarinen (2008) summarize the results from the

OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), a survey of 15-year-olds who

are enrolled in full- or part-time education, and report that boys generally outscore girls in

mathematics. The most recent PISA assessment, in 2018, confirms the di↵erence. Aronson,
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Lustina, Good, Keough, Steele, and Brown (1999) find a correlation between the stereotype

that men outperform women in mathematics and actual performance di↵erences, suggesting

that the stereotype is not completely inaccurate.

Several cross-national studies indicate that greater cultural inequities between males and

females are associated with larger gaps in mathematical performance favoring males (Else-

Quest, Hyde, and Linn (2010)). Nations with higher proportions of women enrolled in post-

secondary science courses and employed in scientific careers are less likely to explicitly endorse

the stereotype that science is a masculine profession (Miller, Eagly, and Linn (2015)). These

studies imply that there is a negative correlation between the proportion of women enrolled

in science and the strength of the stereotype. In the US, the gross enrollment ratio (GER)

of women in tertiary education is 102%, while in China it is 56%. This suggests, if a similar

correlation holds over di↵erent academic disciplines, that there exists a stronger stereotype

that men are better than women in academics in China compared to the US.5

1.3 Experimental Design

1.3.1 General Procedures

The experiment was conducted at two universities in two di↵erent countries: China and the

United States. From the week starting from December 16th to 20th in 2019, we ran 10 sessions

at the Behavioral Economics Laboratory at the School of Economics and Management at the

University of Electronic Science and Technology of China,6 located in Chengdu, China. All

120 Chinese subjects in China were recruited three days before the first session via the online

platform “Ancadmy”, which is widely used for social science experiments subjects recruitment

in China.7 In February 2020, we also conducted twelve sessions, with a total of 120 participants,

but we only retain data from 117 subjects,8 at the Economic Science Laboratory (ESL) of

the University of Arizona, located in Tucson, USA. We recruited subjects using the ESL

5 The Gross Enrollment Ratio for tertiary school is calculated by dividing the number of students enrolled in
tertiary education, regardless of age, by the population in the age group that is traditionally enrolled in tertiary
education. The data are from UNESCO, and GER can exceed 100% due to the inclusion of students above and
below typical college age. A high GER generally indicates a high degree of participation in the higher education
system.

6 The University of Electronic Science and Technology of China is a multidisciplinary university, rather than a
university that only specializes in engineering and electronic science, as the name might suggest.

7 The general procedure was that the experimenter posted relevant information of the experiment, such as the
experiment time, venue and average payment onto the platform, and students from UESTC who registered for
this platform could see the post and registered the experiment.

8 In each of the two locations, we only permitted domestic students, defined as citizens of the home country, to
participate. Additionally, we only recruited White or Caucasian people in the US. There was one exception.
In one of the sessions conducted in the US, we permitted three foreign male students to participate in order to
make the session viable and avoid cancellation of the session. The other participants were unaware that these
three students were foreign. We only retained data from 117 participants in the US sessions, excluding the data
from the three foreign students from our analysis.
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subject recruitment system. Usually about two days before a session, students in the subject

pool would receive a recruitment email, whose content was similar to that used for recruiting

participants in China. In both countries, subjects did not have any way to learn about what

this specific experiment entailed when registering for the experiment. In China, all recruitment

was conducted before the first session was conducted. In the US, there were multiple studies

ongoing in the same laboratory in the same time frame, so that subjects could not easily

predict beforehand which study that they would be in, even if they knew the content of any

specific study. This minimized word-of-mouth transmission about the experiment from earlier

to later participants. Participants’ average earnings were 49 RMB (about 7 USD) in China

and 17 USD in the United States.9

Sessions had between 8 and 12 participants, each session was divided equally between males

and females. All participants were undergraduate students registered in the local subject pool.

The experiment was computerized and the interface was programmed in ztree (Fischbacher

(2007)). Sessions lasted approximately 70 minutes on average. A summary of these general

parameters is provided in Table 1.1, and demographic profiles are presented in Table 1.2.

Table 1.1: Summary of General Experimental Parameters

Parameters China the U.S
Show-up fee 15 RMB 5 USD
Average earnings 49 RMB (about7.5 USD) 17 USD

Payment method
Electorinic payment
(Wechat Pay/Alipay)

Cash

Average duration of session 70 mins 70 mins
Total number of sessions 10 12
Number of Sessions of size 12 10 6
Number of Sessions of size 8 0 6
Time period conducted Dec 2019 Feb 2020

Location
the Behavioral Economics Lab
(Chengdu, China)

Economic Science Lab
(Tucson, the U.S)

Number of participants 120 120
Male participants 60 57
Female participants 60 60
Net number of participants 120 117

9 To render the stakes in the two locations comparable, we set the anticipated payment levels in each location
approximately equal to the price of two typical lunch meals in campus student restaurants.
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Table 1.2: Demographic profile of participants in two locations

Location UESTC (China) U of A (U.S)
All Male Female All Male Female

Age 19.8 19.3 20.2 20.5 20.5 20.5
Male 50% 49%
At least 1 friend in the same session 36% 30% 42% 33% 32% 33%
Sex ratio (M : F) 4.2:1 0.9:1

Business/Economics major 32% 30% 33% 57% 54% 60%
Science major 41% 47% 37% 30% 35% 25%
Social science major 25% 23% 27% 5% 4% 7%
Other majors 2% 0% 3% 8% 7% 8%

Fresh 44% 53% 35% 22% 25% 18%
Sophomore 7% 3% 12% 23% 22% 24%
Junior 27% 24% 30% 17% 16% 18%
Senior 22% 20% 23% 38% 37% 40%

Notes: The reason that we only have 49% of participants in U.S are males is because we exclude the data from
the three foreign students from our analysis, as stated in footnote 8.

To control for any nuances in language that may cause the results to di↵er between coun-

tries, the instructions for the experiment in China were translated directly into Chinese from

English by a native speaker of Chinese who also speaks fluent English. The sessions in the

two locations were conducted by the same (female) experimenter, who is highly proficient in

English and a native speaker of Chinese. The English instructions were composed by a native

speaker of English.

Each session of the experiment consisted of six periods, a brief questionnaire, and a conso-

lation prize ceremony. In the first four periods, we elicited participants’ willingness to pay to

hide the fact that they were a relatively poor performer on a cognitive task. In these periods,

low performance can be attributed to low ability. In the last two periods, 5 and 6, we elicited

their willingness to exert higher e↵ort to hide poor performer status, in a setting where low

performance is due to low e↵ort. Afterwards, we elicited participants’ beliefs regarding gender

stereotypes. Finally, there was a consolation prize ceremony. The following four subsections

describe the activity that took place in each session.

1.3.2 Periods 1 to 4: Measuring the value of hiding worse performer status

In this initial part of the session, we measured the participants’ willingness-to-pay to avoid

having others know that they were a worse performer than a competitor. In each period, each

participant was randomly paired with a newly-drawn partner. The design was counterbalanced:
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in one half of the sessions, the partner was of a di↵erent gender in periods 1 and 2, and of

the same gender in periods 3 and 4.10 In the rest of the sessions, a participant was grouped

with a same-gender partner first, and with a partner of a di↵erent gender for periods 3 and

4. The specific person the participant was paired with always changed randomly after each

period. Individuals always knew the gender of the individual with whom they were paired,

though they did not know precise identity the individual.11

The task that all participants performed in these first four periods was a series of additions

of five randomly-chosen, two-digit numbers. They had four minutes to solve as many problems

correctly as possible. Calculators were not permitted, but scratch paper was available.

At the beginning of each period, participants were informed that their performance in

the mathematics addition task would be compared to their partner’s. The person who out-

performed his/her partner was designated as the “Better Performer”, while the person who

answered fewer questions correctly was the “Worse Performer”. The Better Performer earned

a greater amount of money for the task than the Worse Performer. In the US, the payments

were $10 and $5 for Better and Worse Performers, respectively. In China, the payments were

30 RMB and 15 RMB.

Participants were also informed that Worse Performers were eligible to claim consolation

prizes. However, to claim a prize, a Worse Performer was required to participate in a “Conso-

lation Prize Ceremony” at the end of the session, and that the ceremony required them to go

to the front of the room to be recognized by all participants as a Worse Performer.

In each period, before the addition task, we asked each participant to make ten decisions.

In each decision, they were asked to indicate whether they were willing to claim possible

consolation prizes of di↵erent values by going to the front of the room, revealing to all that

they were a Worse Performer. The decisions were presented in a price list format, as shown in

Table 2.1.12 At the time that they made their decisions, they were aware of the procedure of

the Consolation Prize Ceremony.13

10We choose to do 2 periods instead of one period to elicit willingness to pay is because we want subjects to be
familiar with the task and the related experimental procedure. If we ask subjects to do only one period for each
condition, then it’s possible that some subjects’ true willingness to pay is not elicited just because that they
are not familiar with the task or the procedure. This problem can be fixed by asking them to do more than
one period. Each period lasts about 10 minutes. Considering the limited time, we choose 2 periods for each
condition.

11We have chosen to make the gender of the counterpart transparent. The reasonable alternative would be to make
the gender of the counterpart less obvious, though discoverable. This approach runs the risk that participants
do not become aware of the gender of the counterpart, leading to an underestimate of gender e↵ects because
the gender of the counterpart is not taken into account.

12See Butera et al (2019) for an alternative protocol to elicit the willingness to pay or to acccept for public
recognition. They measure this willingness in three field settings and estimate models of social signalling, using
a Becker-DeGroot-Marschak (1964) mechanism to elicit valuations. They find that many individuals are willing
to pay considerable sums to gain public recognition whle others are willing to pay to avoid recognition.

13The only di↵erence between the tables in the two locations was that the values of the prizes di↵ered because
of rounding. In China, the smallest amount (the value in the first line) was 1 RMB, and the largest amount
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Table 1.3: The Consolation Form in the US

Decision number
The value of the consolation prize
you can claim if you go to the

front of the room

Will you go to the front of
the room to claim the prize?

1 $0.25 Yes / No

2 $0.50 Yes / No

3 $0.75 Yes / No

4 $1.00 Yes / No

5 $1.25 Yes / No

6 $1.50 Yes / No

7 $1.75 Yes / No

8 $2.00 Yes / No

9 $2.25 Yes / No

10 $2.50 Yes / No

Periods 1 - 4 enable us to measure each participant’s willingness-to-pay to avoid having

others know that they lagged behind a partner of (a) a di↵erent gender and (b) of the same

gender, and thus to measure the gap between the two values. If a participant chose “Yes” on

the form shown in Figure 1 even when the value of the consolation prize was $0.25, it meant

that this participant’s cost of having others know that she was a Worse Performer was less

than 25 cents. If a participant placed a greater value on others’ perception of her relative

ability, she would switch from “No” to “Yes” at a point in the decision table corresponding to

a greater monetary value.

At the end of the session, only Worse Performers were eligible to claim consolation prizes.

This means that participants’ decisions on the Consolation Prize Form counted only if it turned

out that they were the Worse Performer in their pair in the period that was chosen to count. If

they were the Better Performer, their decisions on the form did not count. They only learned

(the value in the last line) was 7.5 RMB. The rule that we applied to convert the value in USD to RMB was to
multiply the nominal USD amount in the table in each line by three and, because some denominations of RMB
are not in common use, such as 0.75 RMB, we rounded the values to the nearest half RMB. For example, the
value in the third line in the Chinese sessions was 2 RMB rather than 0.75 ⇤ 3 = 2.25). The values in the table
used in China are given in Appendix 1F.
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whether they were a Worse or Better Performer immediately prior to the ceremony.

After they completed the form for each period, they performed the mathematics addition

task for four minutes. When performing the task, they saw the display shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: The display of the mathematics addition task

They had four minutes to complete as many addition problems correctly as possible. Their

performance was measured as the number of correct answers in the allotted four minutes. They

received no feedback on how many of their responses were correct.

After performing the task, they were asked to guess their performance in comparison with

their partner’s. Specifically, they guessed whether they “performed at least as well as their

partner” or “performed worse than their partner”. Each guess was incentivized by having $50
cents (1.5 RMB) added to their final payment in the event that their answer was correct and

the period was chosen to count.14

If one of the periods 1 - 4 was selected to count, earnings were determined by whether an

individual was a Better or a Worse Performer in the selected period. A Worse Performer’s

payment was equal to the earnings from the addition task, $5 (15 RMB in China) plus any

consolation prize received, plus the payment for correctly guessing their own performance

compared to their partner in the selected period. A Better Performer’s payment was the sum

of the earnings from the addition task, $10 (30 RMB in China) and the payment for correctly

guessing their comparative performance.

14Other methods of belief elicitation, say a quadratic scoring rule, would yield a more fine-grained measure of
individuals’ beliefs. However, it is relatively time consuming to explain a proper scoring rule and subject time
and attention is a scarce resource. Because the confidence measure is not central to our research questions, we
opted for a simpler, though less precise, measure.
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1.3.3 Periods 5 and 6: Avoiding revelation of Poor Performer status due to

low e↵ort

In these two periods,15 we investigated the willingness to avoid recognition as a Worse

Performer when poor performance is due to a lack of e↵ort. In one half of the sessions, each

participant was paired with a partner of a di↵erent gender at the beginning of period 5 and

with a partner of the same gender at the beginning of period 6. In the other half of the sessions,

the order of the pairing was reversed.

In this task, choosing to continue yields a higher likelihood of achieving better performer

status. Here, “Better” is interpreted as getting a higher score, not necessarily as someone

with greater ability at the task. A higher score predominantly reflects higher e↵ort and some

luck, but is unrelated to ability. This part was intended to elicit participants’ willingness

to exert e↵ort to avoid being exposed as a worse performer. So losing the race does reflect

an unwillingness to exert e↵ort to continue, though as you note, it does not reflect lower

ability. While periods 1 – 4 measure the willingness to pay money to avoid exposure as a worse

performer, periods 5 – 6 measure the willingness to exert e↵ort to do so.

In each of these two periods, participants performed a series of additions of five randomly-

chosen two-digit numbers, as in periods 1 - 4. They were asked to calculate 10 totals correctly,

with no time limit. They received a fixed 8 dollars (24 RMB in China) for the period if one of

the two periods was chosen to count.

They were required to enter the 10 correct totals on their computer screens in order to

proceed further in the session. All participants were able to do so. After they had done so,

they could choose to quit or to continue in the task for another three minutes. The decision

of only one member of a matched pair would be implemented. Those whose decisions were

not implemented could not continue. Allowing implementation of only one decision controlled

for selection e↵ects, because otherwise a decision to continue could depend on beliefs about

the likelihood that the other player would continue, and these beliefs could depend on the

gender of the matched player. Choosing to continue increased one’s chances of being a Better

Performer.

Every participant knew that if her choice was implemented, then her partner’s performance

would be scored as exactly 10 problems solved correctly. If both players chose to stop, each

player’s likelihood of being designated as the Worse Performer was 50%. If she chose to

continue, and her decision was implemented, she could calculate as many totals as she wanted

15The main reason that we only do one period to elicit willingness to exert e↵ort for each condition is due to
limited time and subjects’ limited attention. They have already done 4 periods of the task which spends about
40 minutes before the task for eliciting e↵ort. They are already familiar with the task, and we prevent them
from getting too tired. Another reason is that suppose we do more than one period in this part, there can be a
big di↵erence for subjects who choose to continue and those who quit the task for three minutes.
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in three minutes and the number she solved correctly would be added to ten16. If the partner’s

choice was implemented, her own performance would be counted as exactly 10, and she could

not continue the task even if she chose to continue.

After both players made their decisions, the computer randomly decided whose choice in

the pairing was counted. Those whose choices counted, and who also chose to continue, were

given three more minutes to do the addition task. After three minutes, they were informed of

their performance in these three minutes.

1.3.4 Eliciting gender stereotype

After period 6, participants answered two questions that appeared on their computer

screens. First, we asked them to guess whether men or women performed better in the addi-

tion task on average in the preceding session of the study17. Second, they were to guess the

proportion of participants in the current session who gave the same answer as they did to the

first question.18 The received $1 (3 RMB) for each correct answer. All participants received

this payment in addition to the earnings from the period 1 - 6 that counted.

1.3.5 The consolation prize ceremony

At the end of the session, if one of periods 1 - 4 was chosen to count toward the final

payment, participants stood in two groups at the front of the laboratory, in full view of all

participants. Those participants who were Worse Performers and chose “Yes” in the randomly

selected line of the price list were required to go to the front of the room to claim a redemption

code for their consolation prize in full view of other participants. The notice “In the math-

ematics addition task, these participants performed worse than their partner with a di↵erent

gender: Males who stand in front of the room lost to their female partner, and females who

stand in front of the room lost to their male partner”, or the statement “These participants

performed worse than their partner of the same gender: Males who stand in front of the room

lost to their male partner, and females who who stand in front of the room lost to their female

partner”, were shown on all participants’ screens while the Worse Performers were standing

at the front of the room. After 30 seconds, they returned to their seats and entered their

redemption code into the appropriate box on their computer screens.

16 If a participant answered zero sums correctly in the extra three minutes, she would be randomly assigned as
the Worse Performer with probability .5. This did not occur in the experiment.

17 In each country, for the first formal session, we used the result from a previously conducted pilot session to
determine the payo↵s.

18The first question they were asked was: “We had a group of men and a group of women do the same addition
task as you did in periods 1 to 4 in the preceding session. One of the two groups performed better. Please guess
whether men performed better or women performed better on average.” The second question was: “Please guess
the proportion of people in this session agree with your choice above.” They were required to choose among
“Less than or equal to 25%”, “26%-49%”, “50%”, “51%-74%”, and “More than or equal to 75%”.
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The remaining participants, including those who were Worse Performers but chose “No” in

the randomly selected line, as well as all Better Performers, were asked to stand for 30 seconds

in the front of the room. The text “Better Performers as well as Worse Performers who chose

“No” in the selected line are standing in front of the room now” was shown on all participants’

computer screens. They then returned to their seats and the session ended. There was no way

for an observer to identify which individuals were Worse Performers among this group.

If either Period 5 or 6 was chosen to be counted toward final earnings, all participants stood

in the front of the room in two groups. First, those participants who were Worse Performers

in the designated period stood in front of the room for 30 seconds. While they did so, the

statement “These participants are worse performers in the selected period: Males who stand

in front of the room lost to their female partner, and females who stand in front of the room

lost to their male partner” or “These participants are worse performers in the selected period:

Males who stand in front of the room lost to their male partner, and females who stand in

front of the room lost to their female partner” was shown on the screen. They then returned to

their seats and the participants who were Better Performers went to the front of the room and

stood for 30 seconds. The statement “These participants are better performers in the selected

period” was displayed on every participant’s screen.

The total payment for the session consisted of three components, (1) the show-up fee ($5
or 15 RMB), (2) earnings from one randomly chosen period (each of the six periods was chosen

to count with equal probability), and (3) the payment for any correct responses in the final

questionnaire.

1.4 Hypotheses

In Section 2, we reviewed a body of literature that suggested that men seek to avoid being

upstaged by women. They behave in this manner because of societal norms and stereotypes

that they should outperform women. In Appendix 1A, we present a formal structure to model

such beliefs and the consequences they would have for behavior in our experiment. The first

three hypotheses are implications of inequalities in Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 in Appendix 1A.

They apply to Periods 1 - 4 of the experiment. They assert that there exists a cost of being

publicly recognized as a Worse Performer (H1), that the cost is greater for a man who is

outperformed by a woman than vice-versa (H2), and that the cost varies depending on the

gender of the counterpart (H3). The predictions of Hypotheses 2 and 3 are dependent on

whether gender stereotypes are present in the sample in which the hypotheses are being tested.

They also predict that if there is no gender stereotype about performance in the task, there is

no di↵erence in the cost of recognition between women and men, and no e↵ect of the gender

of the competitor. However, they also constitute patterns that might be hypothesized directly
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based on previous findings in related studies, and do not rely on any special features or strong

assumptions in our model.

Hypothesis 1 (Existence of Public Stigma): A positive proportion of subjects chooses not

to claim a consolation prize.

Hypothesis 2 (Gender Di↵erence): In a population with a stereotype that men perform

better than women, the minimum consolation prize one is willing to accept in exchange for

being revealed as a Worse Performer in a mixed gender pairing is greater for men than for

women. In a population with no gender stereotype, there is no di↵erence between women and

men in willingness-to-accept.

Hypothesis 3 (Sensitivity to Gender of Counterpart): In a population with a stereotype

that men perform better than women, the minimum consolation prize that women are willing

to accept is higher in a same-gender than in a mixed-gender pairing, while men’s cuto↵ value

is higher in a mixed than in a same-gender pairing. If there is no gender stereotype in the

population, there is no di↵erence between same-and mixed-gender pairings.

We now advance a hypothesis regarding gender di↵erences in periods 5 and 6. An implica-

tion of the analysis in Appendix 1A is that the cost of being recognized as a Worse Performer is

greater among men than women on average. If this is the case, a man would be more willing to

expend extra e↵ort, and incur the associated cost, to avoid exposure as a Worse Performer.19

This argument is the basis for Hypothesis 4.

Hypothesis 4 (Gender di↵erence in cost of exposure as Worse Performer due to low

e↵ort): In a population with a sterotype that men perform better than women, in a mixed-

gender pairing, a higher fraction of men than women will choose to exert greater e↵ort to

avoid public recognition that they are a Worse Performer. Men would be more likely to choose

higher e↵ort in a mixed-gender than in a same-gender pairing, while women would be more

likely to choose higher e↵ort in same-than in mixed-gender pairings. If there is no gender

stereotype, both genders would be equally likely to exert greater e↵ort, and the likelihood

would not depend upon the gender of the competitor.

19While we have not written the argument formally, the intuition is clear. An individual trades o↵ the disutility
of embarassment and the cost of e↵ort. For those with a high disutility of embarassment, incurring the e↵ort
cost to reduce the probability of exposure will leave them better o↵ in expectation.
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1.5 Results

1.5.1 Elicited beliefs and predicted di↵erences between the two locations

We begin by considering the beliefs about gender and performance that our present in our

two samples. We compare the responses in the two countries to the questions regarding beliefs

about the comparative performance of males and females in the task. In the top panel of Table

1.4, containing the data from China, the data show that only 27 out of 120 subjects guess that

females would perform better than males. This can be seen in the rightmost column of the

table. Among these 27 subjects who thought females would outperform males, almost half

of them (12 of 27) believe that only a minority of the cohort shares their opinion. 93 out of

120 participants believe that males perform better than females on average, and only 2 out of

these 93 guess that fewer than half of participants in the same session agree with their choice.

Overall, 106 of 120 participants, including 48 females and 56 males, think that the majority of

the session believes that men would perform better on average. Thus, in our Chinese sample,

large majorities believe that males do better than females on average and also think that a

majority of others holds that view. There is a strong gender stereotype among our Chinese

sample.20

In contrast to the pattern in China, the rightmost column in the lower panel of the table

shows that approximately 50% of subjects in the US sessions believe that females would do

better on average. The majority of individuals, regardless of their belief about which gender

would perform better, think that the majority of the participants agree with their choice.

Thus, there is no significant stereotype about which gender would do better in the task in the

US, but there does appear to be a degree of false consensus in that most respondents believe

that a majority shares the same view that they themselves have.21

Beyond the incentivized survey we conducted in the experimental sessions, we also con-

ducted a survey in China of 517 non-student respondents. We asked them about their first

and second order beliefs regarding whether it is shameful for a male to lose to female in a task

where males are expected to perform better. We found the following patterns. First, the vast

majority respondents believe that on average, males perform better than females in mathemat-

ics. Among those with an opinion, a slight majority agree with the statement “It’s a shame

for a male to lose to a female in an area where men are supposed to be better”. Overall, the

20We report an analysis of the belief data at the individual level in Appendix 1D
21There is no significant gender di↵erence in performance in our data. A t-test of the hypothesis that there is
a di↵erence between males and females yields a p-value of .178 in China and .0684 in the U.S. The average
number of problems solved correctly averages approximately 11.5 in China and 7.5 in the U.S. This di↵erence
is consistent with other measures of relative performance in mathematics in the two countries, presumably
reflecting the di↵erence in emphasis on mathematics between the two countries’ educational systems. The lack
of a gender di↵erence in performance in our addition task is consistent with prior research in experimental
economics (Niederle and Vesterlund (2007), Reuben, Sapienza, and Zingales (2014)).
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respondents who agree with the statement are a minority. However, a considerable majority

believes that most others would agree with the statement. This reveals that while most people

do not personally view it a shame for a male to lose to a female, they also believe that most

others hold a di↵erent opinion. We report the results of the survey in detail in the Appendix

1E.

Under this pattern of beliefs, Hypothesis 2 predicts that males would have higher cuto↵

prizes than females in China, and that there would be no gender di↵erence in the US. Hy-

pothesis 3 predicts that for each gender, there would be a di↵erence in cuto↵ values between

same-and an opposite-gender pairings in China, but not in the US. Specifically, both Chinese

women and Chinese men would have higher cuto↵ values when matched with other women

than with men.

1.5.2 Is there a cost of being revealed as a poor performer?

Figure 1.2 illustrates the percentage of participants who chose to claim the prize at each

possible value, in both the Chinese and the American sessions. The figure shows that individ-

uals’ behavior was monotonic in both countries. A greater share of participants chose to reveal

their Worse Performer status, the more money they received from doing so. From the left

panel, we observe that approximately 50% of Chinese participants chose to claim the smallest

possible prize of 1 RMB. This half of subjects was not sensitive to others’ perception of their

relative ability. On the other hand, 3% of individuals chose to hide their Worse Performer

status even if the prize was 7.5RMB, one half of the baseline fixed payment from the task.

These individuals had a high cost of letting it be known that they were a Worse Performer.

A similar pattern was present in the U.S. Roughly 35% of participants were willing to

expose their Worse Performer status to the public for 25 cents, the minimum value of the

prize. About 8% of individuals chose to hide their status at the highest prize value, $2.50.
The 95% confidence intervals around the percentage of individuals accepting the consolation

price does not include 1 for any prize in either location. Thus, it is clear that Hypothesis 1,

asserting that some individuals are willing to forego some positive monetary payment to avoid

exposing their Worse Performer status, is supported. A majority of individuals declines the

smallest prize.
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Figure 1.2: Proportion of individuals choosing to reveal Worse Performer status for each
possible consolation prize.

(a) China (b) the U.S.

Notes: Each dot represents the proportion of participants that choose to claim the prize. A value of 1 means
100%. The error bars are 95% confidence intervals for the proportions.

In Table 1.6, we provide regression results that show participants’ tendency to claim the

prize in each line of the decision table described in Section 1.3. The variable “Reveal” equals

1 if the individual chooses to claim the prize, and “0” if she chooses not to. Column 1 in each

panel (China, U.S) reports the results from regressing individuals’ decisions to claim the prize

or not on the line in the display shown in Table 1.3, using a linear probability specification.

Column 2 estimates a similar model using a Probit specification.

The results show that people are more likely to claim the prize as the line number increases,

i.e., as the value of the prize increases, as the coe�cient for Row, the line number, is positive.

Row2, in column 3 in each panel, is the square of the number of the line in the table. The

negative coe�cient on Row2 in the US indicates that the rate of increase in switching decreases

as the value of the prize grows. We also add a dummy variable “Mixed First” to indicate

whether subjects are matched with a partner of di↵erent gender first to test for any potential

sequencing e↵ect. The estimates in Column 4 of each panel indicate that the sequence does

not a↵ect subjects’ decisions. We also control for the size of the session in Column 5, and the

results indicate that the number of participants in the session has no e↵ect.
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Table 1.6: The value of the consolation prize and the decision to reveal

China The U.S
(1) LPM (2) Probit (3) LPM (4) LPM (1) LPM (2) Probit (3) LPM (4) LPM (5) LPM
Reveal Reveal Reveal Reveal Reveal Reveal Reveal Reveal

Row 0.065*** 0.235*** 0.078*** 0.078*** 0.070*** 0.216*** 0.108*** 0.108*** 0.108***
(0.005) (0.022) (0.014) (0.014) (0.007) (0.029) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020)

Row2 -0.001 -0.001 -0.003* -0.003* -0.003*
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Mixed First 0.046 -0.075
(0.053) (0.060)

Session Size -0.011
(0.016)

cons 0.381*** -0.509*** 0.355*** 0.378*** 0.287*** -0.666*** 0.211*** 0.250*** 0.324*
(0.040) (0.121) (0.039) (0.040) (0.057) (0.157) (0.062) (0.061) (0.161)

N 4800 4800 4800 4800 4680 4680 4680 4680 4680

Notes: The standard errors are clustered at the Session level. Data are from all four periods. Each subject has
to make 10 decisions in each period. Therefore, we have 120*4*10 = 4800 and 117*4*10 = 4680 observations in
China and in the U.S respectively. The dependent variable is whether the individual chooses to reveal Worse
Performer status or not, and Row represents the row number in the table. A larger number corresponds to a
larger monetary value of the prize. Row2 is the square of Row. “Mixed First” indicates if subjects are matched
with a partner of a di↵erent gender in the first two periods. “Session Size” captures the size of the session.
Column 2 uses a Probit specification and in the remaining columns, we employ a linear probability model.
*p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.001.

Figure 1.2 and Table 1.6 serve as the basis for our Result 1.

Result 1: Hypothesis 1 is supported. More that 50% of participants forego a con-

solation prize in order to hide their Worse Performer status. Nevertheless, 50%

of participants in China and 35% of American subjects are willing to accept the

lowest consolation prize. As the consolation prize becomes larger, more individu-

als are willing to claim it.

1.5.3 Is there a gender di↵erence?

We now consider how the thresholds, at which participants are willing to claim the prize,

vary by gender. Figure 1.3 shows the percentage of participants claiming each prize, by gender,

in the mixed-gender pairings. Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 1.3 depict the patterns in China

and in the US, respectively. The left side shows the data for females, and the right illustrates

that for males. In China, for each possible value of the prize, the proportion of males choosing

to claim the prize is lower than that of females. In the US, in contrast, slightly more males

than females choose to claim the prize, and thus to reveal Worse Performer status, if the prize

value is relatively low. Above 1 US dollar, there is no obvious di↵erence between the behavior

of males and females. Figure 1.4 summarizes the di↵erences in the overall average row at which
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switching occurs. It reveals a clear gender di↵erence in China, though not in the US.

In China, the average cuto↵ value for males in mixed-gender pairings is 3.25 RMB, com-

pared with females’ 2.3 RMB. Both a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test and the two-sample

t-test yield p < 0.01, indicating that the cuto↵ value of the prize is significantly lower for women

than for men.22 A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for equality of distributions results in a p-value <

0.001, amounting to overwhelming evidence of a di↵erence between the distributions of males’

and females’ cuto↵ values. From the figure, it is apparent that the di↵erence between males

and females is driven by the behavior of those with relatively low thresholds.

The data from the mixed gender groups in the U.S follow a di↵erent pattern. The average

cuto↵ value for males is lower than that for females ($1.02 vs. $1.16), though the di↵erence is

not significant. Both the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test and the two-sample t-test yield

p > 0.1.23 The p-value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.162. Thus, there is no evidence

that women and men have di↵erent cuto↵ prize levels in mixed gender pairings in the US.24

Figure 1.4: Average row at which switch occurs, by gender, in mixed pairings

(a) China (b) the U.S.

We also examine the gender di↵erence in the rate of accepting the smallest payment. We

strongly reject the null hypothesis that in China, the proportion of males and females claiming

22The standard error of the di↵erence is 0.52.
23The standard error of the di↵erence is 0.59.
24 If we analyse the data from Periods 1 and 2 only, which cannot be a↵ected by prior activity, all the conclu-
sions above remain the same. The p-values from the Mann-Whitney U test and t-test are 0.0135 and 0.0093,
respectively, in China. The corresponding p-values are 0.2908, and 0.3645, respectively, in the U.S. Thus, the
cuto↵ value of the prize is significantly lower for women than for men in China, but not in the U.S. Regarding
the gender di↵erence in the percentage of individuals choosing to reveal Worse Performer status at the smallest
consolation prize, the p-values from the Fisher-exact test are 0.053 and 0.027 in China and in the US, respec-
tively. More females are willing to accept the smallest prize in China, but more males are willing to do so in
the US.
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Figure 1.3: Proportion of individuals choosing to reveal Worse Performer status for each
consolation prize, by gender, in mixed-gender pairings

(a) China

(b) the U.S.
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the prize of the smallest value is the same. The p-value of the Fisher-exact test of the equality

of the two proportions is 0.018. More females than males accept this lowest payment of 1

RMB. The fraction of males and females that are willing to claim the prize is also di↵erent

in the US. The p-value of the Fisher-exact test is 0.032. However, contrary to what we see in

China, it is a higher fraction of males than females that are claiming the lowest prize.

Based on the evidence described above, we obtain our Result 2.25

Result 2: Hypothesis 2 is supported. In China, when individuals compete with a

partner of a di↵erent gender, the cuto↵ value for females is smaller than that for

males. In the US, there is no gender di↵erence in cuto↵ value.

1.5.4 Does the gender of the counterpart matter?

We now study whether the gender of the counterpart a↵ects individuals’ willingness to

reveal their Worse Performer status. In principle, we can conduct a within-subject comparison.

However, as we show in Appendix 1B, there are carryover e↵ects in our data, which means

that individuals’ choices in the second condition in a session, present in Periods 3 and 4, are

influenced by activity in the earlier condition in e↵ect in Periods 1 and 2.

In our design, we have same-gender pairings in the first two periods in one half of the

sessions, and mixed gender pairings in the first two periods in the remaining sessions. We

conduct a between-subject comparison of the data from mixed-and same-gender pairings in

the first two periods. Figure 1.5 shows that in China, females are less likely to reveal their

Worse Performer status if their partner is a female than if their partner is a male. This

di↵erence is statistically significant (p-value from the one-sided t-test is 0.0108, and that of a

Mann-Whitney test is 0.0290).26 However, the reverse relationship is present in the US, where

females are less likely to reveal that they are a Worse Performer when matched with a male

than a female (the p-value from the Mann-Whitney test is 0.0234, and that from the t-test is

0.0170).27 Males’ choices are independent of their partner’s gender both in China (p = 0.4757,

25Regression results that estimate the gender di↵erence are given in Appendix 1D
26The robust standard error of the di↵erence is 0.67.
27The robust standard error of the di↵erence is 0.75.
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MWU = 0.9356) and the U.S (p = 0.3100, MWU = 0.7879).28 29 30 The average cuto↵ value

when females are paired with another female and that when males are paired with another

male are essentially the same in both China and the U.S (p = 0.1354, MWU = 0.1145 in China,

p = 0.9233, MWU = 0.7469)31 The findings are summarized as Result 3.

28One can argue that the carryover e↵ects do not seem significant for males in both China and US. We conduct a
robustness check of the e↵ect of the gender of the partner for males in two countries using data at the within-
subject level. The findings are essentially the same as in our between-subject comparison. The p-value is 0.7845
using a paired t-test in China and 0.8467 in the US.

29 In both samples, over 80% of subjects make the same decision in the first 2 periods, as well as in periods 3
and 4. We conduct a robustness check of our results by using data only from the first period for our main
analysis. In China, in mixed gender pairings, the average switch point for females is row 2.53 and that for males
is row 4.30. The di↵erence is significant at the 95% confidence level (p-value from a paired t-test is 0.0145). For
females, the average switch point is higher when facing another female (3.73) than a male (2.53), though the
di↵erence is only borderline significant at a p-value of 0.0900. Males’ average switch point does not vary based
on the gender of the partner. In the US, the average switch point for females is 5 and that for males is 4.17
when paired with a partner of a di↵erent gender, and the di↵erence is not statistically significant. For females,
the average switch points are 4 and 5 when competing against a female and a male, respectively. For males, the
corresponding values are 4.17 and 3.89. Neither of the last two di↵erences is statistically significant.

30The robust standard error of the di↵erence of men compete against another man and against another woman is
0.76 and 0.92 in China and the US respectively.

31This equality supports the assumption that �
⇤
MM = �

⇤
FF that we make in our theoretical model presented in

Appendix 1A. We thank for an anonymous referee for pointing this out.
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Figure 1.5: The average switch point by partner’s gender, Periods 1 and 2

(a) Females in China (b) Males in China

(c) Females in the U.S (d) Males in the U.S

Result 3: Hypothesis 3 is partially supported. Females’ cuto↵ value for the con-

solation prize is higher in same gender than in mixed gender pairings in China.

However, the opposite is the case for females in the US. In both countries, the

behavior of males does not depend on the gender of the person they are matched

with.
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1.5.5 Poor performance as a result of lack of e↵ort

Table 1.7: Participants’ choices of continuing or quitting the task in Periods 5 and 6

(a) China

Panel A: Female’s Choice Panel B: Male’s Choice
Partner’s gender Partner’s gender
Female Male Total Male Female Total

Quit 6 8 14 Quit 10 8 18
(10.00%) (13.33%) (11.67%) (16.67%) (13.33%) (15.00%)

Continue 52 54 106 Continue 52 50 102
(90.00%) (86.67%) (88.33%) (83.33%) (86.67%) (85.00%)

Total 60 60 120 Total 60 60 120

(b) The U.S

Panel A: Female’s Choice Panel B: Male’s Choice
Partner’s gender Partner’s gender
Female Male Total Male Female Total

Quit 17 16 33 Quit 11 10 21
(28.33%) (26.67%) (27.50%) (19.30%) (17.54%) (18.42%)

Continue 43 44 87 Continue 46 47 93
(71.67%) (73.33%) (72.50%) (80.70%) (82.46%) (81.58%)

Total 60 60 120 Total 57 57 114

Notes: In each panel, the rows indicate number of participants choosing to quit and to continue, by partner’s
gender. The percentages of individuals of a given gender choosing to quit or to continue when facing a partner
with the gender indicated in the title of the column are given in parentheses.

We now turn to the data from Periods 5 and 6. Table 1.7 illustrates participants’ choices

to continue or to quit the task. The table shows that the majority of participants choose to

continue regardless of location, own gender, and the gender of their partner. The proportion

of subjects choosing to continue the task is essentially the same for males and females in both

countries. In China, 88.33% of women and 85% of men continue the task, while in the US,

72.5% of women and 81.58% of men continue. The p-values from Proportion tests are 0.4475

in China, and 0.3711 in the US. Within each country, the gender of the partner does not

have a significant impact on decisions to continue the task for either gender. The di↵erences

between the probability of continuation based on the gender of the counterpart is less than

four percentage points in all cases. The p-value from Fisher’s exact tests are 0.777 and 0.799

for males and females respectively in China, and 1.000 for both genders in the US.

There is no significant correlation between subjects’ switch point in the first four periods

and their choices in Period 5 and 6, in either country. The Pearson’s correlation coe�cient is
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-0.0468 (p = 0.4766) in the US, and 0.0385 (p = 0.5527) in China. The average switch point

for those choosing to continue the task for another three minutes and to quit the task are

essentially the same. The p-values for the paired t-test of switch point of quitters vs. those

who continue are 0.5527 in China, and 0.4766 in the U.S.

The above analysis forms the the basis for our fourth result.

Result 4: Hypothesis 4 is not supported. The same proportion of females and

males choose to continue the task to avoid exposure as a Worse Performer.

1.6 Conclusion

Some observers have claimed that some men experience a particular disutility if they are

outperformed by women. Some economic research has documented behavior that is consistent

with this notion. In this chapter, we use an experimental approach to obtain a measure of

the willingness-to-pay to avoid being recognized as an inferior performer relative to a peer.

We chose to examine mathematics performance, an area where, as we argued in Section 2.2,

gender stereotypes are often strong. We conducted the measurement exercise with two groups

of university students, at an American and a Chinese university.

The protocol we have developed is an easy-to-implement incentivized paradigm to measure

embarrassment. It is simple and can be administered on individuals with a wide range of

educational levels. It can be applied to various activities, used in di↵erent cultures, and

employed to contrast di↵erent demographic groups. The activity involved can be varied to

study di↵erent sources of embarrassment. For example, it can be used to study performance

in other academic areas, sports, or business or social activities. Our experiment is conducive

to the study of discrimination, in that it can be used to contrast one’s behavior when being

compared to members of di↵erent groups, as we do for gender in this study.

Among our Chinese participants, there is a belief that men would perform better at our task.

This is consistent with the findings of Chinese sociologists (Dong (2019), Tsui (2007)) and our

own survey reported in Appendix1 E. Under such beliefs, men might have a greater cost of being

revealed as inferior performers than women would. Indeed, this is what we observe in our data

in the sessions conducted in China. However, among our American participants, the gender

stereotype is not present, and there is no significant gender di↵erence in the willingness to have

poor performance made public. Among both groups, most participants have a switch point

within the range of consolation prize values of our experiment, indicating that our parameters

are well-calibrated to elicit participants’ willingness-to-accept.

Our design allows us to distinguish between (a) behavior that is merely di↵erent between

women and men, and (b) discriminatory behavior. The latter involves changing one’s behavior
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in response to whom one is matched with. In many previous studies, these cannot be distin-

guished. We find that in our Chinese sample, men are more reluctant than women to admit

publicly that they have been outperformed. However, their behavior is similar when matched

with a woman or another man. Female participants, on the other hand, display di↵erential

behavior toward female and male counterparts. They are more reluctant to publicly reveal

that they have been outperformed by another woman than by a man.

In our American sample, in contrast to the Chinese sample and received previous findings,

there is no di↵erence in the willingness of women and men to admit that they performed

more poorly than a competitor of the other gender. The behavior of men does not depend on

whom they are matched with. This, of course, does not necessarily mean that other forms of

discrimination against women do not occur, and we make no claims about discrimination in

other contexts or for other segments of the population. Women displayed di↵erential behavior

toward male and female competitors. American women had a higher willingness-to-accept

public recognition that they had been outperformed by a man than by a woman. They were

more embarrassed to be outperformed by a man than by a woman.

In the following table, we report whether each hypothesis is supported at each location.

Since the hypotheses are based on the previous literature, support for the hypothesis represents

consistent with prior literature, and failure to support shows an inconsistency. The first three

hypotheses are mostly supported by the data in China, where there is a strong stereotype that

men would perform better than women. Some individuals decline to accept consolation prizes,

and women are more likely to accept given prizes than women, which support Hypotheses 1

and 2. Women accept lower prizes when paired with men than with other women, though

but do not change behavior as a function of the gender of their counterpart, providing partial

support for Hypothesis 3. In the U.S, where there is no stereotype about which group would

do better in the task, Hypotheses 2 is strongly supported as women and men have similar

average thresholds. Hypothesis 3 is supported for men, but not for women, who do change

their behavior based on the gender of their counterpart. Overall, there is mixed support for

the hypotheses.
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Table 1.8: Whether each hypothesis is supported in each location

China The U.S

H1 (Stigma exists) X X
H2(Gender di↵erence) X X
H3a(Gender of the partner-Females) X X
H3b(Gender of the partner-Males) X X

Notes: A check mark means that the results are consistent with the hypothesis, and an X indicates that the
corresponding hypothesis is not supported.

The fact that there is no belief among our American participants that men would outper-

form women on our task might reflect changing attitudes and stereotypes in the US. In the

US, the performance of women in STEM has caught up or surpassed that of men among young

cohorts, such as those we have studied. Our participants are between 18 and 23 years of age.

It would be interesting, in follow-up work, to conduct the experiment with older American

cohorts, where gender stereotypes might be stronger, and compare their behavior with their

younger counterparts.

The second part of the experiment measures the cost of having one’s worse performance

revealed in a task where poor performance can only be attributed to low e↵ort. This part

of the experiment also di↵ers from the main part in other ways, so the two parts can not be

directly compared. In the second part, we elicit a willingness-to-pay to avoid, rather than

a willingness-to-accept, public embarrassment. Moreover, in Part 2, the payment to avoid

embarrassment is in terms of additional e↵ort rather than in terms of money. In Part 2, most

individuals choose to continue with the task to try to avoid exposure as a Worse Performer.

This means that there is a positive cost to being revealed as one who was unwilling to exert

more e↵ort on the task. However, there is no di↵erence in this tendency based on one’s own

or the competitor’s gender. The reason that gender e↵ects that we observe in Part 1 do not

appear in Part 2 cannot be unambiguously ascertained. However, it is our conjecture that

there are no gender di↵erences in the level of embarrassment associated with being outed as

putting in low e↵ort, in contrast to having low ability.

It is speculative to draw conclusions about the origins of the di↵erences between our Chinese

and American samples. Social campaigns may be an important source of di↵erences, as it is

viewed as an important mission at American universities to actively try to treat all genders

equally, while the Chinese approach to this issue seems to us to be more subtle. The stereotype

that men should outperform women academically appears to be stronger in China than in the

US, and our questionnaire data are consistent with this notion. We also speculate that an

unbalanced gender ratio (among those born in China in the year 2000, there are 120 boys for
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every 100 girls, while in the US there are 97 boys for every 100 girls born that year) makes

boys more focused on their status relative to their peers, and therefore less willing to admit

that they have been outperformed. This is a conjecture that could be investigated in follow-up

work.32

This research can be extended in a number of directions. One avenue is to consider a task

in which there is a stereotype that women are more capable than men and likely to perform

better. The research question would be to consider whether behavior in such a task would

exhibit symmetric patterns to those that we observe here. Another topic would be to consider

the e↵ect of making stereotypes common knowledge on performance and on the willingness to

hide Worse Performer status. A third avenue would be to conduct a field experiment along

the same lines to study the generality of the gender di↵erences we have observed.

32Sex ratios can exert strong e↵ects on behavior. See for example Arcidiacono, Beauchamp, and McElroy (2016).
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Chapter 2

Social norms and couples’ labor division decisions

In this paper, we investigate the relationship between social norms regarding gender roles

and couples’ behaviors in deciding who stays in the labor force and who quits. We also study

whether peer pressure intensifies the e↵ect. We conduct two separate experiments. One exper-

iment is used to elicit the social norm about gender roles using a Krupka and Weber (2013)

procedure. We recruit real-life college couples as subjects in the second experiment to perform

a stylized task that is based on the labor force quitting decision. The task involves both parties

initially performing a real e↵ort task for payment, and at a point in the session, one member

of the couple is required to quit the task. Data gathered in China reveal that choosing husbands

to work and wives to quit the labor force is considered as the most socially appropriate choice.

Accordingly, real-life college couples are more likely to choose the boyfriend to continue the real-

e↵ort task for money and the girlfriend to quit the task. Whether their choices are revealed to

their peers or not does not play a role in couples’ decisions. This observation implies that peer

pressure does not intensify the e↵ect of the social norm.
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2.1 Introduction

When there is an exogenous shock, such as an economic crisis, who will be the main

breadwinner and who will stay at home? This question is important for gender equity under

the current global Covid-19 pandemic. Many schools have moved to online instruction and

couples must decide who to stay at home to take care of their children. If more females

quit the labor force, we can anticipate an increased gender disparity post-crisis. According to

Albanesi and Kim (2021), the flow from employment to nonparticipation, which can be viewed

as a supply-side withdrawal from the labor market, more than doubled during the pandemic,

with significant gender gaps where women with children saw a higher rise. Multiple forces

could lead to this observation. On one hand, in the standard economic model of family, Becker

(1973) indicates that the intra-household division of labor is based on comparative advantage.

Husbands are more likely to be the main breadwinner if they are relatively more productive in

the market and wives are better at doing household chores. On the other hand, Akerlof and

Kranton (2000) and Akerlof and Kranton (2010) introduce identity concern into economics.

If couples, besides the gains from specialisation, care about self-image or identity, then they

may deviate from taking income-maximisation behavior. In this study, we are interested in

identifying the role of social norm regarding gender roles in couples’ decision when dividing

their labors.1 That is, do couples deviate from e�cient labor force allocations in order to meet

the gender-norm expectations? Additionally, whether this deviation is intensified when their

norm violation behavior is observed by others?

To study these questions, we conduct two separate experiments. Participants in one exper-

iment do not participate in another. One experiment is used to elicit the social norm about

gender roles using a Krupka and Weber (2013) procedure. In the second experiment, we recruit

real-life college couples as subjects to perform a stylized task. The task involves both parties

initially performing a real e↵ort task for payment, and at a point in the session, one member of

the couple is required to continue the task with no payment, the other one’s performance will

decide the couple’s final earnings. The couple needs to decide the labor allocation. We test

whether the elicited norm in the first experiment can predict the behavior of subjects in the

second experiment. We also replicated the second experiment using general undergraduates,

they are randomly matched with another partner of a di↵erent gender as a pair.

In the first experiment, we elicit both the injunctive social norms (normative expectations)

and descriptive social norms about gender roles.2 Following Krupka and Weber (2013), we

1 The power of social norms comes both from the willingness of people within the population to punish (or reward)
others’ deviation from (or adherence to) them and from the experience of positive or negative emotions produced
by one’s own adherence or deviation from a social norm (Elster (1989); López-Pérez (2008)).

2 When defining social norms, existing studies (Bicchieri (2005), Elster (1989), d’Adda, Dufwenberg, Passarelli,
and Tabellini (2020), Krupka and Weber (2013)) widely recognize that there are two important features of the
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define the injunctive social norms about gender roles as collective perceptions, among members

of a population, regarding the appropriateness of di↵erent behaviors taken by husbands (or,

boyfriends) and wives (or, girlfriends). Descriptive ones define what action is taken by most

couples. For example, if most people collectively think that choosing men to work for family

is the most socially appropriate or moral behavior, then there exists a injunctive norm that “

it is the right thing to have men work for the family and be the main breadwinner”; If most

couples indeed choose men to work for the family, then this defines the descriptive norm. In the

first experiment, we describe two situations to participants. One is that during the Covid-19

pandemic, a hetereosexual couple needs to decide who to stay in the labor force and who to

quit. When both are working for the same salary, they have three possible choices, choosing

husbands to stay, choosing wives to stay, or flipping a coin to decide who to stay. For the reason

that subjects in the second experiment do not make the same decision as in the Covid-19 case,

we also describe the procedure of the second experiment to subjects in the first experiment.

In this way, we elicit not only the norm regarding couples’ labor force allocation decision in

the real life, but also about college couples’ behaviors in the second laboratory experiment.

In the second experiment, we first manipulate the visibility of couples’ choices. In the public

treatment, couples’ choices will be revealed to their peers. In the private treatment, couples’

choices are kept private. When they make choices, couples are aware that if their choice is

kept public or private. From the comparison, we can tell if the public observability makes a

di↵erence in couples’ behaviors. Another variation we conduct at the within-subject level is

about the decision the couple needs to make. In one condition, the couple needs to decide on

who will continue the task for payment. In the other condition, the couples decide on whom

to continue the task without payment. The main reason we have this variation is twofold.

First, one condition could be a robustness check of the other.3 Second, existing empirical

studies provide evidence that women have increasingly entered employment. However, men’s

share of unpaid domestic work and care has not risen commensurately (Sullivan, Gershuny,

and Robinson (2018)). Therefore, the norm regarding who do paid work may be less gender-

relevant than the one regarding who do unpaid work. It is possible that there is no norm

defining a specific party, husbands or wives, who should be the main breadwinner but there

exists a norm implying that wives should do unpaid work. We may observe that productivity

social norm. One is that it defines the standard of behaviors rather than that of outcomes. This means the social
norm requires people to take certain action, instead of restraining what the outcome should be. The second is
that the standard is jointly or collectively recognized by members of a certain population. Furthermore, social
norms can be classified into injunctive norms (normative expectations) describing what people ought to do, and
descriptive norms (empirical expectations) based on the expectation of how others actually do.

3 For example, if we observe that conditional on the productivity, the couple chooses the boyfriend to continue the
task for money in one condition and also chooses the boyfriend to continue the task without money in another
condition, then we can infer that there are other factors driving the couple’s decision, such as alternating the
role to get some rest in the experiment.
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is the main concern when deciding whom to be the main breadwinner while e�ciency plays a

smaller role in choosing one to quit the labor force. A third variation is that we recruit two

groups of subjects. The first group which is our main analysis units, and the second group

includes undergraduates who will be randomly matched with another partner of a di↵erent

gender in the experiment. We call the second non-couple group the control group.

Using data in China, we find that choosing husbands to keep working is considered more

socially appropriate than choosing wives to keep working, while choosing husbands to stay at

home is considered more socially inappropriate than choosing wives. Meanwhile, regarding

couples’ behaviors in the experiment, choosing boyfriends to work for payment is more socially

appropriate than choosing girlfriends, while choosing boyfriends to work without payment

is more socially appropriate than choosing girlfriends. Accordingly, we draw hypotheses for

couples’ behaviors in the second experiment. It is predicted that when asked to choose one to

work for money, a higher fraction of couples will choose men than choose women conditional

on their performances. When asked to choose one to work without money, a higher fraction of

couples will choose women than choose men conditional on their performances. Also, couples

where women are of higher productivity are predicted to be less likely to choose income-

maximization behavior than couples where men are of higher productivity, this will only hold

in the couple-sample rather than the control non-couple sample. If couples care about whether

others know that their choice does not adhere to the norm, then men are more likely to work

for money, and wives are more likely to do the unpaid work in the public than in the private

treatment.

In the second experiment, a significant larger fraction of couples choose the man to continue

the task for payment than choosing the woman, while the relationship is reversed when choos-

ing one to continue the task without payment. After controlling the relative performance, the

relationship still holds. The proportion of couples choose men to continue the task for payment

is significantly larger than the proportion of couples in which males are better performers. The

proportion of couples that choose women to continue the task without payment is significantly

larger than the proportion of couples in which males are better performers. These findings

imply that e�ciency is not their only concern for deciding whom to work with and without

money. However, non-couple undergraduates make decisions based only on the relative perfor-

mance. Another finding is that couples are less likely to choose income-maximization option

when women have higher earning potential, especially in the “ Quit-framing” scenario, when

they are asked to choose one to do unpaid work. Among the non-couple sample, there is no

di↵erence in the tendency to make ine�cient choices between when the performance advantage

is held on women and on men. In both samples, decisions do not vary too much in public and

in private treatment. This observation implies that peer pressure does not intensify the e↵ect
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of the social norm.

This chapter is related with literature discussing the relationship between the gender role

attitude and female participant rates, Fortin (2005) finds that societies viewing men as bread-

winners are generally associated with lower female participation rates and larger gender in-

equity in earnings. A recent study by Fortin (2015), on the other hand, reveals a shift in gender

identity attitudes in the United States from 1977 to 2006, which is closely linked to increases

in female labor force participation rates. Bertrand, Kamenica, and Pan (2015) show that the

distribution of the share of income earned by the wife exhibits a sharp drop to the right of 1/2,

the point at which the wife’s income exceeds the husband’s. However, social norms are used

as post-hoc interpretations for behavior or outcomes that are otherwise di�cult to explain in

these studies. Zinovyeva and Tverdostup (2021) provide evidence contradicting the social norm

interpretation of the discontinuity (and the point mass) at 0.5 and they find the discontinuity

could also emerge as a result of equalization and convergence of earnings in co-working couples,

and it is associated with an increase in the relative earnings of women, rather than a decrease

as predicted by the norm. Our study provides experimental evidence about the role of gender

norms. Using a controlled laboratory experiment has advantages over using field data as it can

control or estimate the e↵ect of confounding factors in couples’ division of labor, and it can

study the role of social norms more directly.

Studies that are closest to ours is Görges (2019). This study also investigates the specialisa-

tion choices of real heterosexual couples in the laboratory. In Görges (2019), subjects are asked

to play a specialisation game that mimics the time allocation decision between market work

and home production. Its results show that women are less likely to become breadwinners than

men. Unpacking the mechanisms, they find that this di↵erence is largely due to productivity

di↵erences in the market task and they find little evidence that concerns for gender identity

a↵ect specialisation choices. However, they do not elicit the norm directly. Also, di↵erent

from what we find in this study, subjects in Görges (2019) generally do not seem to treat a

productivity advantage held by a man di↵erently from one held by a woman.

This study also contributes to the measurement of the social norm with regard to gender

roles. A recent review by the EMERGE program (2020) found that out of 214 measures on

women’s economic empowerment and social norms initially identified, and further 102 reviewed,

only 9 measures covered social norms, with none of them covering economic participation and

paid employment, being the closest, measures of descriptive norms related to unpaid care and

domestic responsibilities. This study can shed light on the measurement of social norms with

regard to gender.

Section 2.2 in this chapter describes the experimental design. Then we present results from

the first experiment in 2.2.3. Hypotheses are put forward in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, I show
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results from data collected in China. Finally, we close with a brief summary of findings.

2.2 Experimental Design

2.2.1 General Procedures

Data were collected from two separate laboratory experiments. Participants taking part in

one experiment didn’t participate in another. One experiment (Experiment 1) was used to elicit

the social norm about gender roles. The second experiment had two treatments. A private

treatment, and a public treatment. In each treatment, we had two conditions corresponding

to two environments in Experiment 1, the procedure of which is described in Section 2.2.3.

We recruited real-life college couples as subjects for each treatment in Experiment 2, the

procedure of which is described in Section 2.2.4. We then replicated Experiment 2 using general

undergraduates, they were randomly matched with another partner of a di↵erent gender to be

a pair.

We conducted the experiment in Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, lo-

cated in Chengdu, China. We recruited subjects from those university students enrolled in

the local recruiting system for laboratory experiments. For the reason that we did not recruit

su�cient number of couples from the recruiting system, we made posters to advertise this

behavioral experiment about couples, and we created a subject pool with only couples. Then

we recruited real-life college couples in this pool.

In Experiment 1, we had 64 subjects in total in China. The session size varied from 6 to

16. In each session, half of the participants were males, and half were females. The experiment

lasted about 45 minutes, and the average pay was 40 RMB (about 6 USD). In Experiment

2, we recruited 61 couples, with 31 couples in the public treatment, and 30 couples in the

private treatment. We only recruited heterosexual couples. Asides from 61 couples, we also

recruited 61 male undergraduates and 61 female undergraduates. Experiment 2 lasted about

an hour, and the average pay was about 55 RMB (about 8.5 USD). These experiments were

computerized and the interface was programmed in ztree (Fischbacher (2007)).

2.2.2 The real-e↵ort task used in two experiments

The real-e↵ort task we used in this study was counting the number of zeros in tables

consisted of 80 randomly ordered zeros and ones (Abeler, Falk, Goette, and Hu↵man (2011)).

Their performance was measured as the correct tables they counted within a time period.

Lezzi, Fleming, and Zizzo (2015) showed there was no significant gender di↵erence in the

performance in this task. The interface of the task is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The interface of the counting zero task

2.2.3 Experiment 1

Experiment 1 was composed of four parts. The purpose of the first part, Part A, was to

identify injunctive norms about gender roles. In the second part, Part B, we collected data

about individuals’ willingness to pay to quit the counting zeros task, which was used to measure

the disutility towards doing the task. Then we can examine if there is a gender di↵erence in

their intrinsic preference in doing the task. In Part C, we employed the “knock-out” auction

to elicit subjects’ preference for doing the task to earn money for a partner with a di↵erent

gender. In the final part, we additionally elicited the descriptive norm about gender roles.

Part A: Identify the injunctive norm about gender roles

Consider the following two scenarios, a heterosexual married couple, where the husband and

the wife work in the same job and earn the same amount of money, they have 10-year old twins,

one a girl and the other a boy. During the Covid-19 pandemic, both kids’ schoolwork shifted

to online. Now in one scenario (“Quit framing”), the couple needs to decide on who quits their

job and takes care of their kids. Either the wife quits, the husband quits, or the coin is flipped

to decide who quits the labor force. In another scenario (“Stay framing”), the couple needs to

decide who continues to work to bring in income, the wife continues, the husband continues,

or flipping a coin to decide who continues to work. As in Krupka and Weber (2013), social

norms governing the two sets of behaviors might di↵er, even though the resulting outcomes do

not. In the first scenario, people may perceive wives quitting the labor force as more socially

appropriate, while in the second one, husband continues to work is perhaps considered more

socially appropriate.

Following a widely used protocol introduced in Krupka and Weber (2013), in this part,

we obtained ratings of the extent to which di↵erent actions in di↵erent environments were

collectively perceived as socially appropriate or inappropriate. Subjects knew that they would
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read descriptions of di↵erent situations in which a couple faced a choice among several pos-

sible alternatives. For each situation, subjects were asked to rate the extent to which each

alternative available to the couple was “socially appropriate” or “socially inappropriate”.4 For

participants’ understanding of these definitions, we presented them a hypothetical situation as

an example, which was the exact example used in Krupka and Weber (2013). We showed how

they might indicate their ratings for each action in this example situation.5

Subjects then read the description of either “Quit framing” or “Stay framing” scenario.

In addition to rate three actions in “Quit framing” or “Stay framing” environment, for the

reason that the environment created in Experiment 2 was not the exactly the same as what

we described in those two scenarios, we also explained to subjects the whole procedure in

Experiment 2.

We described to them that a group of college couples came to participate an experiment,

and the task was to count the number of zeros in a series of tables containing 0 and 1. After

four minutes, only one in the couples would be allowed do the task for another four minutes

for money payment, which would be equally shared between the two. The other one would

do the task without payment. The couple needed to decide who would continue the task for

money and to earn money for the group, this corresponded to the “Stay framing” scenario.

Similarly, corresponding to the “Quit framing” scenario, we changed the description of the

couple’s decision as “The couple needs to decide who will do the task without money and

depend on the partner for payment”. After the description, we asked subjects in Experiment

1 that conditional on that the boyfriend and girlfriend had the same performance in the first

four minutes, what the social (in)appropriateness levels of three possible actions were: the

couple chose the girlfriend to continue to work for money, the couple chose the boyfriend to

continue to work for money, they flipped a coin to decide who continues to work for money. In

the “Quit framing” scenario, correspondingly, the description of “continue to work for money”

changed to “ continue to work without money”.

To summarize, in the first part in Experiment 1, subjects read two situations depending on

which treatment they were at, either the “Quit framing” or the “Stay framing” situation, and

the corresponding situation in the laboratory Experiment 2. They were asked to rate the extent

to which di↵erent actions in di↵erent situation were socially appropriate or inappropriate. Note

that when subjects made decisions, they were aware that only one of the two situations would

be selected at random at the end of the session, and that only one of the possible action choices

in the selected situation would be randomly selected. They would be paid additionally if for

4 In this part, we replicated the protocol in Krupka and Weber (2013), we explained to subjects that “socially
appropriate” meant “consistent with moral or proper social behavior”, and “socially inappropriate” was “in-
consistent with moral or proper social behavior”.

5 The example situation was described in instructions.
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this action choice, the participant’s appropriateness rating was the same as the modal response

in the session.

Part B: Measure the disutility of doing the counting zeros task

In Part B, we aimed to measure individuals’ disutility towards doing the counting zeros

task. The disutility was measured as the willingness to pay to avoid the task. The preference

for doing the task is a confounding factor in couples’ decisions. By eliciting and having a

measurement of this factor, we can test if there is a gender di↵erence in the pure preference in

this task.

Each participant first did the task for four minutes. They were paid based on a piece rate

payment scheme in the first four minutes. Then they chose to do the task for another four

minutes. If they continued to do the task, they needed to solve at least half as many tables as

they did in the first four minutes to receive a fixed payment. Otherwise, they received nothing

for this part. However, they knew that they were allowed to quit the task and rest for four

minutes by paying some amount of money,6 and if they quitted, they could also earn the same

amount of fixed payment as they achieved the requirement.

How we elicited their willingness to pay to avoid the task was to provide them a table

containing 10 decisions. Subjects were asked to indicate whether they would be willing to

avoid doing the task by paying the indicated experimental currency units (ECU). If they paid

to avoid the task, they still received the fixed payment they would have gotten by successfully

completing it.

6 Subjects are not allowed to use cellphones or any electronic device during the experiment, I observe that most
subjects who choose to rest for four minutes sit there do nothing or draw on the scratch paper provided to them.
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Table 2.1: The decision table subjects had in Part B of Experiment 1

Decision number The amount of ECU
Will you pay the amount of

ECU to avoid the task

1 1 ECU Yes / No

2 3 ECU Yes / No

3 5 ECU Yes / No

4 8 ECU Yes / No

5 10 ECU Yes / No

6 12 ECU Yes / No

7 15 ECU Yes / No

8 20 ECU Yes / No

9 25 ECU Yes / No

10 30 ECU Yes / No

After their decision, a line in the table was randomly selected, and those who chose to pay

the indicated ECU to avoid the task would rest for four minutes. Those who chose not to

pay the indicated ECU continued the task for another four minutes. The switch line and the

indicated ECU was used as the participant’s disutility towards doing the task. Furthermore,

we can compare whether there is a gender di↵erence in such disutility.

Part C: Measure the subjective willingness to earn money for the group

A female and a male were randomly matched to be a pair in Part C. In this part, we

employed the knockout auction (Mailath and Zemsky (1991), Noussair and Seres (2020)),

which was incentive compatible, to elicit subjects’ subjective willingness to continue the task

for money and to earn money for the group.

As in Part B, subjects did the task for four minutes. Then they were told only one in the

pair would continue to do the task for payment for another four minutes. Each of them in

the pair would receive half of the payment from the task in the next four minutes. To decide

whose performance would count, they were informed that they were going to participate in a

bidding process. The higher bidder would be the one whose performance counted in the next
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four minutes. However, the higher bidder had to compensate another bidder. Each subjects

needed to indicate an integer from 0 to 50 ECU, at which he was willing to pay to do the

task for payment. If his indicated value was larger than his partner’s, then his performance

in another four minutes decided his and his partner’s earnings, but he also needed to pay the

partner the value the partner indicated. If two subjects in the same pair submitted the same

number, then the computer randomly decided who would do the task for payment.

A subject with higher subjective willingness to earn money for the group would indicate

a higher value, and a person indicated value 0 revealed that he was extremely unwilling to

continue the task for payment. Therefore, we provide an incentivized way to measure partic-

ipants’ willingness to earn payment for the pair. More importantly, we can further contrast

females and males’ di↵erences, to investigate if their subjective willingness to earn money for

the pair would be a confounding factor.

Part D: Elicit the descriptive norm about gender roles

In the final part of the Experiment 1, we elicited the descriptive norm about gender roles.

We provided subjects in experiment 1 with the instructions of Experiment 2, and thus they

were aware what decisions couples in Experiment 2 needed to make. Then in each framing

scenario, we asked them to guess which option was chosen by the most couples and which

option was chosen by the least couples in the corresponding situation in Experiment 2. Their

answers were incentivized. Each correct guess was incentivized with an additional payment of

3 RMB.

We had two treatments in Experiment 1, depending on whether they were asked questions

corresponding to “Stay framing” scenario, or “Quit framing” scenario in Part A. Both Part B

and Part C were the same for subjects in all treatments.

2.2.4 Experiment 2

We recruited college couples as our main analysis units in Experiment 2. The link between

Experiment 1 and 2 is that we will use the social norms elicited in Experiment 1 to predict

behavioral changes in Experiment 2. Each couple would work as a group. The task was the

counting zeros task as we illustrated in Section 2.2.2. At the beginning of the experiment,

these couples introduced themselves to each other. The boyfriend in each couple introduced

their names and majors, and the girlfriend told everyone how long they had been together.

After the introduction, there were two parts corresponding to the “Quit framing” and the

“Stay framing” scenario in Experiment 1. To counterbalance the sample, we had subjects in

half of sessions first make decisions in the “Quit framing” scenario, and another half of sessions
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make decisions in the “Stay framing” scenario in Part A.7 Subjects first did the task for four

minutes simultaneously. After four minutes, the participant would be told her partner’s and

her own performance in the first four minutes. Then the couple needed to decide only one in

the pair to continue the task for money and to earn money for the group. In the sessions where

subjects made decisions in the “Quit framing” scenario, in Part A, subjects decided whom to

do the task without payment and to depend on the partner for payment. Before they made

a decision, they were asked to state the extent to which they were willing to earn money for

the group in the “Stay framing” scenario (or to depend on the partner to earn money for the

group in the “Quit framing” scenario). This indication was unincentivized, and not told to

their partner. After their indication, a chat box was provided for them to chat and discuss.

Then each of them needed to choose whom to continue the task for payment in the “Stay

framing” scenario, or to choose whom to do the task without payment in the “Quit framing”

scenario. Both parties in the pair needed to submit a same person, otherwise the computer

would randomly decide one person in the pair to continue the task for payment (or without

payment in the “Quit framing” scenario). Then everyone continued the task for another four

minutes.

Everything in Part B was the same as in Part A, except that in those sessions where subjects

decided whom to do the task with payment (without payment) in Part A would decide whom

to do the task without payment (with payment) in Part B.

Then in Part C, we elicited participants’ beliefs about the social appropriateness of the

action. We first introduced the procedure of Part A, including the payment scheme, in Exper-

iment 1. Therefore, subjects in Part C in Experiment 2 realized that subjects in Experiment

1 were incentivized to provide a rating matching the modal response provided by others rat-

ing the same choice scenario. If subjects faced “Stay framing” (respectively “Quit framing”)

scenario in Part A, then we asked them to guess which option, girlfriends continued to do

the task with money, boyfriends continued to do the task with money, or flipped a coin to

decide who continued the task with money (respectively the wording “with money” changed

to “without money” in the “Quit framing” scenario), was rated “Very socially appropriate”

most frequently, and which option was rated “Very socially inappropriate” most frequently.

They were also to guess the proportion of people in the same session as they were agreed with

their choices.

We had two treatments in Experiment 2. In the private treatment, couples’ decisions were

kept to them privately. After Part B, we revealed which choice was considered “Very socially

appropriate” most frequently, and which option was rated “Very socially inappropriate” most

7 The variation was on the session level. The whole session would be in either the “Quit framing” scenario or the
“Stay framing” scenario.
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frequently, as well as the fraction of people in the same session chose their selected option. In

Part D, they repeated what they did in Part A. The whole process and payment decision rule

were the same as in Part A.

The public treatment was the same as in the private treatment, except that there was a

choice revelation procedure. After Part C, right before Part D, we randomly decided either

Part A or Part B to be counted into final payments. Then they would go to the front of the

room and stood in two groups. Those who continued the task for money stood as a group, and

those who did the task without payment stood as another group. When subjects made choices

in Part A and Part B in the public treatment, they were aware that their choices would be

revealed.

2.3 Results from Experiment 1

2.3.1 Is there any injunctive social norm or empirical social norm towards

gender roles?

Table 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate distributions of social appropriateness ratings of di↵erent al-

ternatives in two framing scenarios accordingly. We construct the mean ratings by converted

responses into numerical scores as in Krupka and Weber (2013). “Very socially inappropriate”

is –1, “somewhat socially inappropriate” is –1/3, “somewhat socially appropriate” is 1/3, and

“very socially appropriate” is 1. These mean ratings are used as the empirical measurement

of the social norm towards the gender roles.

In total, there were 38 subjects in the “Stay framing” treatment, where they were incen-

tivized to provide a rating regarding the social appropriateness of three possible actions the

couple could face when only one was to stay in the labor force (do the task for payment in

Experiment 2). 26 were in the negative framing, where they were provided questions describing

the couple had to choose one to quit the labor force and to take care of the kids at home (do

the task without payment in Experiment 2).

In the “Stay framing” scenario, couples choosing husbands to keep working is considered

as the most socially appropriate option. The modal response of husbands keep working is

somewhat socially appropriate. In contrast, wives keep working is rated to be the least socially

appropriate, and the modal response is somewhat socially inappropriate regarding this option.

Similarly, when we ask subjects to rate di↵erent options in the corresponding experimental

situation, boyfriends keep working for payment is considered more socially appropriate than

girlfriends keep working for payment (the p-value in the paired t-test is 0.0122). The distribu-

tion of the rating for choosing boyfriends to work for money is right skewed, since the mean

rating of this option is larger than the median rating. Whereas the distribution of the rating

for choosing girlfriends to work for money is left skewed, the mean rating of this option is
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smaller than the median rating. In both the “husbands and wives” framing and “boyfriends

and girlfriends” framing, flipping a coin to decide who continues to work is rated to be the

most socially appropriate.

In the “Quit framing” scenario, opposite from what we find in the “Stay framing” scenario,

if the role of husbands is to stay at home and to take care of kids, then it is considered as

socially inappropriate. However, wives stay at home are considered as socially appropriate.

Consistently, boyfriends work without payment and depend on their partner to earn payment

is considered as socially inappropriate. Nevertheless, girlfriends work without payment is rated

to be socially appropriate. But the di↵erence between the average rating of boyfriends working

without payment and that of girlfriends working without payment is not significantly di↵erent

from 0 (the p-value in the paired t-test is 0.3760). Di↵erent from what we find in the “Stay

framing” scenario, both the distribution of the rating for choosing boyfriends to work without

money and that of the rating for choosing girlfriends to work without money are left skewed,

the mean rating of this option is smaller than the median rating. Flipping a coin to decide

who does unpaid work are collectively judged to be the most socially appropriate.

From Figure 2.2 to 2.5, we show the results regarding the empirical or descriptive norms

about gender roles. These four figures illustrate distributions of subjects’ guesses towards which

option is the most frequently or the least frequently chosen by couples under each scenario.

Subjects in the “Stay framing” scenario treatment only provide the guesses of who works for

payment, while subjects in the “Quit framing” scenario answer towards who works without

payment.

The majority guesses that boyfriends work for money would be the most frequent choices,

while girlfriends work for money would be chosen by the least couples. Statistically, a sig-

nificantly higher fraction of subjects guess that the most couples would choose boyfriends to

work for payment (p-value in the one-sided t-test is 0.000), and a significantly higher fraction

of subjects guess that the least couples would choose girlfriends to work for payment (p-value

in the one-sided t-test is 0.0024). However, there is no apparent empirical norm governing

who works without money. In both situations of choosing the “Most frequently” and “Least

frequently” option, three choices are equally likely to be chosen (the p-value in a two-sided

t-test is 0.4777 in the “Most frequently” option, and 1.000 in the “Least frequently” option).
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Table 2.2: Elicited norms in “Stay framing” scenario

Alternatives
“Stay framing” scenario (N=38)

Mean - - - + + +
Husbands keep working 0.51 0.00% 7.89% 57.89% 34.21%
Wives keep working 0.02 2.63% 47.37% 44.74% 5.26%

Flipping a coin to decide 0.25 18.42% 18.42% 21.05% 42.11%

Boyfriends keep working for payment 0.46 0.00% 10.53% 60.53% 28.95%
Girlfriends keep working for payment 0.25 2.63% 21.05% 63.16% 13.16%

Flipping a coin to decide 0.67 5.26% 5.26% 23.68% 65.79%

Table 2.3: Elicited norms in “Quit framing” scenario

Alternatives
“Quit framing” scenario (N=26)

Mean - - - + + +
Husbands stays at home -0.21 7.69% 65.38% 26.92% 0.00%

Wives stay at home 0.31 0.00% 19.23% 65.38% 15.38%
Flipping a coin to decide 0.41 15.38% 3.85% 34.62% 46.15%

Boyfriends work without payment -0.03 3.85% 46.15% 50.00% 0.00%
Girlfriends work without payment 0.05 3.85% 34.62% 61.54% 0.00%

Flipping a coin to decide 0.64 3.85% 3.85% 34.62% 57.69%

Note: Following Kruoka and Weber(2013), responses are: “very socially inappropriate” (– –), “somewhat socially
inappropriate” (–), “somewhat socially appropriate” (+), “very socially appropriate” (+ +). To construct the
mean ratings, we converted responses into numerical scores (“very socially inappropriate” = –1, “somewhat
socially inappropriate” = –1/3, “somewhat socially appropriate” = 1/3, “very socially appropriate” = 1)

Figure 2.2: Empirical norms: Guess the most frequently chosen option to work for money
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Figure 2.3: Empirical norms: Guess the least frequently chosen option to work for money

Figure 2.4: Empirical norms: Guess the most frequently chosen option to work without money

Figure 2.5: Empirical norms: Guess the least frequently chosen option to work without money
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2.3.2 Any gender di↵erence in the preference for the task?

Figure 2.6 illustrates the maximal ECU subjects are willing to pay to avoid the task, which

is used to measure the disutility towards doing the task. From the graph, we can tell most

people don’t like doing the task, as most of them are willing to pay at least 1 ECU to avoid the

task. On average, females are willing to pay 7.7 ECU and males are willing to pay 5.8 ECU to

avoid the task. However, this di↵erence is not statistically significant ( p = 0.2555 in the two-

sided t-test, p = 0.2387 for the Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Males’ distribution of the willingness

to pay to avoid the task is essentially equal to females’ (p = 0.159 in a two-sample Kolmogorov

–Smirnov test). For both genders, most people are not willing to pay more than 15 ECU to

avoid the task. We also check the correlation between their performance and the disutility

towards doing the task. We are interested to know whether better performers have a lower

disutility towards this task. In general, there does not exist a significant relationship between

their performance in the task and the disutility (the Pearson’s correlation coe�cient is 0.0272,

and p = 0.8312). This relationship remains insignificant for both females and males. If we

analyse the correlation for women and for men separately, the Pearson’s correlation coe�cient

is 0.2868 for females (p = 0.1115), -0.1715 for males (p = 0.3480). These results imply that

both genders exhibit disutility towards doing the task, while there is no essential di↵erence in

this distaste between two genders.

Figure 2.6: Maximal ECU they are willing to pay to avoid the task by gender
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2.3.3 Any gender di↵erence in preference for working to earn the money

for the group?

How about gender di↵erences in willingness to do the task for payment? As we show in

Figure 2.7, males have a relative larger willingness to earn money for the group on average

level. But it is not statistically significant. Using the non-parametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test,

p = 0.3075, which implies that the distributions of bids for both genders are essentially the

same. Therefore, there is no gender di↵erence in willingness to continue the work for payment

and to earn money for the group.

Figure 2.7: Bid to earn money for the group by gender

In the first experiment, we have the following three findings. First, regarding the social

norm towards couples’ behaviors, choosing husbands to keep working is considered more so-

cially appropriate than choosing wives to keep working, while choosing husbands to stay at

home is considered more socially inappropriate than choosing wives. In the “Stay framing

scenario”, choosing boyfriends to work for payment is more socially appropriate than choosing

girlfriends, while choosing boyfriends to work without payment is more socially appropriate

than choosing girlfriends. This finding implies that social norm regarding couples’ behaviors in

the experiment is consistent with the pattern found for those governing real-life couples’ behav-

iors. Second, we find there is no gender di↵erence in the preference of doing the counting zeros

task in the experiment. Men and women have similar level of disutility against performing the

task. Third, in terms of the intrinsic preference of making one’s own performance counted and
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earning money for others, no significant gender di↵erence exists. Therefore, if there exists a

gap in the likelihood of choosing males and females to be the main breadwinner, individuals’

preference for the task and for earning money for the pair are not driving the di↵erence.

2.4 Behavioral Predictions for Experiment 2

According to the notion of Doing Gender, which is first developed by West and Zimmerman

(1987) in sociology studies, individuals internalize gender-role expectations held by others, and

consequently that gender a↵ects the household decision process itself. Furthermore, Akerlof

and Kranton (2000) and Akerlof and Kranton (2010) propose an economic model of identity. In

their model, when making decisions, individuals also consider if their actions are in conformity

with or contrary to the social norms of the groups with which they identify. Therefore, “identity

utility” is incorporated into their model, and there is a gain in this part when their actions

conform with the social group norm, while a loss when departing. If we regard “men” and

“women” as two social categories, and prescriptions associated with these two categories require

that “men” should not do “women’s work” in the home and “men” should earn more than

their wives, and be the main breadwinner, then the husband loses identity when he does

housework and when his wife earns more than half the household income. Cudeville and

Recoules (2009) and Cudeville and Recoules (2015) introduce the assumption of conformism

in a conjugal-contract model of the household. Individuals do not like to deviate from the

standard prevailing in the society regarding income transfers between spouses. They show

conformist spouses may agree upon a conjugal contract which conforms to the norm, yet which

contradicts the logic of comparative advantage. They will do so if the cost of deviating from

the norm is high compared to the e�ciency gains they could obtain by specializing according

to their comparative advantage. For a given norm , this outcome is possible if the degree of

conformism is high and the wage gap between spouses is low.

We measure the social norm as the average rating of di↵erent actions under di↵erent sit-

uations in Part A in Experiment 1. Hypotheses in Experiment 2 depend on results found in

Part A in Experiment 1. Since in Experiment 1, the average social appropriateness rating

of “Boyfriends continue the task for money” (resp. “Girlfriends continue the task without

money”) is greater than that of “Girlfriends continue the task for money” (resp. “ Boyfriends

continue the task without money”) in the “Stay framing” scenario (resp. “Quit framing”

scenario).

These findings indicate that injunctively, there exists a gender role attitude, where husbands

or boyfriends’ role is to be the main breadwinner and to continue work to earn money, while

wives or girlfriends’ role is to stay at home and to do the unpaid work. Furthermore, the

existence of the gender role attitude implies that our hypothesis 1 will hold if the injunctive
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norm plays a role. Flipping a coin or decide who earns money for the household and who does

unpaid work is judged to be the most socially appropriate. The empirical norm tells us that

when asked to choose one to continue for money, boyfriends continue to work for payment

are judged to be adopted by most couples, while girlfriends continue to work for payment are

thought to be chosen by least couples. There is no empirical norm towards couples’ choices in

whom to work without payment.

Hypothesis 1 (Social norms): When asked to choose one to work for money, more couples

will choose men than choose women given equal performance (resp. When asked to choose

one to work without money, more couples will choose women than choose men given equal

performance).

Another angle to study if the gender norms play a role is to study couples’ choices when

income maximisation and identity goals are at odds, that is when women in the couple hold the

productivity advantage. The probability of choosing an income-maximising division of labor

should only be lower in these couples if identity concerns do influence division of labor decisions.

Such an e↵ect, if any, should be the most strongly pronounced in the partner-treatment.

Let us denote the first four minutes’ performance of the male in the group as ⇡M , and that

of the female in the group as ⇡F . What’s more, in the “Stay-framing” scenario, suppose that

the couple chooses the male to work for money is event A and that the couple chooses female

to work for money is event B. In the “Quit-framing” scenario, suppose that the couple chooses

the male to work without money is event C and that the couple chooses female to work for

money is event D. Then we can have the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2 (E�ciency-loss):

Prob(A|⇡M > ⇡F ) > Prob(B|⇡F > ⇡M ), and Prob(C|⇡M > ⇡F ) < Prob(D|⇡F > ⇡M ).

This relationship only holds in our couple sample, not in our control group, which is composed

of non-couple undergraduates.

In words, couples are more likely to take income-maximization behavior when the produc-

tivity advantage is held on men than when the advantage is held on women in both situations.

If couples care about whether others know that their choice does not adhere to the norm,

Hypothesis 3 (Peer pressure): Men are more likely to work for money, and wives are

more likely to do the unpaid work in the public than in the private treatment.

2.5 Results from Experiment 2

2.5.1 Summary statistics

We collected data from 61 couples and 61 pairs of males and females who are not couples in

China. Table 3.2 summarizes both genders’ average performance as well as the fraction of obser-
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vations when better performers are of the male(“male better”), of the female(“female better)

or both genders perform equally well (“tie”) under di↵erent conditions. In both samples, males

perform relatively better than females overall (p = 0.0540 for the two-sided t-test in the couple

sample, and p = 0.0522 for two-sided t-test in the general sample). In our couple sample, when

couples are asked to choose one person to continue the task for payment, that is what the first

column illustrates, males average performance is about 10 and females average performance is

about 9, but statistically this di↵erence is not significant at 5% significance level (p = 0.1418

for the two-sided t-test). The result holds when they are asked to choose one to work without

payment (p = 0.2134 correspondingly). In the general sample, males average performance is

better than females’ if subjects are asked to choose to do the task for payment (p = 0.0348

in the two-sided test), while their performance di↵erence is not significant when they are to

choose one to do the task without payment (p = 0.5131). Among couples’ interactions, males

perform better more than half of the time under all conditions, the same conclusion holds for

our general undergraduate sample. Lastly, the variable “agreement” tells us the fraction of ob-

servations when both parties in the pair submit the same decision. On average, the agreement

rate is high in our couple sample under all conditions.

2.5.2 Choices in the task allocation

Following figures depict couples’ and general undergraduates’ choices. When they are asked

to choose a person to continue the task for payment, as Figure 2.8 illustrates, around 65% of

couples agree to choose the man (boyfriend) in the pair to continue the task for the payment.

A significantly higher fraction couples choose men than choose women to work for money

(p-value in an one-sided t-test is 0.0094). However, when asked to choose a person without

payment, the majority of couples agree to choose the woman (girlfriend) in the pair to do

the task without payment. About 72% of couples agree that girlfriends would be the one to

work without payment. The fraction of couples choosing women to work without payment is

significantly higher than that of choosing men (p-value in the one-sided test is 0.0001). Only

1% of the couples agree to delegate the computer to make the choice for them when choosing

one to work without payment.

Among pairs who are not couples, about 58% of the observations choose males to work

for payment, and when choosing whom to work without payment, 55% choose females to

work without money. Statistically, a significantly higher fraction of couples choose males than

choose females to work for payment (p-value in an one-sided t-test is 0.0056), and there is mild

evidence suggesting that the fraction of couples choosing women to work without payment is

higher than that of choosing men to work without payment (p-value in an one-sided t-test is

0.0697). Under both situations, a significant larger proportion of pairs in non-couple sample
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Table 2.4: Summary statistics

(1)All (1)Stay (2)Quit (3)Public&Stay (4)Private&Stay (5)Public&Quit (6)Private&Quit
Panel A: College couples

male perfor 10.07 9.934 10.2 10.13 9.733 9.935 10.47
(3.673) (3.572) (3.811) (4.006) (3.118) (4.226) (3.381)

female perfor 9.221 9.016 9.426 9.065 8.967 9.355 9.5
(3.099) (3.279) (2.935) (3.021) (3.577) (2.882) (3.037)

male better 0.566 0.557 0.574 0.581 0.533 0.516 0.633
(0.497) (0.501) (0.499) (0.502) (0.507) (0.508) (0.490)

female better 0.377 0.377 0.377 0.387 0.367 0.387 0.367
(0.486) (0.489) (0.489) (0.495) (0.490) (0.495) (0.490)

tie 0.0574 0.0656 0.0492 0.0323 0.1 0.0968 0
(0.233) (0.250) (0.218) (0.180) (0.305) (0.301) 0.000

agreement 0.984 0.984 0.984 0.968 1 1 0.967
(0.127) (0.128) (0.128) (0.180) 0.000 0.000 (0.183)

N 244 122 122 62 60 62 60

Panel B: Non-couples(General Undergraduates)
male perfor 9.869 9.984 9.754 10.53 9.379 10.62 8.793

(4.290) (3.985) (4.621) (4.642) (3.075) (5.091) (3.904)
female perfor 8.926 8.557 9.295 8.75 8.345 9.844 8.69

(3.154) (3.369) (2.917) (3.172) (3.618) (2.875) (2.892)
male better 0.557 0.639 0.475 0.594 0.69 0.469 0.483

(0.498) (0.484) (0.504) (0.499) (0.471) (0.507) (0.509)
female better 0.385 0.328 0.443 0.344 0.31 0.406 0.483

(0.488) (0.473) (0.501) (0.483) (0.471) (0.499) (0.509)
tie 0.0574 0.0328 0.082 0.0625 0 0.125 0.0345

(0.233) (0.180) (0.277) (0.246) 0.000 (0.336) (0.186)
agreement 0.943 0.934 0.951 0.906 0.966 0.969 0.931

(0.233) (0.250) (0.198) (0.296) (0.186) (0.123) (0.258)
N 244 122 122 64 58 64 58

Note: This table summarizes males and females average performance, and the fraction of observations in
which boyfriends (males) are better performers (“male better), girlfriends (females) are better performers
(“female better”), or both parties are equally well (“tie”) under di↵erent conditions. “agreement” denotes
the fraction of pairs’ achieving an agreement when they submit their decisions. “Stay” represents when subjects
are asked to choose one to do the task for payment, “Quit” represents when choosing one to do the task without
payment, adding “Public” or “Private” in the prefix represents when their decisions are made under the public
or private treatment.

than in couple sample delegate the computer to make the choices for them.
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Figure 2.8: Couples choices

(a) Continue the task for payment (b) Continue the task without payment

Figure 2.9: Non-couples’ choices

(a) Continue the task for payment (b) Continue the task without payment

2.5.3 Mechanisms

E�ciency concern

We can further investigate the interaction between the relative performance in the pair and

their choices. When they are asked to choose one to work for payment, that is in the “Stay

framing” scenario, there are 57% of couples in which boyfriends (males) perform relatively

better in the first round. Couples where girlfriends (females) are relatively better in the first

round account for around 37%. The remaining 6% are those couples where males and females
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perform equally well in the first round. In the “Quit framing” scenario, that is when they

are asked to choose one to continue the task without payment, the pattern persists. This is

within the expectation, as we conduct the variation of the framing on the within subject level.

Then if couples are making decisions completely out of the e�ciency concern, that is if they

want to maximize their material payo↵, then we should find a similar distribution of couples’

decisions. However, the proportion of couples choose men to continue the task for payment

is significantly larger than the proportion of couples in which males are better performers

(p = 0.0291 in the one-sided paired t-test). The proportion of couples choose women to

continue the task without payment is significant larger than the proportion of couples in which

males are better performers (p = 0.0300 in the one-sided paired t-test). These findings imply

that e�ciency is not their only concern for deciding whom to work with and without money.

Among our non-couple sample, in the “Stay framing” scenario, 63% of pairs in which males

are better performers in the first round, 33% have females perform relatively better, and in the

remaining 4% of pairs, the male and the female are in a tie. In the “Quit framing” scenario,

the number of pairs that males perform relatively better, females perform relatively better and

both parties perform equally well is 47%, 44% and 9% respectively. Significantly more pairs

choose man than woman to continue the task for money (p = 0.0056 in the one-sided t-test), a

weak evidence show that more pairs choose women in the “ Quit-framing” scenario to perform

the task without payment (p = 0.0697 in the one-sided t-test). But di↵erent from the pattern

we find in the college-couple sample, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the proportion

of pairs choosing males to continue the task for payment is the same as the proportion of pairs

having males perform better (p = 0.4842 in the two-sided paired t-test). Also, when asked to

choose one to continue the task without payment, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that

the proportion of choosing females to continue the task without payment is the same as that

of males are better performers (p = 0.1992 in the two-sided paired t-test). This implies that

e�ciency is the driving factor of non-couple sample’s choice.

Furthermore, Figure 2.12 and 2.13 illustrate the interaction between relative performance

in the pair and the share of pairs choose men to work for money in the “Stay framing” scenario

and of those choose women to work without money in the “Quit framing” scenario separately.

Panel (a) in each figure depicts couples’ choices and (b) represents non-couples’. For those

pairs where males are better performer in the first round, over 80% choose the male in the

pair to earn the money for the group in the proceeding round in both samples. Almost all

couples (around 98%) select the boyfriend to continue the paid task as long as males perform

better in the “Stay framing” scenario. This implies that when males perform better, 2% of

couples don’t make the decision based on the e�ciency concern. When females earn more in

the first round, around 24% of couples choose males to continue the work for payment. Then
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we deduct that when the female side has a larger relative earning potential, the pair is more

likely to make decisions that are not motivated by e�ciency, or they are more likely to bear

an e�ciency loss.

If we check decisions in the non-couple sample, the di↵erence between pairs whose decision is

not dominated by the e�ciency concern in the sample where males perform better and where

females perform better is much smaller than what we observe in the college-couple sample.

When there is a tie, then half of them will choose males to continue the task for payment in

both conditions.

In the “Quit framing” scenario, around 80% of pairs choose females to work without money

given that males are better performers in the first round in both samples. This indicates 20%

of couples when males are better performer don’t make e�cient choices. However, over 50%

of couples still choose females to continue the task without payment even if females perform

relatively better in the first round. When female perform better, couples are much more likely

to make ine�cient choices when asked to choose one to work without money. The number

of pairs choosing females to quit even if females earn more decrease to 25% for non-couple

sample. When the male and the female perform equally well in the first round, all couples

choose females to do the task without payment, 40% of pairs choose females in the non-couple

sample.

Figure 2.10: Relative performance among couples

(a) “Stay framing” (b) “Quit framing”
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Figure 2.11: Relative performance among non-couples

(a) “Stay framing” (b) “Quit framing”

Figure 2.12: The interaction between relative performance and the share of pairs choose men
to work for money

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples
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Figure 2.13: The interaction between relative performance and the share of pairs choose women
to work without money

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples

The following table summarizes the regression results for the relationship between subjects’

performance and their choices. The dependent variable “Male money” represents a binary vari-

able, which equals to 1 if the pair chooses the male to continue the task for payment in the

“Stay framing” scenario, “Female quit” is 1 if the pair chooses the female to continue the task

without payment in the “Quit framing” scenario. For explanatory variables, “male better”

represents if the male is the relative better performer in the pair, “male perfor” and “fe-

male perfor” denote the performance for males and females in the previous round respectively.

We can infer that couples’ decision in choosing one to continue the task for payment is driven

by performance. If in the pair the male performs better in the first round, then it is 74% more

likely for a male to be chosen to be the main breadwinner. Males performance are positively

correlated and females’ are negatively correlated with the likelihood that the male is chosen

to earn money for the group. However, for decisions in choosing one to quit the paid task and

to do the task without payment, performance do not correlate with their choices. This implies

there are other factors a↵ecting their choices in the “Quit framing” scenario. Di↵erent from

data from couples, in both stay and “Quit framing” scenarios, performance are of their main

concern in deciding whom to stay in the paid task (Column (5) and (6)), and whom to do the

unpaid task (Column (7) and (8)).

These results imply that non-couples’ decisions are mainly driven by the e�ciency concern.

Their choices depend on the relative performance in the first round, and they will choose one

to earn money for the group when it is predicted that one is more likely to earn more money

for the group. However, for the couples’ choices, their decision in choosing one to continue
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Table 2.5: Regression results: performance and choices

Couples Non-couples
“Stay framing” “Quit framing” “Stay framing” “Quit framing”

(1)Male money (2)Male money (3)Female quit (4)Female quit (5)Male money (6)Male money (7)Female quit (8)Female quit
male better 0.740*** 0.179 0.766*** 0.531***

(0.089) (0.120) (0.088) (0.111)
male perfor 0.065*** 0.004 0.048*** 0.051***

(0.014) (0.018) (0.014) (0.009)
female perfor -0.088*** -0.060*** -0.073*** -0.052***

(0.013) (0.018) (0.015) (0.018)
cons 0.231*** 0.787*** 0.615*** 1.245*** 0.095 0.729*** 0.290*** 0.529**

(0.084) (0.172) (0.097) (0.203) (0.065) (0.201) (0.083) (0.216)
N 60 60 60 60 57 57 59 59

Notes: Standard errors are clustered on the pair level. The dependent variable in column(1), (2), (5) and (6)
is a binary variable represents if the pair chooses the male to continue the task for money in “Stay framing”
scenario. The dependent variable in the remaining columns is whether the pair chooses the female to continue
the task without payment in “Quit framing” scenario. All the regressions employ the linear probability model.
“male better” denotes if the males are the better performer in the first round in the pair. “male perfor” and
“female perfor” represent the males and females performance in the previous round respectively.

the task for payment, the e�ciency or the monetary payo↵ is the driving force. But when

deciding whom to do the task without payment, the performance is not the leading factor.

These evidences support our first line of results.

Result 1a: A larger fraction of couples choose males to continue the task for

payment rather than females in the “Stay framing” scenario, and a larger fraction

choose females than males to do the unpaid task in the “Quit framing” scenario.

Their choices are highly correlated with performance in the “Stay framing” sce-

nario, while their decisions in the “Quit framing” scenario are not driven by per-

formance.

Result 1b: Among our non-couple sample, a larger fraction of pairs choose males

to continue the task for payment rather than females in the “Stay framing” sce-

nario, and a larger fraction choose females than males to do the unpaid task in the

“Quit framing” scenario. Their choices are highly correlated with performance in

both scenarios.
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Identity concern

Table 2.6: Regression results: Income-maximization choices and relative performance

Couples Non-couples
(1) All (2) Stay-framing (3) Quit-framing (1) All (2) Stay-framing (3) Quit-framing

Ine�cient Ine�cient Ine�cient Ine�cient Ine�cient Ine�cient
male better -0.216** -0.124 -0.314** -0.110* -0.046 -0.128

(0.089) (0.077) (0.146) (0.066) (0.112) (0.121)
cons 0.333*** 0.154** 0.520*** 0.208*** 0.105 0.276***

(0.068) (0.072) (0.115) (0.058) (0.099) (0.085)
N 119 60 59 109 53 56

Notes: Standard errors are clustered on the pair level. The dependent variable is a binary variable represents
if the pair chooses the person of lower productivity to earn money in each pair. All the regressions employ the
linear probability model. “male better” denotes if the males are the better performer in the first round in the
pair.

Table 2.6 report the di↵erence in the tendency to choose ine�cient choice between pairs

where men are of higher productivity and where women are of higher productivity. The de-

pendent variable “Ine�cient” equals to 1 is the pair chooses men to do paid work when women

earn more than men in the first round task, or the pair chooses women to do paid work when

men have higher earning potential. Regression results indicate that in the couple-sample, pairs

in which women are better performers are more likely to take ine�cient choice. Especially

in the “Quit-framing” scenario, couples are more likely to choose women to do unpaid work

when women have higher earning potential than choosing men to do unpaid work when men

have higher earning potential. However, these findings are not supported using data from the

non-couple sample. Therefore, we have the following result.

Result 2: Among the couple sample, couples are less likely to choose income-

maximization option when women have higher earning potential, especially in the

“ Quit-framing” scenario, when they are asked to choose one to do unpaid work.

Among the non-couple sample, there is no di↵erence in the tendency to make in-

e�cient choices between when the performance advantage is held on women and

men.

The role of peer pressure

We next study whether pairs’ decisions change if they know their decisions are going to

be revealed to their peers. Figure 2.14 and 2.15 show the relationship between the relative

performance distribution by treatments. Figure 2.16 and 2.17 illustrate their choices in the

public and in the private treatment. We recognize that a slightly higher fraction of couples

choose males to continue the task for payment, and choose females to do the unpaid task in
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the public than in the private treatment. However, none of these di↵erences are significant

statistically (from the rank-sum test, p = 0.9240 and p = 0.2317 in the “Stay framing” and in

the “Quit framing” scenario respectively).

Among the non-couple sample, the direction of the magnitude is opposite from couples in

the comparison of the public and private treatment. A slightly higher fraction choose males

to continue the task for payment, and choose females to do the unpaid task in the private

treatment than in the public treatment. Similarly, none of these di↵erences are statistically

significant (p = 0.2382 and p = 0.6686 using the rank-sum test in the “Stay framing” and in

the “Quit framing” scenario respectively).

Figure 2.14: Relative performance among couples by treatments

(a) “Stay framing” (b) “Quit framing”
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Figure 2.15: Relative performance among non-couples and treatments

(a) “Stay framing” (b) “Quit framing”

Figure 2.16: When choosing whom work for money, the share of pairs choose males to do the
task for money in private and in public

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples
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Figure 2.17: When choosing whom work without money, the share of pairs choose females to
do the task without money in private and in public

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples

As to the e↵ect of the interaction between the choice visibility and their relative perfor-

mance, Table 2.7 reports results about the impact of their relative performance and absolute

performance in public and in private treatment. We investigate the “Stay framing” (Col-

umn 1-6) and “Quit framing” (Column 7-12) scenario respectively. The dependent variable

“male pay” represents if the pair chooses the man in the pair to do paid task, “female quit” is

1 if the woman in the pair is chosen to do unpaid task. “public” indicates the public treatment;

“female better” is 1 if woman in the pair perform better in the first round, and 0 otherwise;

“pub female better” is the interaction term of ”public” and “female better”; “male perfor”

is the performance of the man in the pair, “female perform” represents that of the woman

in the pair; “pub male per” and “pub female per” refer to the interaction term of the public

treatment and the performance of each gender respectively.

From Column 1 and 4, we can tell that if females are relatively better performer in the

previous round, couples will be less likely to choose males to continue the task for money in

“Stay framing” scenario, and less likely to choose females to continue the task without payment

that those pairs where men are better performers. However, there is no significant di↵erence

between the public and private treatment, and no interaction e↵ect of the observibility and

the relative performance exists. However, in the non-couple sample, when choosing whom to

continue the task for payment, the di↵erence for pairs where females perform better and where

males perform better is di↵erent under public and in the private treatment.

Therefore, we can have our third result.

Result 3: In both samples, decisions do not vary significantly between public and
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in private treatment under both “Stay framing” and “Quit framing” scenarios.

2.5.4 Elicited social norm from subjects in Experiment 2

In Experiment 2, after subjects make choices, we ask them to guess the behavior that

receives the highest frequency of “very socially appropriate”, and “very socially inappropriate”

ratings respectively. We also ask their opinion on the proportion of participants in the same

session agree with their answers. Figure 2.18 to 2.21 illustrate the answers distributions for

the “Stay framing” (who works for money) and “Quit framing” (who works without money)

scenarios separately. Panel (a) in each figure depicts the answer among couples, and (b) is for

non-couple sample. In the x-axis, we use label “BF and majority agrees” to mean the subject

guesses that the boyfriend is chosen to do the indicated task, either work for money or without

money, as either “very socially appropriate” or “very socially inappropriate” by most people

in the first experiment, and the subject thinks that greater than 50% of people in the same

session agree with his choice. “GF” represents girlfriend, and if the subject holds the opinion

that smaller than 50% of subjects agree with their choice, then we say the subject thinks that

the minority agrees with him.

Among both samples, choosing boyfriends to continue to work for money are considered the

most appropriate and least inappropriate, while choosing girlfriends is the least appropriate

and most inappropriate choice when considering whom to work for money. In the couple

sample, over 60% of subjects think choosing boyfriends to work for money are rated very

socially appropriate by most people in the first experiment and the majority of people agree

with their choice. In the non-couple sample, the number is about 53%. However, when asked

which option is rated very socially inappropriate by most people in the first experiment, over

50% of subjects would guess that the option is girlfriend and that the majority agrees with

them in both samples. For whom to work without money, in the sample of couples, girlfriends

continue the task without payment is considered as the most appropriate, while among the

non-couple sample, asking the computer to decide is thought as the most appropriate. In both

samples, choosing boyfriends to continue the task without payment is considered as the most

inappropriate one.

We also run regressions in order to examine if behaviors of subjects holding the conventional

norm that men should be the main breadwinner and women should do unpaid work di↵erent

from those of subjects not having this norm. If he is asked about questions related with the

appropriateness about who work for money, then we say the subject is having the conventional

norm if either (a) the subject thinks that the boyfriend works for money is the most socially

appropriate and that the majority agrees; or (b) the subject thinks that the girlfriend works

for money is the most socially appropriate and that the minority agrees. At the same time,
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when asked about inappropriateness, the subject would think either (c) that the boyfriend

works for money is the most socially inappropriate and that the minority agrees, or (d) that

the subject thinks that the girlfriend works for money is the most socially inappropriate and

that the majority agrees. If he is asked about questions related with the appropriateness about

who work without money, then we say the subject is having the conventional norm if either (a)

the subject thinks that the boyfriend works without money is the most socially appropriate

and that the minority agrees; or (b) the subject thinks that the girlfriend works without money

is the most socially appropriate and that the majority agrees. At the same time, when asked

about inappropriateness, the subject would think either (c) that the boyfriend works without

money is the most socially inappropriate and that the majority agrees, or (d) that the subject

thinks that the girlfriend works without money is the most socially inappropriate and that the

minority agrees.

Regression results on the relationship between gender norm attitudes and choices in two

scenarios are reported in Table 2.8. We pool data from couple sample and non-couple sample

together. All the regressions employ the linear probability model. “gender norm” equals to 1 if

the subjects has the opinion that men should be the main breadwinner and women should do

unpaid work. “male” indicates a male observation, and “norm male” is the interaction term of

gender norm and male. “male perf” represents the performance of the male party in the group,

and “norm male perf” is the interaction term of gender norm and male perf. From the results,

we can tell that subjects holding the conventional norm attitude are more likely to choose the

male in the group to continue the task for money and the female to continue the task without

money than subjects not having the attitude. However, this di↵erence is not statistically

significant. There is mild evidence that males are more sensitive to the gender norm attitude

when choosing who to work for money. The main factor driving the behavior is still the

performance of the partner.
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Figure 2.18: The most “socially appropriate” for who works for money

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples

Notes: Each bar represents the fraction of couples’ answers fit in the category indicated on the x-axis. “BF”
means boyfriend, “GF” means girlfriend. For example, if one subject from the couple sample guesses that the
most people think choosing boyfriends to work for money as “very socially appropriate”, at the same time, he
guesses that the proportion of subjects in the same session agree with him in this answer is greater than 50%,
then this subject’s answer means he agrees that the boyfriend continues to work for money is the most socially
appropriate and the majority agrees with his opinion. His answer would be counted and fitted in the first bar
in panel a.
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Figure 2.19: The most “socially inappropriate” for who works for money

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples

Notes: Each bar represents the fraction of couples’ answers fit in the category indicated on the x-axis. “BF”
means boyfriend, “GF” means girlfriend. For example, if one subject from the couple sample guesses that the
most people think choosing girlfriends to work for money as “very socially inappropriate”, at the same time, he
guesses that the proportion of subjects in the same session agree with him in this answer is smaller than 50%,
then this subject’s answer means he agrees that the girlfriend continues to work for money is the most socially
inappropriate and the minority agrees with his opinion. His answer would be counted and fitted in the third
bar in panel a.
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Figure 2.20: The most “socially appropriate” for who works without money

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples

Notes: Each bar represents the fraction of couples’ answers fit in the category indicated on the x-axis. “BF”
means boyfriend, “GF” means girlfriend. For example, if one subject from the couple sample guesses that the
most people think choosing girlfriends to work without money as “very socially appropriate”, at the same time,
he guesses that the proportion of subjects in the same session agree with him in this answer is greater than
50%, then this subject’s answer means he agrees that the girlfriend continues to work for money is the most
socially appropriate and the majority agrees with his opinion. His answer would be counted and fitted in the
first bar in panel a.
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Figure 2.21: The most “socially inappropriate” for who works without money

(a) Couples (b) Non-couples

Notes: Each bar represents the fraction of couples’ answers fit in the category indicated on the x-axis. “BF”
means boyfriend, “GF” means girlfriend. For example, if one subject from the couple sample guesses that the
most people think choosing boyfriends to work without money as “very socially inappropriate”, at the same
time, he guesses that the proportion of subjects in the same session agree with him in this answer is smaller
than 50%, then this subject’s answer means he agrees that the girlfriend continues to work for money is the
most socially inappropriate and the minority agrees with his opinion. His answer would be counted and fitted
in the third bar in panel a.
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Table 2.8: Regression results on gender norm attitudes and choices on the individual level

”Stay framing” ”Quit framing”
(1)male pay (2)male pay (3)male pay (4)male pay (5)female quit (6)female quit (7)female quit (8)female quit

gender norm 0.094 -0.038 0.001 -0.105 0.105 0.076 0.062 -0.029
(0.067) (0.105) (0.109) (0.215) (0.064) (0.102) (0.101) (0.192)

male -0.067 -0.052 -0.053 -0.035 -0.032 -0.032
(0.089) (0.066) (0.074) (0.077) (0.076) (0.080)

norm male 0.251* 0.188 0.174 0.056 0.049 0.047
(0.145) (0.125) (0.132) (0.158) (0.157) (0.144)

male perfor 0.029*** 0.026*** 0.016*** 0.013
(0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.010)

norm male perf 0.012 0.009
(0.017) (0.014)

cons 0.557*** 0.589*** 0.296*** 0.321*** 0.562*** 0.579*** 0.419*** 0.446***
(0.037) (0.061) (0.078) (0.097) (0.036) (0.054) (0.069) (0.106)

N 248 248 248 248 248 248 248 248

Notes: This table provides regression results on the relationship between gender norm attitudes and choices
in two scenarios respectively. We pool data from couple sample and non-couple sample together. We have
122 and 126 subjects from the couple sample and non-couple sample, therefore, we have 248 observations in
total. All the regressions employ the linear probability model. “gender norm” equals to 1 if the subjects has
the opinion that men should be the main breadwinner and women should do unpaid work. “male” indicates a
male observation, and “norm male” is the interaction term of gender norm and male. “male perf” represents
the performance of the male party in the group, and “norm male perf” is the interaction term of gender norm
and male perf. Bootstrapped standard errors are reported in the parentheses.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, I investigate the role of a social norm “Men should be the main breadwin-

ner” in couples’ labor division decisions in China. We conduct two separate experiments. One

experiment is used to elicit a social norm about gender roles using a Krupka and Weber (2013)

procedure. The social norm elicited in the first experiment defines di↵erent social appropri-

ateness levels of di↵erent choices faced by couples under an extreme case, where only one in

the pair is allowed to stay in the labor force and earn payment for the pair. In the second

experiment, we recruit real-life college couples as subjects in the second experiment to perform

a stylized task that is based on the labor force quitting decision. The task involves both parties

initially performing a real e↵ort task for payment, and at a point in the session, one member of

the couple is required to quit the task. In the second experiment, we introduce two scenarios

based on framing, a “Stay framing” scenario, where couples are asked to choose one to continue

the task for payment, and a “Quit framing” scenario, where they are to choose one to quit the

task. We also recruit general undergraduates to compose our non-couple sample. They are

randomly matched with another partner of a di↵erent gender to be a pair.

Data gathered in China reveal that choosing husbands to work and wives to quit the

labor force is considered as the most socially appropriate choice. Accordingly, in the second

experiment, real-life college couples are more likely to choose the boyfriend to continue the real-

e↵ort task for money and the girlfriend to quit the task. Though the performance distribution
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by gender is similar in both couple and non-couple samples, more pairs select men to continue

the task for payment in the couple sample than in the non-couple sample. In the non-couple

sample, subjects are more likely to delegate a random device from the computer to make

decisions for them, while this is not the case in the couple sample.

Unpacking the underlying mechanisms, we find that the relative productivity is important

in couples’ division of labor. Couples are more likely to choose the man to perform the task

for money if man’s performance is better, and less likely to choose woman to quit the task if

woman’s performance is better. They pick choices to maximize their potential income in the

experiment. However, e�ciency is not the only concern. The proportion of couples where the

man is of higher productivity is significantly smaller than the proportion of couples choosing

the man to be the main breadwinner, and that of couples choosing the woman to do unpaid

work. At the same time, couples are less likely to take income-maximization behavior when

the woman is of higher productivity that when the advantage is held on the man. Therefore,

couples are more likely to bear e�ciency loss if women are with higher earning potential. This

is especially the case when couples need to decide who to quit the task. For the impact of

other potential confounding factors, we find there is no gender di↵erence in intrinsic preference

for doing the real-e↵ort task in the experiment. Also, there is no significant gender di↵erence

in the preference for earning money for the other party. These observations indicate that a

gendered norm that men should be the main breadwinner play an important role. Whether

their choices are revealed to their peers or not does not play a role in couples’ decisions. This

finding implies that peer pressure does not intensify the e↵ect of the social norm.

Identifying the impact of identity concerns in family division of labor has important pol-

icy implications. Our findings provide direct experimental evidence that e�ciency is not the

only factor driving couples’ behaviors, gender norms also play an important role, especially

when deciding on who quits the labor force and does unpaid work. Therefore, policies only

targeting at increasing women’s labor market productivity may have limited influence in elim-

inating the gender gap in labor force participation. As long as the gender norm governing the

society does not change, couples may deviate from e�cient allocation. Therefore, in future

work, investigating the determinants and the formation of gender identity attitudes can be

important.
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Chapter 3

The e↵ect of unrealized wages in a gift exchange ex-

periment

What will happen to workers’ performance and employers’ profits if workers are aware

of wages they would have received under the unrealized business conditions? We conduct a

laboratory experiment to explore this question. We investigate a gift-exchange game where

firms (employers) make wage o↵ers contingent on two randomly realized states, good or bad,

and workers choose an e↵ort level after knowing which states are realized. We apply the model

in Sebald (2010), and conjecture that the unrealized wage (which is referred to the wage of

the unrealized state) makes a di↵erence as it a↵ects the worker’s perception of the employer’s

kindness. There are three main results from the experiment. First, the e↵ort choice is positively

correlated with wages of the realized states. Second, being aware of the unrealized wage a↵ects

workers’ e↵ort choice and employers’ profits if current states are good, while it doesn’t have an

e↵ect if current states are bad. Third, conditional on knowing the unrealized wages, from the

estimation, if good states are realized, the positive marginal e↵ect of current wages is greater if

wages of unrealized bad states are intentionally higher. However, the wage of unrealized good

states does not have an e↵ect on the e↵ort if the states are currently bad.
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3.1 Introduction

A critical feature of labor markets is that labor relations are typically contractually incom-

pletely regulated. Not all relevant aspects are comprehensively determined in the contract,

particularly that the worker’s e↵ort is not fully contractually determined and is not enforce-

able by third parties like the court. Then how can a firm motivate the worker to exert a higher

e↵ort in such a incomplete contractual context has always been a central topic of the labor

economics.

In this study, we employ and extend the gift exchange paradigm in the laboratory ex-

periment by allowing the employer to make wage o↵ers contingent on two randomly realized

states. The critical research question this study answers is : Are workers e↵orts a↵ected

by the unrealized wage plan? The unrealized wage plan defines what workers would earn if

business conditions for the employer were not current ones, and these business conditions are

independent of workers’ marginal productivity, but characterized by whether the employer has

exogenous shocks or not. If the unrealized wage is one of the factors that influence how hard

workers devote to the job, then making workers aware of how they will be treated if there is

an exogenous shock is a potential factor of firms’ profits. 1

The setting and research question are inspired by some real life examples. One example is

that prior to the passage of the corporate tax cut in December 2017, AT&T said once the tax

bill is passed it would pay a special $1,000 bonus to more than 200,000 of its non-management

workers. Other companies like Comcast and Wells Fargo made similar announcements that

they would either pay an one-time bonus or increase the hourly pay to share the windfall they

expected from paying less in taxes.2 Does the information that the firm intents to share the

windfall with the worker a↵ect the worker’s performance before the firm receives the gains?

Also, if law firms pay their employees bonuses in good years, then will workers’ e↵orts be

a↵ected by these bonuses in bad years? Another scenario is the following: a firm announces

to the workers that they need to bear the risk of getting fired or having a wage cut if the

firm takes an unexpected loss, such as getting robbed or encountering the economic downturn,

will the worker’s performance when there is no such unexpected loss be influenced by the

announcement?

These questions are important for the employment relationship, however, it is di�cult to

study these questions using field data, as there are many factors present and changing at

1 Applying the model in Sebald (2010), we show that unrealized wages a↵ect the worker’s perception of the
employer’s kindness, and thus influence the worker’s e↵ort response. Fehr, Gächter, and Kirchsteiger (1997) show
that in principal-agent relationships reciprocal behavior causes a considerable increase in the set of enforceable
contracts and hence large e�ciency gains.

2 See https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2017/12/20/handful-companies-promise-bonuses-pay-raises/
971199001/
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the same time. Furthermore, factors for a worker’s e↵ort are often determined endogenously

and firms di↵er with each other remarkably. It is hard to identify the causal e↵ect of the

unrealized wage using field data. Thus, experimental techniques are likely to be useful and to

shed important light on answering these empirical questions.

In our experiment, there are good and bad states (we frame states as business conditions

during the experiment). The firm has to take an additional fixed non-labor cost under bad

states.3 Firms make wage o↵ers contingent on states before knowing which state is going to

occur. After being informed of the realized state and wages, workers choose their e↵ort level.

Key to our design is that we experimentally manipulate the visibility of the unrealized wages.

In one condition, workers know both realized and unrealized wages before choosing the e↵ort

level. In another condition, they only know realized wages. Thus, we are able to measure

whether the unrealized wages have an e↵ect on the worker’s e↵ort choice and to predict how

workers respond to unrealized wages under di↵erent states.

We observe that the e↵ort choice is increasing in the realized wages under both states,

which means workers’ voluntary choice of e↵ort will be higher if workers’ final material payo↵s

are higher. Second, whether unrealized wages have an e↵ect on the e↵ort choice or not depends

on whether the realized states are good or bad. If the realized states are good, wages of the

unrealized bad states a↵ect the worker’s e↵ort choice. When the employer has to take an

additional exogenous incurred fixed cost, wages that employers intend to o↵er under the good

states do not a↵ect workers’ current e↵ort choices. From the estimation, if current states are

good, the e↵ect of an increase in current wages depends on wages of the unrealized bad states,

therefore, realized wages’ e↵ect is not constant. The positive e↵ect of an increase in current

wages is greater if wages of unrealized bad states are intentionally higher. If bad states are

realized, the e↵ort choice is positively dominated by the wage received for bad states and is

not a↵ected by the wage of unrealized good states.

Regarding employers’ profits, we find that the average profit of firms under current good

states is higher if workers know both realized and unrealized wages than if they only know

currently realized wages. However, when current states are bad, the profits are independent of

knowing unrealized good wages or not.

The findings in this study imply that if the business conditions are good for a firm, workers

care about firms’ unrealized intention. Given that they can receive favorable wage o↵ers that

directly determine their realized material payo↵s, they will reciprocate the wage they would

have received when employers need to take additional costs by exerting a higher e↵ort in current

good business conditions. Nevertheless, if they do not receive su�ciently high realized wage

3 We can think of the additional fixed non-labor cost as the increase in the equipment maintenance fee, or the
storage fee when the business conditions are bad.
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o↵ers, they will punish employers with higher unrealized wages by choosing a lower e↵ort level.

An important implication is that when the economic environment is good and the employer

is going to pay workers high wages, it is profitable for the company to make workers aware

that they will be treated nicely even if there is an exogenous shock to the firm. If the business

conditions are bad, workers only care about the direct material payo↵s, and it is not profitable

for firms to announce how workers will be treated in case business conditions are good.

This paper contributes to the literature about gift exchange game and the study about

the worker-employer relationship. The classical gift exchange paradigm, which is put for-

ward by Akerlof (1982) and Akerlof (1984), allows the norms of fairness and reciprocity to

explain why wages exceed the market-clearing levels, and why workers’ e↵orts are above the

minimum standards in an incomplete contractual labor market. Starting from Fehr, Kirch-

steiger, and Riedl (1993), the gift exchange experiment is widely used to study the worker-

employer relationship based on the reciprocity argument in both laboratory and field exper-

iments (e.g.Dürsch, Oechssler, and Vadovic (2012), Charness and Levine (2007), Anderhub,

Gächter, and Königstein (2002), Gagnon and Noussair (2016), Charness, Kuhn, and Villeval

(2011), Hannan, Kagel, and Moser (2002), Fehr, Hart, and Zehnder (2011), Hennig-Schmidt,

Sadrieh, and Rockenbach (2010), Markle (2011), Barr and Serneels (2009), Lazear (2018),

Gneezy and List (2006), Kube, Maréchal, and Puppe (2012)).4 Most of the gift exchange

studies are designed in a two-stage game to mimic the labor markets. In the first stage, firms

post wage o↵ers. In the second stage, workers accept or reject o↵ers, and those accepting o↵ers

choose an e↵ort level. Risk is borne by the firm in the sense that their payment is decided by

the e↵ort chosen by the worker. Higher e↵ort levels are more costly for workers but provide

firms with greater profits. Almost all the findings identify the partial gift exchange hypothesis

and find workers choose e↵ort levels that increased on the o↵ered wage payment.

At the heart of our experiment is a modified version of the standard gift exchange game be-

tween employers and workers. However, we extend the paradigm with two augmented features.

First, the employer makes a contingent wage structure, instead of making a single wage o↵er.

The employer and the worker’s payo↵s are determined by the wage o↵ered by the employer,

the e↵ort chosen by the worker, and also the randomly realized states in our setting. The

second feature of our revised gift exchange game is that it involves uncertainty: After wages

are given, moves of chance decide which states are realized before workers choosing the e↵ort.

4 All the experimental literature on labor markets must deal with the problem of external validity. This may
be addressed by having workers in the experiment do a real e↵ort task (see e.g. Hennig-Schmidt, Sadrieh,
and Rockenbach (2010)) instead of asking them to choose a number representing e↵ort. Brüggen and Strobel
(2007) find little di↵erence between the two methods in a simple gift-exchange labor market game. Although
experimental results can not be transformed to the field one-to-one, the gift exchange literature has produced
many important insights. See Falk and Fehr (2003) and Charness and Kuhn (2011) for a more detailed discussion
of these issues.
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The findings in our experiment with these new augmented features indicate that the classical

gift exchange hypothesis persists. Workers keep responding positively to the realized wages

even if more than one wage is introduced. The new design also permits us to study the e↵ect of

unrealized wages, which is unique and has never been studied before. We see our experiment

as a first step that may generate interesting data and should inform future field experiments.

To our knowledge, the most closely related study is Dürsch, Oechssler, and Vadovic (2012),

which is the only experimental study that examines workers’ response if the firm is allowed

to make a contingent wage plan. They aim to study why firms are willing to provide sick

pay. Their main finding is that workers do reciprocate generous sick pay with a higher e↵ort.

The critical di↵erences between their study and ours are: The wage plan in their setting

is conditional on the workers’ endogenous e↵ort choice, and thus the marginal productivity

changes in di↵erent states. While in our study the wage structure is conditional on a random

exogenous shock, and the benefits of one unit increase in the e↵ort level to the employer are

same in two states.5

As our conjectures are based on the reciprocal relationship between the employer and the

worker, our paper also relates to a growing literature that studies how the reciprocity intention

matters. Theoretically, our study is more related to the model in Sebald (2010), which extends

Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004)’s analysis by incorporating moves of chance. This model

considers a finite stage game with reciprocal agents and with material outcomes depending

on chance. It shows moves of chance influence the attribution of responsibilities, people’s

perceptions about the (un)kindness of others and, hence, their reciprocal behavior. In our

study, the randomly realized state and unrealized wage plan may a↵ect worker’s expectation

of employer’s reciprocity intention and thus a↵ect reciprocal behavior.

To see what other factors can motivate workers’ e↵ort choices, we also examine whether the

experience of being a worker (an employer) a↵ects the wage o↵ers (e↵ort choices) when they

later become an employer (a worker). Our setting also allows us to test the fair wage-e↵ort

hypothesis when the unrealized wages are introduced, that is to test whether workers respond

asymmetrically to the wages above the fair wage level and to the wages below the fair wage

level.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we describe the experi-

mental design and procedures. Hypotheses are presented in Section 3.3. Results are analyzed

and discussed in Section 3.4. Finally, we close with a brief summary of findings.

5 We can think of this worker works as an administrative sta↵, whose marginal productivity should be stable in
di↵erent business conditions.
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3.2 Experimental Design

The experiment was conducted in the Economic Science laboratory (ESL) at the University

of Arizona. Overall 80 subjects participated in the experiment. The experiment was comput-

erized and the interface was programmed in ztree (Fischbacher (2007)). The experiment lasted

around 75 minutes for each session. Average earnings were $20.
Each session in the experiment consisted of three parts. In the first part, participants played

a finitely-repeated revised version of gift-exchange game. In the second part, we elicited par-

ticipants’ beliefs regarding the wage o↵ers they considered fair. In the third part, participants

played the game in the first part for another period. In the following, we first introduce

the gift-exchange game we implemented. Then we describe details of the three parts of the

experiment.

The gift-exchange game implemented was composed of three stages. At the first stage, the

employer decided a contingent wage structure (wG
, w

B), in which the former applied when

business conditions were good, the latter applied when business conditions were bad. At

the second stage, current business conditions were randomly realized. Both wage o↵ers (in

integer amounts) could be chosen in the range from 0 to 100 and with an increment of 5

units. At the third stage, the worker then chose the e↵ort eS (S 2 {G,B})under the realized

business conditions. The e↵ort levels that the worker could choose and the costs of e↵ort c(eS)

(S 2 {G,B}) are shown in Table 3.1. This cost structure was the same for all the workers in

both business conditions.

Table 3.1: E↵ort and its Cost

E↵ort Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cost of E↵ort 0 1 2 4 6 8 10 12 15 18

The profit of the employer and earnings of the worker are given by:

⇡employer =

(
20eG � w

G if realized business conditions are good

20eB � w
B � 40 if realized business conditions are bad

⇡worker =

(
w

G � c(eG) if realized business conditions are good

w
B � c(eB) if realized business conditions are bad

The range of wage and cost structure were in line with many gift exchange experiments.

As can be seen, a higher e↵ort was more costly for the workers but benefited employers more.

Workers did not receive any direct benefit from providing a higher e↵ort, while employers’
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profit depended critically on the e↵ort level chosen by workers. Meanwhile, employers had no

mechanism for punishing or rewarding workers.

One feature that di↵erentiated our experiment from standard two-stage gift-exchange games

was that the payo↵s of employers and workers relied not only on the wage o↵ers and e↵ort

levels, but also on the business conditions. The marginal productivity of the worker and the

cost of level were the same under both business conditions, what characterized the bad business

conditions was that the employer needed to pay an additional non-labor cost under the bad

condition. It meant the shock was not driven by the worker but was exogenously induced.

3.2.1 The Procedure in Part A

At the beginning of the first part of the experiment, participants were randomly assigned

to be either the employer or the worker. There was an identical number of workers and

employers. The first part had 30 periods. Each person stayed in his or her role in the first 20

periods. Employers and workers were randomly re-matched at the beginning of each period.

No employer ever learned which worker was matched with her in any given period. Neither

did workers ever learn about the identity of their matched employers. The re-match procedure

was to minimize repeated-game e↵ects. Only the earnings in one of the thirty periods were

randomly selected as the amount they earned in part A. All of these were common information.

As noted, our main question to be answered in this study is whether the unrealized wage

a↵ects the e↵ort level chosen by the worker under the realized business conditions. We therefore

varied whether the worker could be informed of both the wage o↵er under the unrealized

business conditions and that under the realized business conditions in one condition or only

be informed of the latter in another condition.

Within each period, the employer first made two wage o↵ers, one o↵er applied if business

conditions were good, and the other applied if conditions were bad. Then, both employer

and worker found out whether conditions were good or bad. The information that these two

conditions were equally likely to occur was known to both the employer and worker. Then

workers learned two wage o↵ers in one condition or only the wage o↵er of the realized business

conditions in another condition, and chose their e↵ort level for the realized business conditions.

To study whether the experience of being an employer a↵ected the e↵ort level chosen when

the participant became a worker and whether the experience of being a worker a↵ected the

wage o↵ers when the participant became an employer, the role of employer and worker was

switched in the last 10 periods in the first part while all else was held constant as periods 1-10.

Di↵erent information structures were implemented over the course of the various sessions.

Participants knew that there would be changes during the session but were not told in advance

the nature of these changes. To balance the sample and to test the ordering e↵ect by using
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a within subject design (Charness, Gneezy, and Kuhn (2012),De Quidt, Haushofer, and Roth

(2018)), in half of the sessions, we had subjects know both wage o↵ers in the first 10 periods,

and only realized wage o↵er during periods 11-20. In another half of the sessions, we made

subjects aware of only realized wages in the first 10 periods, and of both wages during periods

11-20.

Instructions within this part were divided into three parts based on the di↵erent information

they had from the first 10 periods to periods 11-20, and to periods 21-30. They were distributed

to participants after they finished period 10, and period 20. Before they made choices, they

must complete a set of practice in order to make sure that they were able to do all necessary

calculations. The experiment did not continue until all participants correctly answered all

questions.

3.2.2 The Procedure in Part B and in Part C

In part B, all the participants were asked to state what wage o↵ers (wfG
, w

fB)they con-

sidered fair under the good economic conditions and under bad conditions respectively. Before

directly reporting their fair wage o↵ers, the participants guessed the average fair wage o↵ers

reported for two conditions separately in the last session (Krupka and Weber (2013)). They

were rewarded for the accuracy of their guesses. If either the guess for good or that for bad

was within 5 units away from the actual reported average fair wage, participants would earn

10 additional experimental currency units. If both guesses were within 5 units deviation, they

would earn 20 additional experimental currency units. Larger deviations would earn nothing.

In part C, participants were asked to play the game as in the last 10 periods in part A.

Earnings during the session were calculated in the experimental currency units. Partici-

pants were informed that the payments were composed of three parts: The amount they earned

in either part A or the amount they earned in part C, the amount they earned in part B and

the show-up fee. At the end of the experiment the experimental currency units were converted

into the US dollars at the rate of 5 units = 1 US dollar.

3.3 Hypotheses

In this section we introduce the hypotheses that our experiment aims to test.

We first consider the relationship between the wage o↵er under the realized business con-

ditions and the e↵ort chosen under the realized business conditions. As we mentioned in the

introduction, according to the partial gift exchange hypothesis (Akerlof (1982), Akerlof (1984)),

employers are willing to pay employees in excess of the minimum wage and in return, these

employees supply greater e↵ort than the minimum feasible e↵ort level. And a body of experi-

mental literature shows that the e↵ort is increasing in the wage in the standard gift-exchange
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game. Therefore our first hypothesis is:

Hypothesis 1: The e↵ort level under the realized business conditions is increasing in the

realized wages

If we assume that when individuals are not aware of the specific amount of unrealized

wages, they will respond to the expectation of unrealized wages, and further if we assume this

expectation is unbiased. Then we have the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2: Learning unrealized wages or not does not a↵ect the e↵ort level on average.

Considering the e↵ect of the unrealized wage, according to the standard economic theory,

the node of the unrealized state is not reached, the payo↵ of that node should have no e↵ect.

A self-interested worker who maximizes his payo↵ under the realized business conditions would

choose the minimal e↵ort level e = 1 independent of the wage o↵er and the realized conditions.

An employer anticipates the worker’s response, would choose to set the wage to become 0 under

both conditions to minimize her loss and thus maximize the profit. However, by applying the

model in Sebald (2010),6 the worker’s perceived kindness for the employer depends on the

unrealized wage, a higher unrealized wage motivates a reciprocal worker to be kinder to the

employer by exerting a higher e↵ort under the current realized conditions.

Hypothesis 3: Conditional on knowing unrealized wages, the unrealized wage has a pos-

itive e↵ect on the e↵ort under the realized business conditions

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Descriptive Statistics

In this section, let us denote subjects who observe both the realized and unrealized wages

in the first 10 periods as Group 1, and those who only observe the realized wages during the

same periods as Group 2. Table 3.2 summarizes and compares the mean levels of wage and

e↵ort under two states when workers know both o↵ers and those when workers only know the

realized wages in Group 1 and Group 2 respectively.

Table 3.2 reveals that independent of when they have the information of unrealized wages,

two groups have the similar average wage o↵er and e↵ort levels. Both wages and e↵orts are

higher when states are good. On average, the wage o↵er for good states and for bad states are

around 51 and 36, respectively, when both realized wages and unrealized wages are observable

in two groups. When only realized wages are exposed to workers, values change to 46 and

34 for good and bad states correspondingly. The average e↵ort level chosen by the worker if

realized states are good is 3.9 (when both wages are observable) and 3.3 (only see realized

wages), and if realized states are bad, the e↵ort level is 3 (when both wages are observable)

6 We provide the application in the appendix.
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and 2.9 (only see realized wages).

The last column in Table 3.2 shows the results of t-tests that indicate whether the mean

values are statistically di↵erent in Group 1 and Group 2. We fail to reject the null hypothesis

that the average wage o↵er and e↵ort level are essentially the same in two groups for both

good conditions and bad conditions when workers have the knowledge of unrealized wages.

And the conclusion also holds when workers only know the realized wages. Therefore, we find

no evidence of order e↵ects in e↵ort choices and therefore refute the hypothesis that our results

are driven by an ordering e↵ect. We can pool two groups’ data to do the analysis.

Table 3.2: Summary Statistics

Sample Group 1 Group 2 All Di↵erence of G1 and G2
Both realized and unrealized wages are observable

Average wage for s=G 50.17 53.30 51.81 -3.14
(37.43) (32.45) (34.91) (-0.93)

Average wage for s=B 36.36 34.02 35.14 2.34
(31.76) (28.69) (30.18) (0.81)

Average e↵ort for s=G 3.65 4.14 3.91 -0.49
(2.81) (2.85) (2.84) (-1.32)

Average e↵ort for s=B 2.80 2.96 2.88 -0.17
(2.39 ) (2.47 ) (2.43) (-0.50)

Only realized wages are observable
Average wage for s=G 45.33 49.76 47.65 -4.43

( 39.64 ) (29.35) (34.67) (-1.32)
Average wage for s=B 39.43 28.17 33.55 11.25

( 36.29) (23.39) (33.55) (2.18)
Average e↵ort for s=G 3.06 3.82 3.45 -0.76

( 2.84) (2.57) (2.73) (-1.51)
Average e↵ort for s=B 3.25 2.34 2.77 0.91

( 2.89) (1.95) (2.47) (1.94)
Number of workers 21 23 44

Number of observations 420 460 880
Num. of Obs when s=G 210 230 440
Num. of Obs when s=B 210 230 440

Notes: To check the order e↵ect, t-values are in parentheses in the last column, while standard errors are in
parentheses in the remaining spells. Group 1 observe both the realized and unrealized wages in the first 10
periods, while Group 2 only see realized wages during the same periods.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the average wage o↵er for good states and bad states over time

respectively. It reveals that wages are considerably higher than 0, which is the minimum wage

in this game. It also shows that employers make relatively consistent decisions over time. We

also show the di↵erence between the average wage o↵er when workers only see realized wages

and that when workers see both realized and unrealized wages for each worker in Figure B.21

in the appendix . A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates the wage o↵er put forward by the

employers in di↵erent conditions are essentially the same (p = 0.1111 for s=G, p = 0.3329 for

s=B).
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Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of e↵ort chosen by the worker under two states respec-

tively. We observe that under both states, the minimum e↵ort level 1 is most frequently

selected. However, there is still a considerable fraction of choice which is not 1. 56% and 49%

of subjects choose higher than the minimum e↵ort level 1 on average in good states and bad

states respectively.

Figure 3.1: Average wages for bad and good states over time

Figure 3.2: The distribution of e↵orts by states
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3.4.2 Test of Hypotheses

Figure 3.3: Average e↵ort level and average realized wages

(a) “Good states” (b) “Bad states”

Figure 3.3 illustrates the relationship between the average wage each worker receives and

the average e↵ort each worker chooses under the realized states. Panel A reveals the relation-

ship when the realized states are good, and panel B is the relationship when states are bad.

It is apparently that, under both states, there is a positive relationship between the realized

wage o↵er and the chosen e↵ort level on average. Workers reciprocate the realized wages de-

ciding their final payo↵. Concretely, from the regression (which will be discussed in the third

result), we find that the e↵ort depends critically on the realized wages. This pattern can be

summarized in Result 1:

Result 1: The e↵ort choice is increasing in the realized wages. The higher

workers receive for the realized state, higher the e↵ort chosen for that state.
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Figure 3.4: Average e↵ort of workers by states and by what wages can be seen

Notes: The white bar indicates the average e↵ort level when workers can only know realized
wages, while the blue bar is the average level when they can see both realized and unrealized
wages. The error bar represents the 95% confidence interval of the mean e↵ort level.

To test the e↵ect of the unrealized wages on the e↵ort choice, We first graph the average

e↵ort distribution by whether workers have the information of the unrealized wages. The

average e↵ort level of current good states is 3.31 if wages of bad states are not revealed, and

it becomes 3.87 if workers know wages for bad. We reject the null hypothesis that the e↵ort

choice for good state are the same under the condition when only good wages are known and

the condition when both good wages and bad wages are known using t-test (the p-value is

0.0342). Therefore, this is the first evidence to show that unrealized wages make a di↵erence

when current states are good.

When realized states are bad, that is when employers need to take an additional non-labor

cost, it is observed that the average e↵ort level when wages for good are not exposed and

exposed to workers are 2.89 and 2.94 respectively. Using the t-test, we fail to reject the null

hypothesis that the e↵ort choice when only wages for bad is observable and that when both
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wages for good and for bad are known are essentially the same (the p-value is 0.8450). And

thus unrealized wages do not have an e↵ect when employers have additional non-labor losses.

Figure 3.5: The change of average e↵ort of each worker from only knowing realized wages to
both wages

(a) “Good states” (b) “Bad states”

Notes: Each bar represents the change of average e↵ort level for each worker from only knowing
realized wages to both wages. A positive number indicates that the worker increases his e↵ort
after knowing both wages. For example, the first bar in panel (a) means that under good
states, the first worker chooses an e↵ort level 3 units higher when knowing both realized and
unrealized wages than when only knowing realized wages.

Taking the advantage of the within-subject design, we then consider a Wilcoxon signed-

rank test to compare each worker’s choice when they have the information of unrealized wages

and when they do not have the information. First, Figure 3.5 plots the change of each worker’s

average e↵ort level from observing the only realized wages to both wages. Panel A is the case

when current states are good. We find that most workers change positively when they are also

exposed to wages for bad. The result of the Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicates that we can

reject the null hypothesis that the wage for bad states does not have an e↵ect on the e↵ort

choice for good states at any level above 4.97% (the p-value is 0.0497). However, we cannot

reject the null hypothesis that the wage for good states do not a↵ect the worker’s e↵ort choice

for bad states (the p-value is 0.8192). Panel B in Figure 3.5 shows that nearly half of the

workers change their e↵ort response negatively and another half change positively if bad states

are realized.
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Figure 3.6: Average profits of employers by states and by what wages can be seen

Regarding the e↵ect on the employers’ profits, Figure 3.6 depicts the average profit received

by the employer in good states and bad states. The average profit when good states are realized

increases from around 20ECU when only good wages are observable to 26ECU when both good

and bad wages are seen by the workers. However the average profit for bad states are similar

for employers when only realized wages are observable. Using the paired t-test, we find that

the means of profits are statistically di↵erent from each other at any level greater than 8%

(the p-value is 0.0799) if current state is good. But we fail to reject that the means of profits

are statistically same if current state is bad (the p-value is 0.9361).

From Figure 3.7 , we observe that when current states are good, most of the employers’

profits change positively after workers knowing both good wages and bad wages, while only

half fraction of the employers earn higher profits if workers also know good wages when current

states are bad.
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Figure 3.7: The change of average profit of each employer from only knowing realized wages
to both wages

(a) “Good states” (b) “Bad states”

Notes: Each bar represents the change of average profit for each employer from only knowing
realized wages to both wages. A positive number indicates that the employer’s profit increases
when workers know both wages. For example, the first bar in panel (a) means that under good
states, the first employer earns about 21 units higher when workers know both realized and
unrealized wages than when workers only know realized wages.

And thus we have the Result 2:

Result 2: The e↵ect of unrealized wages depends on the realized states. If the

realized states are good, wages for the bad states a↵ect the e↵ort choice and thus

the employers’ profits. If the realized states are bad, wages for the good states do

not a↵ect e↵ort choices or the employers’ profits.

More precisely, how does a worker’s e↵ort respond to the unrealized wages when both wages

are known to the worker? This question is explored by regressing realized wages, unrealized

wages and other explanatory variables against e↵ort under two states respectively. “WR”

represents realized wages, “WUR” denotes unrealized wages, and “WRWUR” means the inter-

action term of realized wages and unrealized wages. The results are summarized in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3 includes data only from the periods when workers have information of both realized

wages and unrealized wages.

Panel A of the Table 3.3 focuses on the result when the realized states are good, presenting

estimated coe�cients from regressions in which e↵ort for the good states is the dependent

variable. In column 1 we simply allow for a linear e↵ect of the realized wage and the unrealized
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wage on the e↵ort, in which we allow for correlated error terms within subjects by clustering

on individuals. We add session fixed e↵ect in column 2. Both column 1 and 2 indicate that

e↵ects of realized wages are very strong and highly statistically significant, while unrealized

wages do not have a statistically significant e↵ect on the e↵ort.

However, results change remarkably when we add the interaction term of realized wages

and unrealized wages in column 3 and column 4. The di↵erence between column 3 and 4 is that

session fixed e↵ect is added additionally in column 4. It is revealed that both realized wages

and unrealized wages have a nonlinear e↵ect on the e↵ort chosen for the good states. The

e↵ect of realized wages is not constant. If the wage for the bad states is intentionally higher,

then the marginal e↵ect of the wage for the good states will be greater. Specifically, suppose

the worker meets two wage o↵ers, both of which are composed of the wage of the current good

states and that of the bad states, the magnitude of the increase in the worker’s e↵ort response

due to the increase in the current wage is greater if the wage she would have received under

the bad states is higher in one o↵er than that in another o↵er. And the relationship between

the realized wage and the e↵ort for the good states is always positive.

Nevertheless, the wage of the bad states does not always positively a↵ect the e↵ort chosen

for good states. It depends on the realized wage. Workers positively reciprocate the unrealized

wage only if they receive wage for good states exceeding 67,7 otherwise, they decrease their

e↵ort, or punish the employer for an increase in the unrealized wage. For example, if workers

meet two wages o↵ers, one of which is that they receive 50 for realized good states, and 40

for unrealized bad states, another is that they receive 50 for realized good states, and 45 for

unrealized bad states. The finding implies that the e↵ort level chosen by the worker with the

second wage o↵er would be lower than with the first one. One possible story is that if they

do not get paid fairly well, the unrealized wage may work as a reference point. Workers could

interpret the wage o↵er 50 under good stats di↵erently in these two cases. In the first, it may

signal a greater generosity under the realized state than in the second one. Then workers may

punish the employer by exerting a lower e↵ort with the second o↵er.

Due to the limited range of the dependent variable e↵ort, we also employ two-sided cen-

sored (Tobit) regressions with a random components error term (with subject as the random

component). The results, which are shown in column 5 to 6, are similar as those in the previous

specifications. Both realized wages and unrealized wages have a nonlinear e↵ect on the e↵ort,

and the wage of the bad states do not always have a positive e↵ect on the e↵ort.

Panel B of Table 3.3 focuses on the result when the realized states are bad. Scenarios are
7 This value is calculated by looking at the marginal e↵ect of unrealized wages in good states in column 3 in Table
3.3. If we denote the coe�cient of the variable “WUR” as �1, and that of the interaction term “WRWUR” as
�2. Then the marginal e↵ect of unrealized wages is �1 + �2 ⇤ WR = �0.0297 + 0.000446 ⇤ WR. It is positive
when WR > 66.5.
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completely di↵erent under bad states. The e↵ect is dominated by the realized wages (i.e, the

wages of the bad states) no matter which specification is employed. The unrealized wages (i.e,

the wages of the good states) do not have an e↵ect on the e↵ort chosen for the bad states.

We also explore the relationship between employers’ profits and wages. The results are

presented in Table 3.4. As can be seen in column 1 in each panel, both realized wages and

unrealized wages do not exhibit a significant linear e↵ect on employers’ profits in both states.

Nevertheless, after we introduce the interaction term of realized wages and unrealized wages,

“WRWUR”, the interaction e↵ect is significant under good states. This finding implies that

the e↵ect of unrealized wages on employers’ profits depends on realized wages, but overall it

is positive under good states. Therefore, under good states, given the realized wage o↵er, it is

profitable for the employer to put forward a higher unrealized wage. But the conclusion does

not hold under bad states. Employers’ profits are not a↵ected by neither realized wages nor

unrealized wages.

Table 3.3: Regression results on the e↵ect of unrealized wages and e↵ort levels by states

(1)Random e↵ects (2)Session FE (3)Random e↵ects (4)Session FE (5)Tobit (6)Tobit
E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort

Panel A: s=G

WR 0.0446*** 0.0423*** 0.0403*** 0.0373*** 0.0445*** 0.0401***
(6.83) (6.35) (5.44) (4.85) (7.24) (6.47)

WUR 0.00795 0.00816 -0.0297** -0.0354*** 0.00787 -0.0304**
(0.92) (0.92) (-2.54) (-2.70) (1.14) (-1.99)

WRWUR 0.000446** 0.000516*** 0.000453***
(2.47) (2.63) (2.79)

cons 1.257*** 1.281** 1.597*** 1.680*** 1.265*** 1.612***
(4.22) (2.43) (4.50) (2.88) (4.63) (5.37)

N 216 216 216 216 216 216

Panel B: s=B

WR 0.0563*** 0.0563*** 0.0552*** 0.0554*** 0.0564*** 0.0554***
(4.87) (4.78) (3.08) (3.06) (8.90) (4.78)

WUR -0.00262 -0.00328 -0.00283 -0.00341 -0.00268 -0.00290
(-0.37) (-0.45) (-0.39) (-0.46) (-0.50) (-0.50)

WRWUR 0.0000157 0.0000117 0.0000150
(0.09) (0.07) (0.11)

cons 1.115*** 0.921** 1.125*** 0.927** 1.116*** 1.126***
(5.86) (2.33) (5.16) (2.34) (4.08) (3.90)

N 184 184 184 184 184 184

Notes: t statistics in parentheses, and all the standard errors are clustered at Subject level, includes data only
from the periods when workers have information of both realized wages and unrealized wages. “WR” represents
realized wages, “WUR” denotes unrealized wages, and “WRWUR” means the interaction term of realized wages
and unrealized wages.
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Table 3.4: Regression results on the e↵ect of unrealized wages and employers’ profits by states

Panel A: s = G Panel B: s = B
(1)Random e↵ects (2)Random e↵ects (1)Random e↵ects (2)Random e↵ects

Emp Profit Emp Profit Emp Profit Emp Profit
WR -0.081 -0.149 0.220 0.302

(0.128) (0.148) (0.149) (0.395)
WUR 0.185 -0.404 -0.131 -0.106

(0.166) (0.277) (0.112) (0.111)
WRWUR 0.007** -0.001

(0.004) (0.006)
cons 22.903*** 28.084*** -16.118*** -17.325***

(4.038) (4.838) (4.769) (4.494)
N 216 216 184 184

Notes: t statistics in parentheses, and all the standard errors are clustered at Subject level, includes data only
from the periods when workers have information of both realized wages and unrealized wages. “WR” represents
realized wages, “WUR” denotes unrealized wages, and “WRWUR” means the interaction term of realized wages
and unrealized wages.

The above analysis provides the basis for the third result:

Result 3: If good states are realized, wages for bad states have an indirect

e↵ect on workers’ e↵ort by a↵ecting the marginal e↵ect of realized wages. Workers

increase the e↵ort by a greater magnitude with an increase in wages for good states

if the wages for bad states are intentionally higher. If bad states are realized, the

e↵ort choice is positively dominated by the wage received for bad states and is

not a↵ected by the wages for good states.

3.4.3 Exploratory Analysis

The first exploratory question we can investigate using our design is to test the fair wage-

e↵ort hypothesis. Akerlof and Yellen (1990) put forward the fair wage-e↵ort hypothesis, which

is motivated by the observation that when people do not get what they deserve, they try

to get even by shirking. This hypothesis assumes that workers’ fairness concerns a↵ect their

e↵ort and workers respond asymmetrically to the wages around the wage they consider fair. If

employers give wages below what workers perceive as fair, workers respond with lower e↵ort

and increase their e↵ort with the wage increase only to the point up to which pay is considered

fair. If wages exceed the fair wage, workers do not react to the wage increase at all.
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Figure 3.8: Fairness perceptions and actual pay

(a) “Good states” (b) “Bad states”

Notes: The bar graphs show the frequency of workers whose average pay exceeds or equals to
the wage level they perceive as fair (blue bar) and whose average pay is lower than the fair
wage level (white bar) in two states.

To test whether this hypothesis persists when unrealized wages are introduced in the gift-

exchange game, we elicit subjects’ belief about fair wages at the end of the experiment. Figure

3.8 plots the frequency of workers whose actual average pay is less than their perceived fair

wage and whose average pay is above or equal to the fair wage level in two states separately. It

shows that more than half portion of the workers receive wage below their perceive fair wage

level in both states.

To investigate workers’ fairness concerns towards realized wages and unrealized wages. We

estimate the following regression separately for good states and for bad states:

eit = �0 + �Rabove ⇤ (WRit �WRFit) ⇤ dit + �Rbelow ⇤ (WRit �WRFit) ⇤ (1� dit)

+ �URabove ⇤ (WURit �WURFit) ⇤ zit + �URbelow ⇤ (WURit �WURFit) ⇤ (1� zit)

+ ↵ ⇤WRit + � ⇤WURit + ✏it

(3.1)

(WRit � WRFit) represents the di↵erence between the worker’s realized wage and the

elicited fair wage for the realized states. The dummy variable dit is 1 if the realized wage is

equal to or above the fair wage and 0 if the wage is below the elicited fair level for realized

states for worker i in time t. Similarly, (WURit �WURFit) represents the di↵erence between

the worker’s unrealized wage and the elicited fair wage for the unrealized states. The dummy

variable zit is 1 if the unrealized wage is equal to or above the fair wage and 0 if the wage is

below the elicited fair level for unrealized states for worker i in time t. Data used for this test
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are also limited to those when workers have both information of realized wages and unrealized

wages. Results are reported in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Test of Fair wage-e↵ort hypothesis

s=G s=B
(1)RE (2)Session FE (3)Tobit (4)RE (5)Session FE (6)Tobit
E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort

Realized Gap Above Fair -0.0387* -0.0304 -0.0386*** -0.00560 -0.00314 -0.00553
(-1.91) (-1.24) (-2.79) (-0.22) (-0.10) (-0.35)

Realized Gap BelowFair -0.0116 -0.00644 -0.0116 -0.0115 -0.00906 -0.0114
(-0.91) (-0.44) (-0.88) (-0.72) (-0.42) (-0.76)

Unealized Gap Above Fair -0.00263 -0.00614 -0.00266 -0.0277 -0.0263 -0.0282
(-0.10) (-0.21) (-0.15) (-0.80) (-0.74) (-1.35)

Unealized Gap Below Fair -0.0272** -0.0317** -0.0273* 0.00486 0.00539 0.00478
(-2.01) (-2.14) (-1.80) (0.22) (0.22) (0.25)

WG 0.0670*** 0.0603*** 0.0670*** 0.00354 0.00119 0.00311
(4.78) (3.45) (5.29) (0.19) (0.05) (0.21)

WB 0.0212 0.0242 0.0212 0.0704** 0.0690** 0.0711***
(0.93) (1.00) (1.31) (2.50) (2.35) (3.65)

cons -0.469 -0.360 -0.470 0.544 0.482 0.552
(-1.03) (-0.61) (-0.82) (1.44) (0.77) (0.88)

N 216 216 216 184 184 184

Notes: t statistics in parentheses, and all the standard errors are clustered at Subject level, includeing data only
from the periods when workers have information of both realized wages and unrealized wages.

From the regression table, the negative sign of �Rabove and that of �URbelow if good states

are realized indicate that the relationship between the e↵ort and the realized wages is less steep

when wages of good states are above than below the fair good wages level. The relationship of

e↵orts and unrealized wages is also less step when wages of bad states are below than above

the fair bad wages level. It is also implied that when current states are good, workers respond

asymmetrically to realized wages around the workers’ fair wages of good states. The marginal

e↵ect of the realized good wages is slighter if the wage has achieved the worker’s fair wage level

than below the level. However, under the realized bad states, the e↵ort is critically dependant

on the realized wages.

To see the workers’ reciprocal behavior and their fairness concern about the realized wages,

we first consider a F-test to see whether the reciprocity exists below and above the fair wage

separately. We conduct separate F-tests of the restrictions that �Rabove +↵ = 0 and �Rbelow +

↵ = 0, and these tests are examined separately for the bad states and for the good states.

Under both states, the F-tests reject that there is no reciprocity when the realized wage is

above the fair wage level at 95% level (the p-value is 0.011 for good states, and the p-value is

0.0148 for bad states) and it also rejects that there is no reciprocity when the realized wage is

below the fair wage level at 99.9% level (the p-value 0.000 is for both good and bad states).

How about the fairness concerns towards the unrealized wages? The regression result shows
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that workers react more negatively to wages of bad states if current state is good. We conduct

separate F-tests of the restrictions that �URabove + � = 0 and �URbelow + � = 0. The F-tests

fail to reject that there is no reciprocity when the unrealized wage is either above the fair wage

level (the p-value is 0.1166 for good states, and the p-value is 0.8700 for bad states) or below

the fair wage level (the p-value is for 0.7447 good states, and the p-value is 0.3650 for bad

states).

From the tests, we find that if current states are good, the workers respond asymmetrically

to the wages around the fair wages level, which applies to both realized wages and unrealized

wages. However, under the realized bad states, the e↵ort is critically dependant on the realized

wages.

Another question this experiment can investigate at is: Does the experience of being a

worker influence the individual’s wage o↵er when she later becomes an employer? Similarly,

the experiment can also examine whether the experience of being an employer a↵ects the

individual’s e↵ort choice when she later becomes a worker?

Figure 3.9 and 3.10 plot the di↵erence between the average wage o↵er she puts forward in

period 21-30, when she becomes an employer, and the average wage o↵er the worker in period

1-10 receives. It is observed that almost half of the di↵erences are positive, that is the worker

averagely o↵ers higher wages than she receives on average; Using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test

to see whether the distributions of the wage o↵er the worker receives and that the worker puts

forward are essentially the same, We fail to reject the null hypothesis that they are the same.

This finding exists for both good states’ wages and bad states’ wages (Z=-0.040, p=0.9678,

for good; Z=-1.008, p=0.3134, for bad). The result implies that the experience does not play

a role in deciding the wage o↵ers when the worker later becomes an employer.
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Figure 3.9: Experience of being a worker and the wage o↵ered when the worker becomes a
employer when s= G

Figure 3.10: Experience of being a worker and the wage o↵ered when the worker becomes an
employer when s= B

Looking at whether the experience makes a di↵erence in employer’s e↵ort choice when she

becomes a worker, the signed-rank test rejects the null hypothesis that the distribution of the

e↵ort level the worker chooses for the employer in period 1-10 is same with the distribution
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of the e↵ort level the employer chooses in period 21-30. But this conclusion only holds when

good states are realized (Z=1.714, p=0.0865, for good; Z=0.168, p=0.8664, for bad). Figure

3.11 and 3.12 plot the di↵erence between the average e↵ort she chooses in period 21-30, when

she becomes an employer, and the average e↵ort choice the employer gets in period 1-10.

Figure 3.11: Experience of being an employer and the e↵ort choice when the employer becomes
a worker when s= G

Figure 3.12: Experience of being a worker and the wage o↵ered when the worker becomes an
employer when s= B

The last exploratory question we are asking is: Do workers o↵er wages above which they

consider fair when they are given a chance to be an employer? Figure 3.13 graphs the di↵erence
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between the wage o↵er the worker puts forward in period 31, after the period when the fair

wages are elicited, and the fair wage for each worker. When the states are good, 25 out of

40 workers give wages that are higher than or equal to their elicited fair wage. When the

states are bad, 26 out of 40 workers give wages that are higher than or equal to their elicited

fair wage. Also, we check the correlation between workers’ perceived fair wage and the wage

o↵er they put forward when they become an employer in Part C. The relationship is strong in

both states, higher fair wages are correlated with higher wage o↵ers (the Pearson’s correlation

coe�cient is 0.4649, p = 0.0025 in good states, and the coe�cient is 0.2882, p = 0.0713 in bad

states).

Figure 3.13: Whether workers o↵er wages above the fair wage level when they become employ-
ers

(a) “Good states” (b) “Bad states”

Notes: The bar graphs show the frequency of workers o↵ering wages not below their fair wage
level when they become employers (the blue bar) and those paying below their wage level (the
white bar) in di↵erent states.

3.5 Conclusion

In this study, we extend the classical Gift-Exchange paradigm by allowing the employers to

o↵er wages contingent on the randomly realized states. In our study, the payo↵s of employers

and workers rely not only on the wage o↵ers and e↵ort levels, but also on the states. Results

from this lab experiment first supports the partial gift exchange hypothesis, workers’ e↵ort is

increasing in the realized wages. Regarding the e↵ect of unrealized wages, results imply that

the e↵ect depends on what the current states are. If the realized states are good, the wage of

the bad states a↵ects the e↵ort choice. Workers positively respond to the unrealized wage only
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if they receive a su�ciently high wage for good states, otherwise, they punish the employer by

choosing a lower e↵ort with an increase in the unrealized wage. If the realized states are bad,

when employers need to take additional non-labor costs, the wage of the good states does not

a↵ect the e↵ort choice. The e↵ort chosen for the bad states depends critically on the wages

for bad states.

These findings have important implications for the worker-employer relationship. For ex-

ample, if the firm intends to share an unexpected windfall with the workers and make workers

aware of this intention, the administrative sta↵s’ performance won’t be a↵ected by the intention

before the firm receives the gains, but only depends on wages they currently receive. Another

implication is that the workers’ performance is better if the firm announces to workers that

they will not have the wage cut if the firm gets an unexpected loss than if workers know they

will get wage reduced. The firm’s profit in current good state is potentially higher by letting

workers know how they will be treated nicely even if the firm is going to take an unexpected

loss.

One can ask whether it is profitable for employers to make workers aware of how they

would be treated if states were not current ones. The answer is that if current states are good,

employers’ profits increase on average if they tell workers their wage o↵ers of the potentially

realized bad states. Also, a higher unrealized wage has a positive e↵ect on the profit. Yet,

employers’ profits of current bad state may not change even if workers know how nice o↵er

they could have for a good state.

The experiment also allows us to test the fair wage-e↵ort hypothesis. The workers have

fairness concerns toward both the realized wages and unrealized wages under both states. And

the experience of being a worker does not a↵ect the wages o↵ered when these workers later

become employers. However, the experience of being an employer influences the e↵ort choice

when employers later become workers if current states are good. The last finding is that most

workers o↵er wages higher than the wage they consider fair when they are given a chance to

become an employer. These findings imply that employers have experience as workers may

have a positive e↵ect on the worker-employer relationship and profits.

One avenue for future work is to understand the mechanism underlying these findings. Our

argument is based on the reciprocal behavior between the employer and the worker. Findings

in this experiment imply that the worker’ reciprocity may be not consistent all the time, the

individual can be reciprocal and care about the psychological payo↵ in some conditions, and the

material payo↵ and the psychological payo↵ interact in deciding the behavior. While in some

conditions they only care about the material payo↵s. The findings also imply that if workers

care about intentions, the e↵ect of which interacts with the e↵ect of distributional outcomes.

Whether to punish or reciprocate the unrealized intention depends on how much the worker is
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able to receive materially. Furthermore, these results may motivate a new theoretical model

to account for the observation that workers respond to unrealized wages di↵erently in di↵erent

states, as the existing theoretical models inform that the e↵ect of unrealized wages are identical

under the two states.

Another mechanism can be emotions induced by finding out what states are realized. It

is possible workers feel happy and lucky to see the randomly realized states are good and

their wages of the good state are high, and thus to increase the e↵ort with an increase in the

unrealized wages of the bad state. Sadness or anger incurred by knowing the realized states are

bad and the resulted low material payo↵ may prevent the worker from increasing the e↵ort with

an increase in the unrealized wages of the good state. These potential underlying mechanisms

are to be investigated in the future research.
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Appendix A

I include seven appendices in the first chapter. In Appendix A.1, we provide a theoretical

framework to guide our hypotheses. In Appendix A.2, we discuss the carryover e↵ects that

appear in our data. Appendix A.3 provides detailed performance information and contains

an analysis of confidence levels and their relation to behavior. Appendix A.4 reports more

regression results investigating determinants of performance and beliefs at the individual level.

Appendix A.5 presents the responses to our survey about gender stereotype. Appendix A.6

consists of an English translation of the computerized form used in Periods 1 - 4 in China.

Appendix A.7 contains the instructions for the experiment used in the US sessions. The Chinese

version of the materials for the experiment are available from the authors upon request.

Appendix A.1: Theoretical Framework

In this appendix, we model participants’ decisions in Periods 1 to 4 of the experiment.

We characterize the trade-o↵ facing Worse Performers, which is between accepting a monetary

benefit and concealing their Worse Performer status. The model assumes only statistical

discrimination, and does not incorporate taste-based discrimination. We assume that people

have heterogeneous psychological costs of having others know that they are a Worse Performer.

If there are gender stereotypes present, the decision to accept the monetary benefit depends

on the audience’s belief that the decision maker is the Better Performer, and therefore on the

decision maker’s gender, the gender of the competing individual, and the audience’s beliefs

about the ability of each gender.8

Denote individual i’s performance in the task as xi, and the opponent j’s performance as

xj . An audience has beliefs about the distribution of each individual’s performance based on

the decision maker’s gender. These beliefs may be based on stereotypes of either ability or

willingness to exert e↵ort. Each individual’s performance xi is believed to be independently

drawn from a distribution that is characterized by either a function H
M (·) with the density

function h
M (·) if he is a male, or HF (·) with the density function h

F (·) if she is a female. For

each decision line in the price list described in Section 1.3, a Worse Performer i can choose

8 In this model, we abstract away from potentially important influences on utility, such as the utility of winning
the competition and the disutility of losing, apart from the additional disutility of having one’s loss made public.
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ai 2 {0, 1}. ai = 0 means that he chooses not to claim the prize and to thereby hide his Worse

Performer status, and ai = 1 means that he chooses to claim the prize and to reveal his status.

If the Worse Performer chooses to hide, observers cannot distinguish him from the winner,

and he can disguise the fact that he has lost. If he chooses to reveal, he can gain a monetary

benefit.

A Worse Performer values his material payo↵, which is composed of the fixed payment

earned from doing the task and the decision to accept the consolation prize or not, as well

as others’ perception of the probability that his performance xi is worse than xj . For each

possible prize, the utility of a Worse Performer is given by:

Ui(ai) = Mworse + ai · prize� �iPr�i[xi < xj |ai],

where Mworse is the fixed payment in the task to the worse performer, ai denotes the action

taken by the individual, prize is the value of a consolation prize, and �i denotes how sensitive

the individual is about others’ knowing his performance. We assume �i is distributed over [0, �̄]

with cumulative distribution F (·) and strictly positive density f(·). Pr�i[xi < xj |ai] denotes
the audience’s belief about i’s relative performance upon observing i’s action ai.

If the Worse Performer chooses to hide his status, he does not receive the monetary value

of the prize, and others do not learn his status. Then his payo↵ is

Ui(ai = 0) = Mworse � �iPr�i[xi < xj |ai = 0].

If he claims the prize and reveals that he lags behind his partner, his payo↵ is

Ui(ai = 1) = Mworse + prize� �i

Let ↵(�) be the probability that a worse performer of type � chooses to claim the prize.

First, notice that the behavior is weakly monotonic in �: if some type �
0 chooses to reveal,

then all types �0 < �
0 will choose to reveal as well, and if some type �00 chooses to hide, then all

types �0 > �
00 will also hide. Second, there cannot be pooling behavior, where all types choose

to hide or to reveal. To see this, notice that if all types choose ↵(�) = 0, then it must be that

Mworse + prize� �i  Mworse � �iPr�i(1(xi < xj)|ai = 0) for all � on its support. Obviously,

this inequality will be violated for individuals who don’t care about others’ inference at all, for

whom � = 0. Therefore, it cannot be that all the individuals choose to hide.

Similarly, it is not the case that all types choose to reveal. This would mean that all types

choose ↵(�) = 1. Hiding one’s status is beneficial for those individuals who have � > prize.

This condition would hold for at least some individuals if the value of the prize is su�ciently

small (in our experiment, the smallest prizes are 25 US cents and 1 RMB). Therefore, because

behavior is monotonic in �, and f(�) has strictly positive density, there exists a unique cuto↵
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type, �⇤, who is indi↵erent between revealing and hiding the result at a given prize (which

occurs with probability 0). The point of indi↵erence satisfies � = prize·(1�Pr[xi<xj ]·↵(�))
1�Pr[xi<xj ]

. We

can show the solution to this function is unique, as ↵(�) is weakly decreasing in �. We obtain

the following proposition. Individual behavior is characterized by a cuto↵ strategy: All

individuals with � < �
⇤ choose to reveal, (↵(�) = 1), and all those with � > �

⇤ choose to hide,

(↵(�) = 0). The share of individuals choosing to reveal their status as the Worse Performer is

F (�⇤).

Proof. To see this, we can show that Ui(ai = 0) � Ui(ai = 1) if and only if � � �
⇤. This,

together with the monotonicity of individuals’ behavior in � and the non-existence of pooling

behavior, allows proposition 1 to be derived.

We now focus on possible implications of gender on behavior. We assume that the distri-

bution of the sensitivity parameter � is the same for women and men. However, suppose that

there is a stereotype, which may be incorrect, that men are better performers than women

on the task in question. To model this, we suppose that H
M (x) first order stochastically

dominates H
F (x), so that H

M (x)  H
F (x) for all x, with strict inequality at some x. This

assumption guarantees that if we randomly draw a female and a male to compete in the task,

an observer believes that there is a greater than 50% chance that the female would lose to

the male. This assumption is motivated by existing literature (e.g., Reuben, Sapienza, and

Zingales (2014), Correll (2001)), as discussed in Section 2, where it is argued that the gender

stereotype that males are better than females in STEM fields is widely held. Denote the cuto↵

type of a male in a mixed-gender pairing (where a female is matched with a male) as �⇤
MF , and

that of the female as �⇤
FM . Let the cuto↵ type of a male in a same-gender pairing be denoted

as �⇤
MM , and that of a female as �⇤

FF .

A given sensitivity parameter � corresponds to a unique cuto↵ value of the consolation

prize, prize⇤ = �(1�Pr(xi<xj))
1�Pr(xi<xj)⇤↵(�) , that an individual would be indi↵erent between accepting

publicly and declining. Call the cuto↵ value of the prize for males and females in a mixed-

gender pairing prize⇤MF and prize
⇤
FM , respectively. The cuto↵ value for males in a same-gender

pairing is prize
⇤
MM , and that of females is prize

⇤
FF . We can then state Propositions 2.1 and

2.2.

2.1. �
⇤
MF < �

⇤
MM = �

⇤
FF < �

⇤
FM , and thus F (�⇤

MF ) < F (�⇤
MM ) = F (�⇤

FF ) < F (�⇤
FM )

2.2. prize
⇤
FM < prize

⇤
MM = prize

⇤
FF < prize

⇤
MF .

Proof. Denote the belief the audience holds about the probability that a female matched with

a male competitor would be a Worse Performer as Pr(xF < x
C
M ), where the superscript C indi-

cates the performance of the competitor. Similarly, Pr(xM < x
C
F ) is the probability that others
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believe a male would lose to his female partner. Analogously, Pr(xM < x
C
M ) and Pr(xF < x

C
F )

are the probabilities that a male would lose to a male partner, and that a female would lose

to a female partner, respectively. We assume that Pr(xM < x
C
M ) = Pr(xF < x

C
F ) = 1

2 .
9

Because HM (x) first order stochastically dominates HF (x), we have that Pr(xM < x
C
F ) <

1
2 =

Pr(xM < x
C
M ) = Pr(xF < x

C
F ) < Pr(xF < x

C
M ). It follows from the continuous di↵eretabil-

ity of the H distributions that @�⇤

@Pr(xi<xj)
= �prize⇤(1�Pr(xi<xj))⇤↵(�)+prize⇤((1�Pr(xi<xj)⇤↵(�))

[1�Pr(xi<xj)]2
=

(1�↵(�))⇤prize
[1�Pr(xi<xj)]2

> 0 and @prize⇤

@Pr(xi<xj)
= ��(1�Pr(xi<xj)⇤↵(�))+↵(�)⇤�(1�Pr(xi<xj)

[1�Pr(xi<xj)⇤↵(�)]2 = (↵(�)�1)⇤�
[1�Pr(xi<xj)⇤↵(�)]2 <

0, with i, j 2 {M,F}, and thus Proposition 2 follows.10

In words, Proposition 3.5 tells us that the threshold prize value, above which individuals

would choose to claim the prize and below which they would not, is highest for males when

they are competing with a female, and lowest for females when they are competing with a

male. Consequently, the likelihood of a Worse Performer claiming a given prize is lowest for

males with a female partner, and highest among females competing against a male.

Appendix A.2: Carryover E↵ects

In this appendix, we show that there are strong hysteresis/carryover e↵ects between the

first two and the next two periods. In Periods 1 and 2, participants are paired with a partner of

either their own or another gender. In Periods 3 and 4, those who were previously paired with

a same-gendered (di↵erent-gendered) partner are now matched with a person of a di↵erent

(same) gender.

Figure A.14 displays the average cuto↵ prizes in the first two and next two periods of the

sessions. The first two bars of data in each panel of the figure are from sessions in which mixed-

gender pairings preceded same gender pairings. The two bars to the right in each panel are

from sessions in which same-gender pairings preceded mixed-gender pairings. The left-most bar

contains the data from the first two periods in sessions where these periods had mixed-gender

pairings, and the second bar the data from Periods 3 and 4 of the same sessions, when the

matching switched to same-gender. Similarly, the third bar contains data from the first two,

and the last bar from the third and fourth, periods of the sessions in which the same-gender

pairings occurred first.

9 The principle of insu�cient reason tells us that there is no reason to assume that two individuals, about whom
all that is known is that they are female, would have any probability other than 1

2
of performing better than

the other. Recall that this is the belief of an observer about who is likely to perform better so the fact that for
example, men would be more overconfident than women, would not move the probabilities away from 1

2
. The

same is true for men. Any other assumption would be more arbitrary.
10The assumption on the distribution H(·) is taken from the previous literature in economics and sociology, the
rest of the model follows from mathematical logic, and the relationships between the �s are what is tested in
the experiment.
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There are several patterns that are evident in the figure. The first is that within each panel

the data in the first two bars are similar to each other. The second is that the data in bars 3

and 4 are also similar to each other. The third is that bars 1 and 4 are typically considerably

di↵erent. The fourth is that bars 2 and 3 are also generally di↵erent. The first two patterns

indicate that, with a session, the data from the first two periods are similar to the next two,

indicating a stability of behavior as the gender match changes. The third pattern indicates

that behavior under a mixed-gender pairing di↵ers depending on whether it occurred before

or after a same-gender pairing. The fourth pattern shows that same gender pairings also lead

to di↵erent behavior depending on whether they are the first or second condition in e↵ect in

a session. The patterns, taken together, show that there are carryover e↵ects that can a↵ect

the comparisons between treatments. A fifth pattern is that male participants exhibit similar

behavior in a given condition, regardless of whether or not it is preceded by another condition.

Therefore, the existence of carryover e↵ects would likely influence the conclusions drawn from

within-subject comparisons to a greater extent for women than for men.

For this reason, we primarily rely on between-subject comparisons of behavior in the first

two periods to test for the e↵ect of being matched with a partner of the same gender versus a

di↵erent gender. That is, we conduct between-subject tests of treatment di↵erences in Periods

1 and 2 between people who started the session paired with a competitor of the same gender and

those who began paired with a participant of the other gender. Within-subject comparisons,

which are typically higher-powered, are questionable here because of the carryover e↵ects.
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Figure A.14: Carryover e↵ects between the first two and the next two periods

(a) Female in China (b) Male in China

(c) Female in the U.S (d) Male in the U.S

Notes: The average switch points in periods 1 - 4 and the corresponding 95% confidence intervals are presented
in the figure. In each panel, the first two (the third and fourth) bars are the averages from sessions where
participants have mixed-gender (same-gender) pairings in periods 1 to 2, and same-gender (mixed-gender)
pairings in periods 3 to 4.

Appendix A.3: Performance, confidence and decisions

In this section, we report data about subjects’ performance, and confidence. The table

below summarizes their performances by gender, and by the gender of the partner. On average,

males in the US solved about 9 correct sums, and females had about 8. The numbers change

to 12 and 11 for males and females in China. Figure A.15 shows the cumulative distributive

distribution of men and women’s performance. Consistent with Niederle and Vesterlund (2007)

and its following studies (e.g., Reuben, Sapienza, and Zingales (2014)), we do not reject the

null hypothesis that the distributions of men and women significantly di↵er with a Mann-

Whitney U test (p = 0.1975 in China,p = 0.0964 in the US) or a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (p
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= 375 in China, p = 0.107 in the US) at 5% significance level. In each location, their average

performance are about the same when they are facing against a partner of a same gender and

of a di↵erent gender for both males and females in each location.

Table A.6: Performances and gender in each location

the U.S China
Male Female Male Female

All P1 P4 All P1 P4 All P1 P4 All P1 P4
Average performance 8.78 7.67 9.26 7.74 6.98 8.17 12.26 11.23 12.87 11.47 10.67 12.07
N 228 57 57 240 60 60 240 60 60 240 60 60

Average performance when facing
the same gender competitor

8.91 7.76 12.1 11.43

N 114 120 120 120

Average performance when facing
the opposite gender competitor

8.64 7.72 12.43 11.51

N 114 120 120 120

Notes: “P1” and “P4” represent the first period and the fourth period respectively. For males in the U.S, we
only have 228 data for all is because we only have 57 male subjects and four periods in total is 57*4 = 228.

(a) China (b) the U.S.

Figure A.15: The cumulative distribution of the performance by gender

Many studies have investigated gender di↵erences in overconfidence. A prevalent finding

is that men are more overconfident than women in domains in which men are thought to be

more able (Bordalo, Co↵man, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2019)). Figures A.16 - A.18 depict
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the distributions of confidence among males and females in the two countries. We define a

participant as confident if he guesses that he would perform at least as well as his partner in

the task, and does in fact perform better. An overconfident subject is a person who guesses

that he would finish ahead of his partner, but it turns out that he actually loses instead. An

underconfident participant guesses that he will lose, but actually wins. “Other” in these figures

means that the subject guesses that he loses and he does in fact lose.

Figure A.16: The distribution of confidence among males and females in mixed-gender pairings
in the two countries

(a) China (b) the U.S.

Figure A.17: Females’ distribution of confidence by the gender of the partner in the two
countries

(a) China (b) the U.S.
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Figure A.18: Males’ distribution of confidence by the gender of the partner in the two countries

(a) China (b) the U.S.

When they compete with a partner of a di↵erent gender, as can been seen in Figure A.16, a

higher proportion of females underestimate their ability than males, both in China and in the

US. Fewer females than males are overconfident in China, while a greater number of females

than males are overconfident in the US. At the same time, Figure A.16 also indicates that in

China, a similar share of females and males holds the correct belief about their relative ability

(the total of individuals in the Confidence and Other categories). The fraction of females

who hold the correct belief about their relative ability is much smaller than males in the US.

According to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, the distributions of the confidence attitudes of males

and females when they face a di↵erent gender partner are same in China (p = 0.799), while

a gender di↵erence exists in the US (p = 0.008), with males having more accurate beliefs on

average.

Figures A.17 and A.18 illustrate females’ and males’ respective distributions of confidence

by the gender of the partner. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests fail to reject the hypotheses that the

distributions of confidence are independent of the gender of the partner for both males and

females. The p-values are 0.388 for females and 0.306 for males in China. The p-values in the

US are 0.586 for females and 0.869 for males.

Among American men, if an individual is overconfident, he is willing to reveal Worse

Performer status at a lower price. The Pearson’s correlation coe�cient between overconfidence

and cuto↵ value is -0.1185 with a p-value of 0.0741. For females in the U.S, however, the

Pearson’s correlation coe�cient is 0.0440, and the corresponding p-value 0.4980. In China,

a negative correlation between overconfidence and cuto↵ value exists for females, but not for

males. The Pearson’s correlation coe�cient is -0.1181 with p = 0.0678 for females, and -0.0358
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with p = 0.5811 for males.

Appendix A.4: Regressions

The role of actual performances and beliefs on willingness-to-reveal

We provide regression results regarding the relationship between actual performances, their

guesses and switch points in Table A.7 and A.8. In all the regressions we add the session fixed

e↵ects, and standard errors are clustered at the subject level. “Performance” represents the

actual performance in each round. “Guess” is 1 if the subject guessed her performance would

be better than her partner’s. “Male” is the gender dummy and it equals to 1 for a male

observation. We also include the interaction term of the gender and actual performance, the

gender and the guess to capture the potential heterogenous e↵ect of performance and belief

for two genders.

Table A.7 and A.8 report results in China and in the US separately. Results indicate

that in China actual performance does not correlate with the switch point. However, from

the positive sign of the interaction term of the gender and the performance, we can tell that

males and females respond di↵erently to their actual performance. However, there is not any

strong evidence showing that males or females who perform better would have a higher switch

point. In the U.S, on average, better performing subjects have a lower switch point, but the

relationship of performances and willingness-to-pay is not strongly significant after controlling

the gender. Therefore, again, a better performing male does not necessarily have a di↵erent

switch point than a worse performing male, the conclusion holds for females as well.
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Table A.7: China: Actual performances, guesses and switch points

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Performance 0.000 -0.001 -0.041 -0.041

(0.019) (0.018) (0.027) (0.027)
Guess 0.057 0.058 -0.045 -0.005

(0.095) (0.093) (0.127) (0.130)
Male 0.470 1.263** 0.386

(0.637) (0.531) (0.648)
Male*perfor 0.081** 0.078**

(0.036) (0.035)
Male*guess 0.220 0.154

(0.189) (0.186)
cons 4.433*** 4.397*** 4.411*** 4.199*** 3.751*** 4.200***

(0.910) (0.898) (0.915) (1.037) (1.007) (1.040)
N 480 480 480 480 480 480

Table A.8: The US: Actual performances, guesses and switch points

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Performance -0.109** -0.103* -0.177* -0.166*

(0.055) (0.053) (0.102) (0.100)
Guess -0.252 -0.092 -0.449 -0.177

(0.183) (0.144) (0.310) (0.227)
Male -1.568 -0.781 -1.601

(0.972) (0.617) (0.982)
Male*perfor 0.143 0.129

(0.105) (0.103)
Male*guess 0.437 0.220

(0.335) (0.261)
cons 4.086*** 3.337*** 4.118*** 4.766*** 3.703*** 4.804***

(1.004) (0.943) (1.021) (1.205) (1.007) (1.225)
N 468 468 468 468 468 468

Notes: Standard errors are clustered on the subject-level. All the regressions add the session fixed e↵ects. “Per-
formance” represents the actual performance in each round. “Guess” is 1 if the subject guessed her performance
would be better than her partner’s. “Male” is the gender dummy and it equals to 1 for a male observation.
“Male*perfor” and “Male*guess” are the interaction term of the gender and actual performance, and that of
the gender and the guess respectively. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.
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Are observed gender di↵erences a↵ected by actual performances and beliefs

on maths ability

Column 1 to 3 in the following two tables provide supports for our findings in the Result

section. Column 4 to 6 illustrate the role of actual performances, their beliefs about their rel-

ative performance in the observed gender di↵erence if there is one. We bootstrapped standard

errors, and they are clustered on the subject-level. The dependent variable in all regressions is

the switch point in each period. Column 1 and 4 present results using data generated from the

mixed gender group. The remaining columns present the e↵ect of the gender of the partner.

Because of the carryover e↵ect, we only use the first two periods data. Column 2 and 5 are

fore females, 3 and 6 are for males. ”Mixed” equals to 1 in column 2 and 5 if the partner

is a male, and in column 3 and 6 if the partner is a female. We can tell that neither actual

performance nor their guesses about the relative performance make a di↵erence in the gender

di↵erence and the e↵ect of competitor’s gender.

Table A.9: China: Actual performances, guesses and gender di↵erences

(1) Mixed group (2) Female (3) Male (4) Mixed group (5) Female (6) Male
Male 1.442*** 1.418***

(0.454) (0.457)
Mixed -1.117 -0.033 -0.980 -0.035

(0.700) (0.664) (0.720) (0.689)
Performance 0.028 -0.081 -0.001

(0.025) (0.066) (0.044)
Guess -0.024 0.197 0.070

(0.155) (0.218) (0.316)
cons 2.850*** 3.533*** 4.333*** 2.546*** 4.224*** 4.285***

(0.279) (0.543) (0.482) (0.410) (0.842) (0.577)
N 240 120 120 240 120 120
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Table A.10: The US: Actual performances, guesses and gender di↵erences

(1) Mixed group (2) Female (3) Male (4) Mixed group (5) Female (6) Male
Male -0.583 -0.520

(0.576) (0.581)
Mixed 1.167* 0.326 1.120* 0.364

(0.667) (0.914) (0.665) (0.931)
Performance -0.078 -0.120 0.016

(0.073) (0.080) (0.041)
Guess 0.071 -0.095 0.141

(0.162) (0.228) (0.253)
cons 4.583*** 3.850*** 3.907*** 5.145*** 4.830*** 3.653***

(0.354) (0.485) (0.663) (0.692) (0.734) (0.837)
N 234 120 114 234 120 114

Notes: Bootstrap standard errors are reported in the parentheses. Standard errors are clustered on the subject-
level. The dependent variable in all regressions is the switch point in each period. Column 1 and 4 present
results using data generated from the mixed gender group. The remaining columns present the e↵ect of the
gender of the partner. Because of the carryover e↵ect, we only use the first two periods data. Column 2 and
5 are fore females, 3 and 6 are for males. ”Mixed” equals to 1 in column 2 and 5 if the partner is a male, and
in column 3 and 6 if the partner is a female. These columns provide support for Result 3. *p<0.1, **p<0.05,
***p<0.01.

Analyses of the e↵ect of belief at the individual level

For the following regressions, we divided the sample into two categories. The first sub-

sample includes individuals who hold the belief that men should do better in the mathematics

addition task. Precisely, these participants guessed men performed better than women and at

the same time they believed the majority (� 50%) of subjects in the same session agreed with

their choice, or they guessed women performed better than men but guessed the minority of

the session ( 49%) agreed with them. The second sub-sample constitutes individuals holding

the opposite belief - women should perform better than men. These individuals thought the

majority agreed with the opinion that women did better than men, or thought the minority

agreed with the opinion that men did better than women.

switchit = �0 + �1maleit + �2femalepartnerit + �3maleit ⇤ femalepartnerit

switch is the cuto↵ line, in which the individual switches from choosing not to claim the

prize to claim the prize in front of the public. male denotes the individual’s gender, which

equals to 1 if he is a male, and 0 for a female. femalepartner refers to the gender of the partner,

1 means the partner is a female, and 0 means the partner is male. male ⇤ femalepartner is

the interaction of individual’s gender and his/her partner’s gender.

For individuals holding the belief that men should do better, it is predicted that �1 + �2 +

�3 > 0. This reflects the switch point for a male paired with a female is larger than that for a
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female paired with a male. At the same time, �2 + �3 is predicted to be larger than 0, which

means that the switch point for a male paired with a female is larger than that for a male

paired with a male. �2 should be greater than 0, as the switch point for a female paired with

a female is predicted to be larger than that for a female paired with a male.

Table A.11 reports the regression result in China. Column 1 to 3 employs the random

e↵ects model with the standard error clustered at the individual level. Column 4 reports the

result from the session fixed e↵ect model. The result in column 5 uses the censored tobit

model. We also present the result by exploiting the Poisson regression model in column 6. All

the results do not change too much by employing di↵erent models. For individuals holding

the belief that men should outperform women (table A.11 panel A), if we use the result in

the tobit model, by conducting the one-sided Wald test, we know that the p value when the

alternative hypothesis is �1 + �2 + �3 > 0 is 0.015. Therefore, there is a strong evidence that

the switch point for a male paired with a female is larger than that for a female paired with

a male. And the p value when the alternative hypothesis is �2 + �3 > 0 is 0.92. We fail to

reject the null hypothesis that the switch point for a male paired with a female is the same

as that for a male paired with a male.11 The coe�cient of the variable femalepartner is not

significantly di↵erent from 0, except in the tobit model, in which there is a weak evidence that

the switch point for a female paired with a female is larger than that for a female paired with

a male.

Table A.11: The role of gender stereotype at the individual level: China

Panel A: Individuals holding the belief that men should do better
(1) RE (2) RE (3) RE (4) Session FE (5) Tobit (6) Poisson
switch switch switch switch switch switch

male 1.209** 1.348** 1.342** 1.416** 1.341** 0.361**
(0.569) (0.570) (0.573) (0.562) (0.571) (0.165)

partner is a female 0.146 0.155 0.155 0.155* 0.042
(0.102) (0.103) (0.104) (0.088) (0.083)

male*partner is a female -0.262* -0.271* -0.271* -0.271** -0.070
(0.144) (0.139) (0.140) (0.120) (0.104)

cons 3.177*** 3.125*** 3.084*** 3.937*** 3.083*** 1.142***
(0.416) (0.398) (0.408) (1.092) (0.428) (0.142)

N 416 416 416 416 416 416

11These results are robust if we use results from other models in column 1 to 4.
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Panel B: Individuals holding the belief that women should do better
(1) RE (2) RE (3) RE (4) Session FE (5) Tobit (6) Poisson
switch switch switch switch switch switch

male 1.573 1.625 1.676 1.696 1.677 0.753*
(1.454) (1.421) (1.563) (1.365) (1.091) (0.446)

partner is a female 0.042 0.049 0.049 0.050 0.017
(0.158) (0.226) (0.228) (0.322) (0.222)

male*partner is a female -0.042 -0.203 -0.189 -0.207 -0.165
(0.158) (0.333) (0.361) (0.647) (0.398)

cons 1.931*** 1.750*** 1.898** 0.727** 1.885*** 0.736**
(0.625) (0.469) (0.757) (0.362) (0.721) (0.331)

N 64 64 64 64 64 64

However, as we can see from in table A.11 panel B, results for those who believe women

should be better are completely di↵erent. For this group of people, the switch point varies

independent of their own gender and the gender of the partner.

Table A.12: The role of gender stereotypes at the individual level: the U.S

Panel A: Individuals holding the belief that men should do better
(1) RE (2) RE (3) RE (4) Session FE (5) Tobit (6) Poisson
switch switch switch switch switch switch

male -1.170 -1.240 -1.060 -0.828 -1.060 -0.258
(0.792) (0.834) (0.864) (0.860) (0.787) (0.215)

partner is a female -0.150 -0.066 -0.071 -0.065 -0.006
(0.316) (0.347) (0.357) (0.232) (0.088)

male*partner is a female -0.110 -0.230 -0.225 -0.230 -0.080
(0.360) (0.429) (0.441) (0.343) (0.142)

cons 5.092*** 4.700*** 5.125*** 3.269*** 5.125*** 1.633***
(0.588) (0.535) (0.569) (0.867) (0.571) (0.158)

N 220 220 220 220 220 220
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Panel B: Individuals holding the belief that women should do better
(1) RE (2) RE (3) RE (4) Session FE (5) Tobit (6) Poisson
switch switch switch switch switch switch

male 0.123 0.111 0.098 -0.102 0.098 0.019
(0.858) (0.865) (0.868) (0.810) (0.851) (0.209)

partner is a female 0.000 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 0.002
(0.133) (0.139) (0.142) (0.087) (0.086)

male*partner is a female 0.047 0.051 0.052 0.051 0.009
(0.158) (0.168) (0.172) (0.122) (0.120)

cons 4.506*** 4.467*** 4.501*** 3.849*** 4.501*** 1.542***
(0.591) (0.571) (0.594) (1.418) (0.616) (0.167)

N 248 248 248 248 248 248

Notes: Standard errors are clustered at the subject level, and are reported in the parentheses. The dependent
variable in all regressions is the switch point in each period. male denotes the individual’s gender, which equals
to 1 if he is a male, and 0 for a female. femalepartner refers to the gender of the partner, 1 means the partner
is a female, and 0 means the partner is male. male ⇤ femalepartner is the interaction of individual’s gender
and his/her partner’s gender. Column 1 to 3 employs the random e↵ects model. Column 4 reports the result
from the session fixed e↵ect model. The result in column 5 uses the censored tobit model. Results from Poisson
regression model are reported in Column 6. *p<0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

Table A.12 reports results in the U.S. The gender di↵erence doesn’t exist independent of

people’s belief about the relative ability of males and females.
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Appendix A.5: Survey responses

Figure A.19: Survey responses in China (N = 517)

We conducted an online survey in China with a sample of 517 non-students. We used

the online platform Wenjuanxing(https://www.wjx.cn/index.aspx), which maintains a pool

of survey participants. Our sample was 49.71% female and the median age was between 36

and 45. In the survey, we asked respondents about their beliefs about gender di↵erences in

mathematical ability. Figure A.19 summarized the responses on four key questions.

The figure shows the following. First, the majority of respondents believe that on average,

males perform better than females in mathematics. Second, approximately the same percentage

agrees and disagrees with the statement “It’s a shame for a male to lose to a female in an

area that men are supposed to be better at”. There are modest gender di↵erences with men

somewhat more likely to agree. More people agree that it is a shame for a man to lose to a
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woman, than for a woman to lose to a man, in an area where men are supposed to be better.

More people agree than disagree with the notion that a majority believes that it is shameful

for a man to lose to a woman. Overall, the data imply that individuals do think that there is a

majority belief that it is shameful for a man to be outperformed by a woman on a mathematical

task.

Appendix A.6: The decision table for Periods 1 - 4 in China

Figure A.20: The decision table for periods 1 - 4 in China, translation into English

Appendix A.7: Instructions
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General	Instructions	
	
Welcome to the experiment. Please read these instructions carefully. From now on, do not talk to 
your neighbors. Please turn off your mobile phone and keep it turned off until the end of the 
experiment. If you have any questions, raise your hand. We will then come to you.  
 
The experiment is made up of two parts, Part A and B. We will hand out additional instructions 
at different points in the experiment. 
 
Your earnings are the total of three payments: 
(1) the show-up fee of $5; 
(2) one period in Part A; 
(3) and the amount you earn in part B. 
 
Part A has six periods. We will roll a six-sided die at the end of the experiment to decide which 
period is counted into your final payment. Each period in Part A has an equal chance to be 
counted.  
 
Instructions for Part A, Period 1 and 2  
 
In each period, a female will be randomly matched with a male as a pair. The specific person paired 
with you will change randomly after each period. The pair assignment is anonymous, so you will 
not be told which of the participants from the other gender is matched with you in each period. 
 
(For sessions where same gender composition in the first two periods, the description changes to: 
In each period, everyone will be paired with a partner of the same gender: a male will be randomly 
matched with a male as a pair, and a female is randomly paired with a female. The specific person 
paired with you will change randomly after each period. The pair assignment is anonymous, so 
you will not be told which of the participants from the same gender is matched with you in each 
period.) 
 
The Task  
 
In each period, all participants will perform a series of additions of five randomly-chosen two-
digit numbers (e.g., 15 + 73 + 49 + 30+18). Calculators are not allowed. But you can use scratch 
paper for calculations. You will have four minutes to answer as many questions as possible. The 
computer will record the number of totals that you calculate correctly and the performance is 
measured by the number of totals you calculate correctly. 
  
On the top right corner of the screen, you can see how many seconds you have left. Everyone in 
the room receives different randomly generated numbers to add. However, everyone faces on 
average the same level of difficulty. 
 
Timing in Period 1 and 2 



 
 
Stage 1 
 
In each period, your performance in the mathematics addition task will be compared with your 
partner. If you outperform your partner, that is, if you have more correct answers than your partner 
does, you are the “Better Performer”. If you answer fewer questions correctly, you are the “Worse 
Performer”. 
 
If you are a “Worse Performer”, you are eligible to claim consolation prizes. To claim a prize, 
you must attend “The consolation prize-awarding ceremony” by going to the front of the room at 
the end of the experiment. The procedure of the ceremony will be described later. This is meant to 
make up for the fact that the “Worse Performer” earns less than their partner because he/she did 
not perform as well. 
 
Before you do the mathematics addition task, we ask each of you to make 10 decisions in a table, 
which will be shown on your computer screen. You are asked to indicate whether you are willing 
to claim possible consolation prizes of different values by going to the front of the room if you 
are a “Worse Performer”. The decision table will look like this: 
 

Decision	number	

		The	value	of	the	consolation	
prize	you	can	claim	if	you	go	to	

the	front	of	the	room	 		

Will	you	go	to	the	front	
of	the	room	to	claim	

the	prize?	

1	 $0.25	 	
� Yes 
� No 

	
2		 $0.50		 	

� Yes  
� No 

3	 $0.75	 	
� Yes 
� No 

4	 $1.00	 	
� Yes  
� No 

5	 $1.25	 	
� Yes 
� No 

6	 $1.50	 	
� Yes 
� No 

7	 $1.75	 	
� Yes 
� No 

8	 $2.00	 	
� Yes  
� No 

9	 $2.25	 	
� Yes 
� No 

10	 $2.5	 	
� Yes 
� No 

 
The first column is the decision number, the second column is a list of the value of the consolation 
prize you can claim if you go to the front of the room, and the third column is the choice you need 
to make. For example, the first line is asking you: If the prize is $0.25, and if you are a “Worse 



Performer”, are you willing to go to the front of the room to claim this prize? Please make a choice 
in each line. 
 
At the end of the experiment, only Worse Performers are eligible to claim the consolation prizes. 
This means, your decisions on attending “The consolation prize awarding ceremony” will be 
counted if it turns out that you are a worse performer in your pair after the task. If you are a “Better 
Performer”, your decisions won’t be counted.  And you will only know whether you are a Worse 
Performer or a Better Performer at the end of the experiment.  
  
At the end of the experiment, we roll a six-sided die that decides which period is chosen to be 
counted towards your payment. If either period 1 or period 2 is chosen, we will roll a ten-sided die 
to determine which line of the decision in that period is implemented. And then we will have the 
consolation prize awarding ceremony. 
 
The consolation prize-awarding ceremony 
 
At the end of the experiment, you will know whether you are a “Better Performer” or a “Worse 
Performer” in the selected period. Participants will stand in two groups.  Those participants who 
are “Worse Performers” and choose “Yes” in the randomly selected line will be asked to go to 
the front of the room to claim a redemption code of the prize in full view of other participants. 
And the information “In a mathematics addition task, these participants performed worse than their 
partner of a different gender: The males in the front lost to their female partner, and the females 
lost to their male partner” will be shown on all participants’ screens. After 30 seconds, they will 
return to sitting and input the code into the corresponding box on computer.  
 
The remaining participants, including those who are “Worse Performers” but choose “No” in the 
randomly selected line, as well as the “Better Performer” will then be asked to stand for 30 
seconds.  Then they will return to sitting and the experiment will end at that point. 
 
Stage 2 
 
After you make ten decisions, you will be asked to perform the mathematics addition task. 
 
Stage 3 
 
After you perform the task, we ask you to guess your performance in comparison with your partner. 
You are to guess whether you performed at least as well as your partner. If you guess correctly, 
you can earn an additional $0.50. 
 
Your earnings: 
 
If either period 1 or 2 in Part A ends up counting for your final earnings, then: 
 
1. If you are a “Worse Performer”, your final earnings equal: 
 



Your show-up fee of $5 + Earnings from doing the addition task (which are $5 + Your consolation 
prize) + Earnings from your guess of the performance comparison result + Your earnings in Part 
B (to be described later) 
  
If period 1 or 2 is chosen to count for your payment, the ten-sided die is rolled, to determine your 
payment. For example, if the realization of the ten-sided die is 2, it means that the decision you 
made in line 2 will be implemented. If you chose “Yes” in line 2, you will have $0.50 added to 
your payment by attending the ceremony. If you choose “No” in line 2, you don’t need to go to 
the front as a Worse Performer, but you receive no consolation prize. 
 
2. If you are a “Better Performer”, your final earnings equal: 
 
Your show-up fee of $5 + Earnings from doing the addition task (which are $10) + Earnings from 
your guess of the performance comparison result + Your earnings in Part B (to be described later) 
 
Practice Period 
 
To help familiarize yourself with the interface and the task, you will do one practice round of the 
addition task. This period is not counted towards your final payment. 
 
Instructions for Part A, Periods 3 and 4 
(The instructions for these periods are given at the end of period 2.) 
 
You have now completed 2 periods. In next block of 2 periods, the entire process and the 
payment decision rule will be the same as in Period 1 and 2, except that now you are paired 
with a partner of a same gender. (In the same gender group first sessions, the description 
changes to: except that now you are paired with a partner of a different gender.) 
 
If Period 3 or 4 is selected to decide your payment in Part A at the end of the experiment, and if 
you are a “Worse Performer” and choose “Yes” in the randomly selected line, the information on 
all participants’ screens will change to “In a mathematics addition task, these participants 
performed worse than their partner of a same gender: The male in the front lost to his male 
partner, and the female lost to her female partner”.  (In the same gender group first sessions, the 
description changes to: “In a mathematics addition task, these participants performed worse than 
their partner of a different gender: The males in the front lost to their female partner, and the 
females lost to their male partner”.) 
 
Instructions for Part A, Period 5  
(The instructions for this period is given at the end of period 4.) 
 
In Period 5, one male and one female will be randomly matched to be a pair. (In the same gender 
group first sessions, the description changes to: one male and another male will be randomly 
matched to be a pair, and one female and another female will be randomly matched to be a pair.) 
 
The timing 
Stage 1: 



You will still perform a series of additions of five randomly-chosen two-digit numbers. Everyone 
is asked to calculate 10 totals correctly with no time limit. 
 
Stage 2 
After you have 10 correct totals, you can choose to quit or to continue the task for another three 
minutes. And your partner faces the same decision. 
 
However, either your choice or your partner’s choice will count and be implemented. 
 
If your choice counts, your partner’s performance will stay at 10. If you choose to quit, your 
likelihood of being designated as the Worse Performer is 50%. If you choose to continue, you 
can calculate as many totals as you want in three minutes. If you calculate 0 correct totals in 
three minutes, your likelihood of being designated as the Worse Performer is 50%. 
 
If your partner’s choice counts, your performance will stay at 10. 
 
Your performance will be compared with your partner’s. And the Worse Performer will be asked 
to stand in front of the room.   
 
Stage 3 
 
After you make the decision, the computer will randomly decide whether your choice or your 
partner’s choice in Stage 2 counts. 
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to continue, then you will be given three minutes more to 
do the addition task.  
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to quit, then you will proceed to Stage 4. 
 
If your partner’s choice counts, then you will proceed to Stage 4. 
 
Stage 4 
 
You will be informed of the performance result in this period. 
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to continue, your performance is: 10 + number of totals 
you calculate correctly in the additional three minutes. 
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to quit, your performance is 10. 
 
If your partner’s choice counts, your performance will stay at 10. 
 
At the end of the experiment, if Period 5 is chosen to be counted into your final earnings, all 
participants will stand in the front of the room in two groups. First, those participants who are 
Worse Performers will stand in front of the room for 30 seconds. Then, they will return to their 



seats and all the participants who are Better Performers will go to the front of the room and stand 
for 30 seconds. 
 
Your payment 
Your payment in this period is fixed. You will earn $8 for this period if this period is chosen 
to be counted to your earnings. Then your final earnings equal: 
 
Your show up fee $5 + Payment in period 5 $8 + Your payment in part B (described later) 
 
Instructions for Part A, Period 6 
(The instructions for this period are given at the end of period 5.) 
 
You have now completed Period 5. In Period 6, the entire process and the payment decision rule 
will be the same as in Period 5, except that now you are paired with a partner of the same 
gender. (In the same gender group first sessions, the description changes to: except that now 
you are paired with a partner of a different gender.) 
 
Instruction for Part B (Period 7) 
(The instructions for this period are given at the end of period 6.) 
 
In this part of the experiment, there are two decisions you need to make. 
 
Please answer both questions on your screen. Please indicate a single choice for each question. 
 
1. We had a group of men and a group of women do the same addition task as you did in periods 
1 – 4, yesterday. One of the two groups performed better. Please guess which of the following is 
correct. 
 

o Men performed better than women on average 
o Women performed better than men on average 

 
 
2. Please guess the proportion of people in this session that agree with your choice above 

o Less than or equal to 25%  
o 26%-49% 
o 50% 
o 51%-74% 
o More than or equal to 75%      

 
Your payment in Part B depends on the accuracy of your responses to questions 1 and 2. If you 
answer both correctly, you will receive $2 for part B. If you answer exactly one question 
correctly, you will receive $1. Otherwise, you will receive nothing for this part of the 
experiment. 
	



Appendix B

Appendix B.1: Application of Sebald (2010) to derive hypothe-

sis 3 in Chapter 3

Sebald (2010) is in line with and extends Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger (2004) by allowing

for moves of chance in finite multi-stage games. The utility function is defined as:

Ui(ai(h), bij(h), ciji(h),!) = ⇡i(ai(h), bij(h),!)

+ Yij · ij(ai(h), bij(h),!) · �iji(bij(h), ciji(h),!)
(2)

where i, j 2 N/{0}. The first and second term, respectively represent player i’s expected

material and psychological payo↵. Player i’s psychological payo↵ consists of Yij , a non-

negative reciprocity parameter which describes player i’s sensitivity to the (un)kindness of

player j, player i’s kindness towards player j, ij(·), as well as his perceived kindness of player

j towards him, �iji(·).
Applying his model, the workers’ perceived kindness from employers � in my context is the

expected value of the realized perceived and the unrealized perceived kindness:

� =
1

2
�Realized +

1

2
�Unrealized (3)

W
R is the wage for the realized states, WUR is the wage for the unrealized states. ẽR and ˜

eUR

are the worker’s belief about the employer’s belief about the e↵ort level given the respective

wages. c(·) is the e↵ort cost function. ⇡ej
i (ciji(h)) is the “equitable” payo↵, which is a constant

in my setting, assuming it equals to be 2A.

By calculation, when individuals know both the realized wage and unrealized wage, their

realized and unrealized perceived kindness are,

�Realized = �Unrealized =
1

2
(WR � c(ẽR)) +

1

2
(WUR � c( ˜

eUR))

� 1

2
(
1

2
⇡
ej
i (ciji(h)))

(4)

Thus, we have the perceived kindness,

� =
1

2
[WR +W

UR � c(ẽR)� c( ˜
eUR)�A] (5)
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Furthermore, if we assume that when workers don’t know the unrealized wages, they will

have an expectation of unrealized wages, E(WUR). If the expectation is unbiased, then the

perceived kindness from employer is the same when they only know realized wages, and when

they know both wages.

If good states are realized, the worker’s kindness is

(G) = 20 · eG �W
G � 1/2(20 · 10�W

G + 20 · 1�W
G) = 20 · eG � 110 (6)

If bad states are realized, the worker’s kindness is

(B) = 20 · eB �W
B � 40� 1/2(20 · 10�W

B � 40 + 20 · 1�W
B � 40) = 20 · eB � 110 (7)

Therefore, if good states are realized, the worker’s utility is:

U
G
i (WG

,W
B
, e

G) = W
G � c(eG) +

1

2
Yij(W

G +W
B � c(ẽG)� c(ẽB)�A)(20 · eG � 110) (8)

Then the optimal e↵ort level should satisfy:

c
0(eG

⇤
) = 10Yij(W

G +W
B � c(ẽG)� c(ẽB)�A) (9)

Given my e↵ort cost function, c(e) = ae
2 + be + c, in which a = 0.1061, b = 0.8333, c =

�1.0677, I obtain the following statement: In the equilibrium, the worker’s utility is maximized

and the belief is correct, which means eG
⇤
= ẽG, then

de
G⇤

dWB
=

Yijq
(10b+ a)2 + 40a[10Yij(WG +WB � aẽB

2
� bẽB � c�A)� b]

� 0

If bad states are realized, the argument holds as well.

Intuitively understanding this prediction, we know the utility of the worker is composed

of two parts, material payo↵ and psychological payo↵. With the unrealized wages increased,

on the one hand, the workers’ perceived kindness will increase, and they want to be kinder to

the employer by exerting a higher e↵ort; On the other hand, the material payo↵ will decrease

with a higher e↵ort. Therefore, how to make a trade o↵ between the material payo↵ and the

psychological payo↵ depends on the reciprocity parameter. If the worker is highly reciprocal,

she will exert a higher e↵ort with a higher unrealized wage.
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Appendix B.2: Are employers’ wage o↵ers when workers only

see realized wage di↵erent from those when workers see both

realized and unrealized wage o↵ers?

Figure B.21: The change of average wage o↵er of each employer from only knowing realized
wages to both wages

(a) “Good states” (b) “Bad states”

Figure B.21 depicts the change of average wage o↵er of each employer from only knowing

realized wages to both wages. Under both states, these changes are statistically insignificant.

The p value is 0.1125 and 0.3384 in the Wilcoxon signed rank test under good states and bad

states respectively. Therefore, we fail to reject the hypothesis that the average wage o↵er of

each employer is actually the same when they know workers only know realized wages and

when they know workers know both wages.
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Appendix B.3: Regression results when pool good and bad con-

ditions together

Table B.13: Regression results when pooling good and bad conditions together

(1)Random E↵ect (2)Session FE (3)Tobit
E↵ort E↵ort E↵ort

Bad -0.148 -0.143 -0.147
(0.343) (0.353) (0.302)

Good*WR 0.045*** 0.044*** 0.045***
(0.007) (0.007) (0.005)

Bad*WR 0.059*** 0.059*** 0.059***
(0.011) (0.011) (0.007)

Good*WUR 0.007 0.007 0.007
(0.009) (0.009) (0.006)

Bad*WUR -0.004 -0.005 -0.004
(0.007) (0.007) (0.006)

cons 1.296*** 1.142** 1.294***
(0.296) (0.454) (0.261)

N 400 400 400

We pool the data when good states are realized and that when bad states are realized in

this part. Variable “Bad” is an binary variable, it equals to 1 if bad states are realized; “Good”

equals to 1 if good states are realized. Therefore, the coe�cient of “Good*WR” measures the

e↵ect of realized wages when good states are realized, the coe�cient of “Bad*WR” measures the

e↵ect of realized wages when bad states are realized, the coe�cient of “Good*WUR” measures

the e↵ect of unrealized wages when good states are realized, the coe�cient of “Bad*WUR”

measures the e↵ect of unrealized wages when bad states are realized.

Appendix B.4: Instructions
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General	Instructions	
	
Welcome to the experiment. Please read these instructions carefully. From now on, do not talk to 
your neighbors. Please turn off your mobile phone and keep it turned off until the end of the 
experiment. If you have any questions, raise your hand. We will then come to you.  
 
The experiment is made up of two parts, Part A and B. We will hand out additional instructions 
at different points in the experiment. 
 
Your earnings are the total of three payments: 
(1) the show-up fee of $5; 
(2) one period in Part A; 
(3) and the amount you earn in part B. 
 
Part A has six periods. We will roll a six-sided die at the end of the experiment to decide which 
period is counted into your final payment. Each period in Part A has an equal chance to be 
counted.  
 
Instructions for Part A, Period 1 and 2  
 
In each period, a female will be randomly matched with a male as a pair. The specific person paired 
with you will change randomly after each period. The pair assignment is anonymous, so you will 
not be told which of the participants from the other gender is matched with you in each period. 
 
(For sessions where same gender composition in the first two periods, the description changes to: 
In each period, everyone will be paired with a partner of the same gender: a male will be randomly 
matched with a male as a pair, and a female is randomly paired with a female. The specific person 
paired with you will change randomly after each period. The pair assignment is anonymous, so 
you will not be told which of the participants from the same gender is matched with you in each 
period.) 
 
The Task  
 
In each period, all participants will perform a series of additions of five randomly-chosen two-
digit numbers (e.g., 15 + 73 + 49 + 30+18). Calculators are not allowed. But you can use scratch 
paper for calculations. You will have four minutes to answer as many questions as possible. The 
computer will record the number of totals that you calculate correctly and the performance is 
measured by the number of totals you calculate correctly. 
  
On the top right corner of the screen, you can see how many seconds you have left. Everyone in 
the room receives different randomly generated numbers to add. However, everyone faces on 
average the same level of difficulty. 
 
Timing in Period 1 and 2 



 
 
Stage 1 
 
In each period, your performance in the mathematics addition task will be compared with your 
partner. If you outperform your partner, that is, if you have more correct answers than your partner 
does, you are the “Better Performer”. If you answer fewer questions correctly, you are the “Worse 
Performer”. 
 
If you are a “Worse Performer”, you are eligible to claim consolation prizes. To claim a prize, 
you must attend “The consolation prize-awarding ceremony” by going to the front of the room at 
the end of the experiment. The procedure of the ceremony will be described later. This is meant to 
make up for the fact that the “Worse Performer” earns less than their partner because he/she did 
not perform as well. 
 
Before you do the mathematics addition task, we ask each of you to make 10 decisions in a table, 
which will be shown on your computer screen. You are asked to indicate whether you are willing 
to claim possible consolation prizes of different values by going to the front of the room if you 
are a “Worse Performer”. The decision table will look like this: 
 

Decision	number	

		The	value	of	the	consolation	
prize	you	can	claim	if	you	go	to	

the	front	of	the	room	 		

Will	you	go	to	the	front	
of	the	room	to	claim	

the	prize?	

1	 $0.25	 	
� Yes 
� No 

	
2		 $0.50		 	

� Yes  
� No 

3	 $0.75	 	
� Yes 
� No 

4	 $1.00	 	
� Yes  
� No 

5	 $1.25	 	
� Yes 
� No 

6	 $1.50	 	
� Yes 
� No 

7	 $1.75	 	
� Yes 
� No 

8	 $2.00	 	
� Yes  
� No 

9	 $2.25	 	
� Yes 
� No 

10	 $2.5	 	
� Yes 
� No 

 
The first column is the decision number, the second column is a list of the value of the consolation 
prize you can claim if you go to the front of the room, and the third column is the choice you need 
to make. For example, the first line is asking you: If the prize is $0.25, and if you are a “Worse 



Performer”, are you willing to go to the front of the room to claim this prize? Please make a choice 
in each line. 
 
At the end of the experiment, only Worse Performers are eligible to claim the consolation prizes. 
This means, your decisions on attending “The consolation prize awarding ceremony” will be 
counted if it turns out that you are a worse performer in your pair after the task. If you are a “Better 
Performer”, your decisions won’t be counted.  And you will only know whether you are a Worse 
Performer or a Better Performer at the end of the experiment.  
  
At the end of the experiment, we roll a six-sided die that decides which period is chosen to be 
counted towards your payment. If either period 1 or period 2 is chosen, we will roll a ten-sided die 
to determine which line of the decision in that period is implemented. And then we will have the 
consolation prize awarding ceremony. 
 
The consolation prize-awarding ceremony 
 
At the end of the experiment, you will know whether you are a “Better Performer” or a “Worse 
Performer” in the selected period. Participants will stand in two groups.  Those participants who 
are “Worse Performers” and choose “Yes” in the randomly selected line will be asked to go to 
the front of the room to claim a redemption code of the prize in full view of other participants. 
And the information “In a mathematics addition task, these participants performed worse than their 
partner of a different gender: The males in the front lost to their female partner, and the females 
lost to their male partner” will be shown on all participants’ screens. After 30 seconds, they will 
return to sitting and input the code into the corresponding box on computer.  
 
The remaining participants, including those who are “Worse Performers” but choose “No” in the 
randomly selected line, as well as the “Better Performer” will then be asked to stand for 30 
seconds.  Then they will return to sitting and the experiment will end at that point. 
 
Stage 2 
 
After you make ten decisions, you will be asked to perform the mathematics addition task. 
 
Stage 3 
 
After you perform the task, we ask you to guess your performance in comparison with your partner. 
You are to guess whether you performed at least as well as your partner. If you guess correctly, 
you can earn an additional $0.50. 
 
Your earnings: 
 
If either period 1 or 2 in Part A ends up counting for your final earnings, then: 
 
1. If you are a “Worse Performer”, your final earnings equal: 
 



Your show-up fee of $5 + Earnings from doing the addition task (which are $5 + Your consolation 
prize) + Earnings from your guess of the performance comparison result + Your earnings in Part 
B (to be described later) 
  
If period 1 or 2 is chosen to count for your payment, the ten-sided die is rolled, to determine your 
payment. For example, if the realization of the ten-sided die is 2, it means that the decision you 
made in line 2 will be implemented. If you chose “Yes” in line 2, you will have $0.50 added to 
your payment by attending the ceremony. If you choose “No” in line 2, you don’t need to go to 
the front as a Worse Performer, but you receive no consolation prize. 
 
2. If you are a “Better Performer”, your final earnings equal: 
 
Your show-up fee of $5 + Earnings from doing the addition task (which are $10) + Earnings from 
your guess of the performance comparison result + Your earnings in Part B (to be described later) 
 
Practice Period 
 
To help familiarize yourself with the interface and the task, you will do one practice round of the 
addition task. This period is not counted towards your final payment. 
 
Instructions for Part A, Periods 3 and 4 
(The instructions for these periods are given at the end of period 2.) 
 
You have now completed 2 periods. In next block of 2 periods, the entire process and the 
payment decision rule will be the same as in Period 1 and 2, except that now you are paired 
with a partner of a same gender. (In the same gender group first sessions, the description 
changes to: except that now you are paired with a partner of a different gender.) 
 
If Period 3 or 4 is selected to decide your payment in Part A at the end of the experiment, and if 
you are a “Worse Performer” and choose “Yes” in the randomly selected line, the information on 
all participants’ screens will change to “In a mathematics addition task, these participants 
performed worse than their partner of a same gender: The male in the front lost to his male 
partner, and the female lost to her female partner”.  (In the same gender group first sessions, the 
description changes to: “In a mathematics addition task, these participants performed worse than 
their partner of a different gender: The males in the front lost to their female partner, and the 
females lost to their male partner”.) 
 
Instructions for Part A, Period 5  
(The instructions for this period is given at the end of period 4.) 
 
In Period 5, one male and one female will be randomly matched to be a pair. (In the same gender 
group first sessions, the description changes to: one male and another male will be randomly 
matched to be a pair, and one female and another female will be randomly matched to be a pair.) 
 
The timing 
Stage 1: 



You will still perform a series of additions of five randomly-chosen two-digit numbers. Everyone 
is asked to calculate 10 totals correctly with no time limit. 
 
Stage 2 
After you have 10 correct totals, you can choose to quit or to continue the task for another three 
minutes. And your partner faces the same decision. 
 
However, either your choice or your partner’s choice will count and be implemented. 
 
If your choice counts, your partner’s performance will stay at 10. If you choose to quit, your 
likelihood of being designated as the Worse Performer is 50%. If you choose to continue, you 
can calculate as many totals as you want in three minutes. If you calculate 0 correct totals in 
three minutes, your likelihood of being designated as the Worse Performer is 50%. 
 
If your partner’s choice counts, your performance will stay at 10. 
 
Your performance will be compared with your partner’s. And the Worse Performer will be asked 
to stand in front of the room.   
 
Stage 3 
 
After you make the decision, the computer will randomly decide whether your choice or your 
partner’s choice in Stage 2 counts. 
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to continue, then you will be given three minutes more to 
do the addition task.  
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to quit, then you will proceed to Stage 4. 
 
If your partner’s choice counts, then you will proceed to Stage 4. 
 
Stage 4 
 
You will be informed of the performance result in this period. 
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to continue, your performance is: 10 + number of totals 
you calculate correctly in the additional three minutes. 
 
If your choice counts, and you choose to quit, your performance is 10. 
 
If your partner’s choice counts, your performance will stay at 10. 
 
At the end of the experiment, if Period 5 is chosen to be counted into your final earnings, all 
participants will stand in the front of the room in two groups. First, those participants who are 
Worse Performers will stand in front of the room for 30 seconds. Then, they will return to their 



seats and all the participants who are Better Performers will go to the front of the room and stand 
for 30 seconds. 
 
Your payment 
Your payment in this period is fixed. You will earn $8 for this period if this period is chosen 
to be counted to your earnings. Then your final earnings equal: 
 
Your show up fee $5 + Payment in period 5 $8 + Your payment in part B (described later) 
 
Instructions for Part A, Period 6 
(The instructions for this period are given at the end of period 5.) 
 
You have now completed Period 5. In Period 6, the entire process and the payment decision rule 
will be the same as in Period 5, except that now you are paired with a partner of the same 
gender. (In the same gender group first sessions, the description changes to: except that now 
you are paired with a partner of a different gender.) 
 
Instruction for Part B (Period 7) 
(The instructions for this period are given at the end of period 6.) 
 
In this part of the experiment, there are two decisions you need to make. 
 
Please answer both questions on your screen. Please indicate a single choice for each question. 
 
1. We had a group of men and a group of women do the same addition task as you did in periods 
1 – 4, yesterday. One of the two groups performed better. Please guess which of the following is 
correct. 
 

o Men performed better than women on average 
o Women performed better than men on average 

 
 
2. Please guess the proportion of people in this session that agree with your choice above 

o Less than or equal to 25%  
o 26%-49% 
o 50% 
o 51%-74% 
o More than or equal to 75%      

 
Your payment in Part B depends on the accuracy of your responses to questions 1 and 2. If you 
answer both correctly, you will receive $2 for part B. If you answer exactly one question 
correctly, you will receive $1. Otherwise, you will receive nothing for this part of the 
experiment. 
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